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”The earthquake, however, must be to every one a most impressive event: the earth,
considered from our earliest childhood as the type of solidity, has oscillated like a thin
crust beneath our feet; and in seeing the laboured works of man in a moment
overthrown, we feel the insignificance of his boasted power.”

Charles Darwin
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The catastrophic occurrence of the 2004 M9.2 Sumatra and 2011 M9.0 Tohoku earthquakes illustrated the disastrous impact of megathrust earthquakes on society. They
also emphasized our limited understanding of where and when these ”big ones” may
strike. The necessary improvement of long-term seismic hazard assessment requires a
better physical understanding of the seismic cycle at these seismically active subduction zones. Models have the potential to overcome the restricted, direct observations
in space and time. Currently, however, no model exists to explore the relation between
long-term subduction dynamics and relating deformation and short-term seismogenesis. The development, validation and initial application of such a physically consistent
seismo-thermo-mechanical numerical model is the main objective of this thesis.
First, I present a novel analog modeling tool that simulates cycling of megathrust
earthquakes in a visco-elastic gelatin wedge. A comparison with natural observations
shows interseismic and coseismic physics are captured in a robust, albeit simplified, way.
This tool is used to validate that a continuum-mechanics based, visco-elasto-plastic
numerical approach, typically used for large-scale geodynamic problems, can be extended
to study the short-term seismogenesis of megathrust earthquakes. To generate frictional
instabilities and match laboratory source parameters, a local invariant implementation
of a strongly slip rate-dependent friction formulation is required. The resulting continuum approach captures several interesting dynamic features, including inter-, co- and
postseismic deformation that agrees qualitatively with GPS measurements and dynamic
rupture features, including cracks, self-healing pulses and fault re-rupturing.
To facilitate a comparison to natural settings, I consider a more realistic setup of
the Southern Chilean margin in terms of geometry and physical processes. Results
agree with seismological, geodetic and geological observations, albeit for their coseismic
speeds. They show a surprisingly good agreement with inter- and coseismic displacements measured before and during the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake. I further discuss
on implications for several outstanding problems, including the contribution of cyclic to
long-term deformation, physical mechanisms governing seismogenic zone limits and the
low strength of megathrust faults.
Finally, I demonstrate one of the main advantages of this approach; the spontaneous
unstable rupturing of both on- and off-megathrust events. Simulated outerrise and
splay and antithetic normal events geometrically resemble natural observations. They
are triggered by megathrust-induced quasi-static stress changes and agree with analytical predictions of dynamic Coulomb wedge theory. Their impact is distinct, both on
megathrust cycling, due to premature updip triggering of megathrust events, and for
tsunami hazards that are increased due to steeply dipping off-megathrust fault planes.
The innovative character of this seismo-thermo-mechanical approach opens a world
of interdisciplinary research between geodynamics and seismology. This can relate to
the generation and characteristics of megathrust earthquakes and beyond.
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Das katastrophale Auftreten des 2004er M9.2 Sumatra und des 2011er M9.0 Tohoku
Erdbebens veranschaulicht die desaströsen menschlichen und wirtschaftlichen Auswirkungen von Überschiebungserdbeben und unser begrenztes Verständnis davon, wo und wann
diese ”Megabeben” zuschlagen können. Die notwendige Verbesserung von langfristigen
seismischen Gefährdungsanalysen erfordert ein besseres physikalisches Verständnis des
seismischen Zyklus in seismisch aktiven Subduktionszonen. Modelle haben das Potenzial, die eingeschränkten, direkten Beobachtungen in Raum und Zeit zu überwinden,
obwohl derzeit kein Modell für die Erkundung der Beziehung zwischen langfristiger Subduktionsdynamik und entsprechender Deformation und kurzfristiger Seismogenesis existiert. Das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung, Validierung und erste Anwendung einer solchen physikalisch konsistenten seismo-thermo-mechanischen numerischen
Modellierung.
Zunächst stelle ich ein neues Modellierungswerkzeug vor, das Zyklen von
Überschiebungserdbeben in einem viskoelastischen Gelatinekeil simuliert. Ein Vergleich
mit natürlichen Beobachtungen zeigt, dass die Physik interseismischer und koseismischer
Perioden in einer robusten, wenn auch vereinfachten Art und Weise erfasst ist.
Dieses Werkzeug wird verwendet, um zu validieren, dass ein Kontinuum-Mechanik
basierendes, visko-elasto-plastisches numerisches Verfahren, welches in der Regel für
großskalige geodynamische Probleme verwendet wird, erweitert werden kann, um die
kurzfristige Seismogenesis von Überschiebungerdbeben zu untersuchen. Um Reibungsinstabilitäten zu erzeugen und um mit Quellparametern aus dem Labor übereinzustimmen, ist eine lokale invariante Implementierung eines stark verschiebungsratenabhängigen Reibungsterms erforderlich. Der resultierende Kontinuumsansatz erfasst mehrere
interessante dynamische Merkmale, einschließlich inter-, ko- und postseismischer Deformationen, die qualitativ mit GPS-Messungen und intensiv diskutierten dynamischen
Bruchcharakteristika, darunter Impulse, Risse und Störungsreaktivierung, übereinstimmen.
Um einen Vergleich zu natürlichen Umgebungen zu erleichtern, ziehe ich einen Kontinentalrand in Betracht, der eine realistischere Geometrie hat und komplexe physikalische
Prozesse umfasst. Die Ergebnisse stimmen ungeachteter der koseismische Geschwindigkeiten
mit seismologischen, geodätischen und geologischen Beobachtungen überein, und zeigen
eine überraschend gute Übereinstimmung mit den gemessenen inter- und koseismische
Verschiebungen vor und während des 2010er M8.8 Maule Erdbebens. Darüber hinaus
diskutiere ich die Implikationen für mehrere rätselhafte offenen Probleme, einschließlich
der physikalischen Mechanismen von seismogenen Zonengrenzen und die geringe Festigkeit von Überschiebungsstörungen.
Schließlich veranschauliche ich einen der wichtigsten Vorteile dieses Ansatzes: den
spontanen instabilen Bruch von sowohl ”On-” als auch ”Off-”Überschiebungsbeben. Die
Geometrien simulierter Beben im Sedimentationskeil ähneln natürlichen Beobachtungen.
Sie werden durch von Überschiebungsbeben induzierten statischen Spannungsveränderun-
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gen ausgelöst und stimmen mit analytischen Vorhersagen der dynamischen CoulombKeil-Theorie überein. Ihr Einfluss ist deutlich, sowohl auf Überschiebungsbebenzyklen,
aufgrund des verfrühten Auslösens von Überschiebungsbeben, als auch auf TsunamiGefahren, die durch das Nachgeben des äußeren Keils und durch das steile Einfallen von
Störungsflächen erhöht werden.
Der innovative Charakter dieses seismo-thermo-mechanischen Ansatzes eröffnet eine
Welt der interdisziplinären Forschung zwischen Geodynamik und Seismologie, sowohl in
Bezug auf die Erzeugung als auch in Bezug auf die Merkmale von Überschiebungserdbeben in Subduktionszonen und andernorts.
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De catastrofale 2004 M9.2 Sumatra en 2011 M9.0 Tohoku megaoverschuivings aardbevingen herinneren ons eraan wat voor desastreuze impact deze kunnen hebben op
onze samenleving. Eveneens benadrukken deze aardbevingen ons beperkte begrip van
waar en wanneer deze natuurrampen toeslaan. De noodzakelijke verbetering van de
lange termijn inschatting van seismische risicos vereist een beter fysisch begrip van de
aardbevingscyclus in seismisch actieve subductie zones. Modellen hebben de potentie
om de beperkte, directe observaties in ruimte en tijd te overwinnen. Momenteel bestaat
er echter geen model dat de relatie tussen lange termijn subductie dynamiek en gerelateerde deformatie en korte termijn aardbevingen kan analyseren. De ontwikkeling,
validatie en toepassing van een dergelijk fysisch kloppend seismo-thermo-mechanische
numerieke model is de belangrijkste doelstelling van dit proefschrift.
Eerst presenteer ik een nieuwe analoog model die cycli van megaoverschuivings aardbevingen simuleert in een visco-elastische wig van gelatine. Een vergelijking met natuurlijke observaties laat zien dat de fysica van de periode tijdens en tussen twee aardbevingen wordt gesimuleerd op een robuuste, zij het vereenvoudigde, manier.
Dit analoge model gebruik ik vervolgens voor het valideren van een op continuum
mechanica gebaseerde, visco-elasto-plastische numeriek model. Dit model wordt doorgaans gebruikt wordt voor grootschalige geodynamische problemen. Het genereert nu
ook wrijvings instabiliteiten wiens parameters overeenkomen met die van het analoog
model, zolang een ontwikkelde lokale, invariante variant van een sterk slip-snelheids
afhankelijke wrijvings formulering gebruikt wordt. Dit model simuleert enkele interessante dynamische processen, waaronder de inter-, co- en postseismische deformatie
die kwalitatief met GPS metingen overeenkomt en dynamische ruptuur processen, zoals
scheuren, zelfhelende pulsen en het opnieuw breken van eenzelfde breuk.
Om een vergelijking met waarnemingen van de aarde te vergemakkelijken, beschouw
ik vervolgens een realistischere opzet van de Zuid Chileense plaatgrens in termen van geometrie en fysische processen. Resultaten komen overeen met seismologische, geodetische
en geologische waarnemingen, zij het met te lage coseismische snelheden. Zij vertonen
eveneens een verrassend goede overeenkomst met inter- en coseismische verplaatsingen
gemeten voor en tijdens de 2010 M8.8 Maule aardbeving. Verder bespreek ik de implicaties voor een aantal onopgeloste problemen, inclusief de contributie van cycli tot
lange termijn deformatie, de fysieke mechanismen die de seismogene zone begrenzen en
de geringe sterkte van megaoverschuivings breuken.
Tot slot demonstreer ik een van de belangrijkste voordelen van deze aanpak; het spontane ontstaan van aardbevingen zowel tussen als midden in de convergerende platen. De
gesimuleerde ’outerrise’ en sedimentaire wig aardbevingen komen geometrisch overeen
met natuurlijke waarnemingen. Deze worden geactiveerd door quasi-statische spanningsveranderingen door megaoverschuivingen en kloppen met de analytische voorspellingen van dynamische Coulomb wig theorie. Haar invloed is significant. Zowel op de cycli
van megaoverschuivingen door de vroegtijdige, ondiepe veroorzaking van hen. Als voor
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het risico op grote tsunamis, welke toeneemt door de steile breuken in de lithosfeer.
Het innovatieve karakter van dit seismo-thermo-mechanische model opent een wereld
van interdisciplinair onderzoek tussen geodynamica en seismologie.

Zowel met be-

trekking tot het ontstaan en de kenmerken van (megaoverschuivings) aardbevingen, als
daar voorbij.
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1

Introduction

”It must have appeared almost as improbable to the earlier geologists, that the laws
of earthquakes should one day throw light on the origin of mountains, as it must to the
first astronomers, that the fall of an apple should assist in explaining the motions of the
moon.”

Sir Charles Lyell

1

2

1 Introduction

This thesis integrates a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines ranging from geodynamics, via fault mechanics, rheology, structural geology, and geodesy, to seismology and
earthquake physics. Insights from these different disciplines are combined to increase
the physical understanding of subduction zone seismicity. Devastating examples that
are still fresh in our minds include the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku, the 2010 M8.8 Maule, and
the 2004 M9.2 Sumatra megathrust earthquakes. These type of events strike along the
40’000 km of subduction zones spanning the globe and in the vicinity of which half of
the world population lives. Consequently, they are among the deadliest natural hazards
taking about 250’000 lives in the last decade. While the economic costs for the Tohoku
earthquake alone reached over 200 billion Swiss Francs. These ”black swan” events can
not be, and may never be, predicted. However, a physical understanding of why damaging earthquakes occur at which locations, and when they might reoccur, helps society
to limit both human and economic loss.
This chapter introduces the most important concepts relating to seismic cycles at
subduction zones and their relevance (Section 1.1). This overview illustrates the need
for numerical modeling, an increasingly important tool to facilitate our physical understanding of these destructive events. It also comprises a short review of the state of
the art of numerical modeling tools available in relating areas of research (Section 1.2).
Finally, this resumé demonstrates the need to combine scientific advances and integrate
them into a new composite numerical modeling approach, which is the main goal of this
thesis (Section 1.3). These objectives are met by step-by-step increasing complexity, as
outlined in Section 1.4.

1.1 Subduction zone seismicity
Convergent margins
Plate tectonics is the theory that describes the fundamental processes shaping the solid
earth; the creation, movement, and consumption of ∼100-km thick solid-like plates with
respect to a fluid-like mantle below. One of the key processes in this dynamic evolution
is the consumption of lithospheric plates at convergent margins, where the heavier plate
sinks into the mantle, below a lighter overriding plate. Three different types of convergent
margins can be classified depending of the type of subducting and overriding plate. An
oceanic plate can subduct beneath another oceanic plate, typically forming an volcanic
island arc (e.g., Tonga-Kermadec), or beneath a continental plate, typically forming a
volcanic mountain chain (e.g., Andes). Finally, light continental crust that is unable to
subduct can arrive at the trench, leading to a collision zone with extensive mountain
building (e.g., Himalaya’s). These different margins are fundamentally controlled by
the interplay of several large-scale forces, including slab pull, ridge push, and mantle
flow [e.g., Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975], and processes, e.g., mechanical coupling, fluid flow,
and sediment subduction [e.g., Saffer and Tobin, 2011]. This wide range of phenomena
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suggests a multidisciplinary approach is needed to understand the physical mechanisms
that shape the nature, structure, and properties of the subduction interface, along and
nearby which the devastating earthquakes occur.

INNER WEDGE

OUTER WEDGE

OUTERRISE

SPLAY FAULT

OCEANIC SLAB

SUBDUCTION THRUST

Figure 1.1: Schematic cross section of a forearc at a convergent margin illustrating a
range of structural and seismic characteristics (modified after Byrne et al. [1988a]).

As the oceanic plate subducts, bending occurs forming an outerrise seaward of the
trench, while oceanic sediments are scrapped off at the base of the trench forming an
accretionary wedge (Figure 1.1). Imbricate faulting occurs within this wedge, while landward rocks stabilize and solidify below a forearc basin and above a coupled seismogenic
zone.

Seismicity and the seismic cycle
Besides being a fundamental component of plate tectonics, mantle convection, and the
geochemical evolution of the Earth, subduction zones are the main locus of many solidearth hazards. The movements of the plates alongside each other is namely not a fluent
process, but rather includes long periods at which the plates ”stick” and short periods
at which they ”slip”, the so-called stick-slip mechanism [Brace and Byerlee, 1966]. During these periods of ”slip”, the plates move very fast past each other, which leads to
the radiation of seismic waves that shake the ground upon which we live. The global
occurrence of these earthquakes highlights the location of plate boundaries, along which
most displacement occurs (Figure 1.2).
Earthquakes are typically viewed as a non-dissipative elastic process in which displacements built up slowly along a (partially) locked fault (i.e., the interseismic period, or
”sticking” part). During rapid slip, these strains are released in seconds or minutes, such
that all displacements eventually catch up with the far-field slip rate, and deformation
is fully recovered (i.e., the coseismic period) [e.g., Reid , 1910]. The earthquake initiates
when stresses collectively exceed a material’s strength. This results in brittle failure,
which is in continuum media often represented by its higher temperature and pressure
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Figure 1.2: Global seismicity from 1900-1999 outlines plate boundaries with a majority
occurring near convergent boundaries. Data from Engdahl and Villasenor [2002] for >M7
for 1900-1929, >M6.5 for 1930-1964 and >M5.5 for 1961-1999. Graphics adopted from
http://facility.unavco.org/software/idv/UNAVCO IDV datasource eqs.html.

variant; plastic failure [e.g., Drucker and Prager , 1952; Buiter et al., 2006]. After an
earthquake, aftershocks and transient slip may occur for months, years or decades (i.e.,
the postseismic period), before (and if) the fault settles into its steady-state interseismic
behavior again. This mainly kinematic view is supported by geodetic observations of
surface displacements (Figure 1.3). In a subduction zone setting, this means the overriding plate is displaced toward the mainland, uplifting its rear e.g., near the coastline.
During an earthquake the land moves seaward, thereby uplifting the sedimentary wedge
front and potentially causing a tsunami. The postseismic displacements are dominated
by three processes occurring over different spatial and temporal ranges; a) continuation of slip (i.e., afterslip), which releases stresses induced by the rupture at its updip
and downdip end, b) visco-elastic relaxation of induced stresses within the lithosphere
and mantle, and c) relocking of the fault [e.g., Wang et al., 2012]. This suggests that,
opposite to the purely elastic view of an earthquake, the viscous relaxation of stresses
and the permanent yielding of rocks need to be considered as well, to explain temporal
geodetic observations and long-term deformational patterns [Wang et al., 2012; Baker
et al., 2013].
Earthquakes are not isolated, unique episodes, as also suggested by their abundance
in the last centuries seismicity (Figure 1.2). Earthquakes rather represent a sequence of
reoccurring events on a similar segment, which can be termed ’the seismic cycle’. The
usage of the word ’cycle’ throughout this thesis, however, does not necessarily imply
a fixed periodicity, neither in size nor in recurrence interval. It merely emphasizes the
continuous accumulation and release of stresses in large, dynamically controlled events
within a certain segment. This matters because the usage, and existence, of this term
can be considered to make assumptions about a characteristic earthquake model. This
would suggest that the largest segment earthquakes with similar space or size dimensions
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Figure 1.3: Summary of geodetically observed earthquake cycle deformation (modified
after Wang [2007]). Arrows indicate relative size and direction of average displacements
occurring in each stage of a seismic cycle.

reoccur quasi-periodically, which is not unequivocally supported by observations [Kagan
et al., 2012].
Whether and how much a fault slips and whether it slips in a seismic or aseismic
manner, is mainly determined by its friction parameters and (pre-)stress levels. Friction
is thus a fundamental parameter controlling the dynamics of earthquakes. However, at
present, there is no physical theory describing frictional properties from first principles,
so we rely on empirical formulations derived from laboratory experiments. These key
experiments have thus far provided invaluable insights into rock mechanics [e.g., Brace
and Byerlee, 1966] and are increasingly becoming capable of reproducing close to natural
conditions [e.g., Di Toro et al., 2011; den Hartog et al., 2012]. Currently, the state-of-theart frictional formulation that fits most experiments is rate-and-state dependent friction
[e.g., Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983]. In this formulation, friction depends both on instantaneous sliding velocity (in which dynamic friction decreases logarithmically from a
static friction) and a time-dependent state variable. In steady-state, a state variable can
be interpreted as the average age of the contact zones. Alternative formulations that
are widely used include a strongly rate-dependent friction, which ignores the history of
microstructural contacts [e.g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967], and slip weakening friction,
which instead weakens with slipped distance [e.g., Andrews, 1976]. The frictional stability of faults determines whether an instability is able to nucleate and grow, as the fault
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weakens with slip rate (i.e., velocity weakening), or whether slip is stabilized and terminated, as the fault strengthens with slip rate (i.e., velocity strengthening) [Scholz , 1998].
The detailed conditions of these stability regimes and an extrapolation of laboratory experiments, however, enclose their own challenges, amongst others due to a dependence
on experimental settings (mineralogy, sample type, slip rate and stepping direction,
normal stress, temperature, water content) and the upscaling of small-scale laboratory
samples to natural values. To our knowledge, this thesis is the first to include a slip
rate dependent friction to simulate earthquake-like instabilities and subsequent healing
in geodynamic models (Chapter 3).

The seismogenic zone in subduction zones and related challenges
Seismicity occurring at subduction thrusts and within their near surroundings dominated
the seismic energy released over the last century [>90%; Pacheco and Sykes, 1992]
(Figure 1.2). This results from the large downdip width, as low temperatures extend
the seismogenic zone to greater depths along a shallow dipping fault. The potential
slip plane is, moreover, increased by the large along-strike length, as the fault plane is
potentially continuous in trench parallel direction, respectively. The most devastating
earthquakes thus typically occur on the megathrust interface between the subducting and
overriding plate (i.e., interplate earthquakes), although a distinct portion of the seismic
moment is still released within the oceanic slab (i.e., intraslab earthquakes) and within
the accretionary wedge and forearc (i.e., overriding plate earthquakes) (Figure 1.1). The
relative contribution of these three classes to seismic moment release surmounts to 45%,
41%, and 14%, respectively. These values are averaged over the 1976 to 2007 period,
although significant variations between different subduction zones and timing within the
seismic cycle exist [Presti et al., 2012]. For scientific purposes, intraslab earthquakes
can be further subdivided according to their hypocenter depth; outerrise (up to 70 km),
intermediate-depth (70-300 km), and deep earthquakes (300-700 km). Finally, the nature
of the interface along which interplate earthquakes occur remains under debate [Sibson,
2003]. Hypotheses range from a seismic fault within which the principal slip zone is at
most millimeters thick, although surrounded by ultracataclasites for tens of centimeters
and hundreds of meters of damage [e.g., Chester et al., 1993] to a broad kilometer
wide zone that accommodates compressional deformation along various paths, i.e., the
subduction channel [e.g., Shreve and Cloos, 1986].
Although we have a general understanding of the processes occurring within the seismogenic zone at subduction thrusts (Figure 1.4), many critical details remain obscure
[Dixon and Moore, 2007]. This in part because subduction zones have been less extensively studied than strike-slip systems. Subduction thrusts namely occur deeper and off
the coast, well below sea-level, limiting direct observations to shallow drilling [Moore
and et al., 2001] and exhumed subduction channels [Hashimoto et al., 2002]. Our understanding is, moreover, hampered by structural, geometrical, and rheological complexity
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and additional variability between different subduction zones [Kopp, 2013]. The main
open issues [Hyndman, 2007] evolve around understanding the physical mechanisms governing the a) up- and downdip seismogenic zone limits (Figure 1.4) [e.g., Hyndman et al.,
1997], b) spatiotemporal variation of interseismic locking, i.e., fraction of interseismic
plate convergence rate transferred to the overriding plate, and potentially related seismic coupling, i.e., fraction of plate convergence rate accommodated during seismic slip,
[e.g., Ruff and Kanamori , 1980; Heuret et al., 2011], c) megathrust interface strength
or weakness [e.g., Rice, 1992; Scholz , 2002], d) nature and distributions of asperities,
frictionally unstable locked fault patches, and e) the recently discovered spectrum of
aseismic slow slip events [e.g., Obara, 2002; Ide et al., 2007]. These open issues can, and
partially are, approached with the physically consistent methodology developed in this
thesis. Ultimately, most of the concepts lead up to the following question, relevant for
half of the world population living near subduction zones.

Figure 1.4:

Perspective of the seismogenic zone in subduction zones with unstable
velocity-weakening asperities surrounded by aseismic velocity-strengthening regions, especially located up- and downdip of the main seismogenic zone (adopted from Dixon and
Moore [2007]).

Where do we expect large subduction earthquakes?
After considering the implications above, does that mean we are at high risk everywhere along the 40’000 km of subduction trenches? Or are there certain places that
generate them more regularly or that can not generate very large megathrust earthquakes at all? During the last decades there was a persisting hypothesis that fast and
young plates that follow relatively flat trajectories are more coupled , and hence produce more, larger earthquakes (i.e., the Chile type)[Uyeda and Kanamori , 1979; Ruff and
Kanamori , 1980]. This implies that slow, older subducting plates produce smaller earthquakes, never reaching magnitudes beyond 8.5 (i.e., the Mariana type). However, this
hypothesis was brutally disrupted by the occurrence of recent devastating megathrust
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earthquakes, including the 2004 M9.2 Sumatra [Stein and Okal , 2007] and the 2011 M9.0
Tohoku earthquakes [Stein et al., 2012]. These occurred exactly at those locations that
were deemed more safe. Statistical analysis including more recent data indeed contradicts this hypothesis, while generally showing relatively low correlations (0< |R| <∼0.8
with on average roughly 0.25) between seismological and subduction dynamic parameters [Heuret et al., 2011] (Figure 1.5). The large uneven distribution of seismicity in
worldwide subduction zones does, however, suggest that there must be a physical explanation for the difference between the different subduction zones [Marzocchi et al., under
review]. Especially when also considering seismicity occurring within the oceanic slab
and overriding plate [Presti et al., 2012].

Figure 1.5: Absolute linear correlation coefficient |R| between geometric and kinematic
parameters with respect to seismological (green box) and geometrical seismogenic zone
parameters (blue box). The correlation is relatively low and perhaps partially obscured
due to the limited temporal sample range (1900 or 1976 up to 2007) (modified from Heuret
et al. [2011]). τ = seismic rate, M = moment, χ = seismic coupling coefficient, U = updip,
D = downdip, W = width, x = horizontal extent, z = vertical extent, n = normal, θ =
dip, V = velocity, s = subduction, t = trench, O = obliquity subduction velocity, A = slab
age, ϕ = thermal parameters, and UPS = Upper plate strain. For the detailed meaning
of all abbreviations, I refer to the notation section in Heuret et al. [2011].

To answer these questions, we can not rely on the statistics of the few events that have
been observed with some accuracy for at most a century, while their recurrence interval
rather encompasses centuries up to a few thousand years [e.g., McCaffrey, 2008]. Paleoseismology is able to extend our limited observational timespan (up to 10’000s of years),
although with variable accuracy due to inherent limitations [Goldfinger , 2011]. Furthermore, our understanding of earthquake dynamics is expected to progress rapidly in the

1.2 State-of-the-art modeling approaches

years to come due to the wealth of data available from recent megathrust earthquakes
occurring in well instrumented areas.This will, however, not help much in estimating recurrence intervals. While this is necessary to reduce a part of the large uncertainties in
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment [Krinitzsky, 1995] and hence facilitate political
decision making.
Instead, to answer these questions and improve seismic hazard assessment, we need
to understand the physics that is driving these megathrust events and relating intraplate
events. Only with a physical understanding one can postulate a scientific theory, which
should be acquired by combining the ”holy trinity” of science -observations, experiments
(e.g., modeling), and theory-. Within the framework of this thesis, observations are
shortly analyzed in the framework of the EURYI project ’Convergent margins and seismogenesis: defining the risk of great earthquakes by using statistical data and modelling’
[Funiciello et al., 2013] (Figure 1.5). They, however, still need to be complemented
by designed experiments to derive a theory. One promising tool to obtain a physical
understanding of the described complex processes operating on a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales (Figure 1.6) is modeling, and within this thesis especially numerical
modeling. Observations provide fragmented snapshots of different stages of the seismic
cycle at different subduction zones, while lacking a possibility to observe one complete
cycle. Modeling allows one to obtain a complete picture and thereby evaluate the developed concepts. However, there is no methodology currently available to model both
long-term subduction dynamics and short-term seismogenesis in a physically consistent
manner (Section 1.2).
Besides long-term subduction dynamics, additional unknown clues could be hidden in
the long-term structure and topography, which can be more easily observed directly. One
interesting phenomenon, for example, is the observed correlation between the locations of
forearc basins, low free-air gravity anomalies, and the areas of major coseismic slip [Wells
et al., 2006; Song and Simons, 2003]. To physically understand, unravel, and evaluate
these clues, numerical modeling tools that can simulate both long-term deformation and
short-term seismogenesis are required.

1.2 State-of-the-art modeling approaches
Geodynamic modeling
The state of the art geodynamic models, the starting point of this thesis, solve for the
conservation of mass, momentum, and heat using a visco-elasto-plastic rheology [Gerya,
2010a, and references therein]. They are typically applied to large spatiotemporal scale
problems spanning millions of years for thousands of kilometers with a resolution up to
hundreds of meters. Examples range from subduction erosion and exhumation of High
Pressure Low Temperature rocks [e.g., Yamato et al., 2007; van Dinther et al., 2012],
to forces affecting interplate coupling and slab dynamics [e.g., Conrad and Lithgow-
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Figure 1.6: Large range of spatiotemporal scales relevant for earthquake dynamics
(adopted from Ben-Zion [2008]).

1.2 State-of-the-art modeling approaches

Bertelloni , 2004; van Dinther et al., 2010], to slab dehydration and fault-induced seismic
anisotropy [Faccenda et al., 2008], to the coupling of deep mantle and surface processes
[Duretz et al., 2011], up to the origin of plate tectonics [e.g., Tackley, 2000; Bercovici ,
2003].
The analysis of much shorter term seismogenesis and a direct comparison with earthquakes was not deemed plausible at the onset of this thesis. However, Chapter 4 now
demonstrates a close agreement with both surface displacements during the 2010 M8.8
Maule earthquake in Southern Chile and average source and recurrence characteristics
with respect to a natural range of observations for megathrust earthquakes (Chapter 4).
A different branch of this type of models uses similar thermal equations to evaluate
thermal properties of earthquake ruptures [e.g., Hyndman and Wang, 1993; Oleskevich
et al., 1999]. This is done by calculating the temperature field assuming relevant subduction zone characteristics, such as subduction velocity and slab age, and comparing
that to observed depths of the hypocenter and rupture limits. This approach provided
valuable initial insights into the physical processes governing rupture propagation. Currently, this methodology is still applied to specific earthquakes [e.g., Klingelhoefer et al.,
2010] and to assess the seismic hazard in specific regions, where the spatial extent of the
seismogenic zone is unknown [e.g., Smith et al., 2013].
The thermal evolution of a subduction zone is also captured in the presented methodology, which confirmed thermal estimates for the downdip limit in terms of hypocenters
being limited to above ∼350◦ C, while ruptures could propagate downward, although not
beyond ∼450◦ C for the current setting (Chapter 4).

Dynamic rupture modeling
Dynamic rupture models simulate a single earthquake (for minutes over hundreds of kilometers) through solving the elastic wave equation of motion, while non-linearly coupling
it to fault tractions governed by a frictional constitutive formulation [Dalguer , 2012, and
references therein]. Once initiated by a local, near instantaneous stress drop, the rupture propagates spontaneously along a pre-defined fault in response to a priori prescribed
stresses and strengths on the fault, which evolve according to a bidirectional feedback
with seismic waves. Despite the absence of long-term cyclic evolution and feedback, the
state of the art in dynamic rupture modeling is shortly discussed to apprehend their
modeling capabilities and to demonstrate the potential gaps of the partially dynamic
approach developed in this thesis. During the period of this thesis, emphasis was put on
developing accurate, efficient, benchmarked codes -using finite difference, (high-order)
finite element, spectral element, and boundary integral schemes- [e.g., Harris et al., 2011]
that can include off-fault plasticity [e.g., Templeton and Rice, 2008], geometrical fault
complexities [e.g., Dunham et al., 2011a], medium heterogeneity [e.g., Kozdon and Dunham, in press], in ideally 3D models [e.g., Galvez. et al., submitted]. These models are
particularly suitable for the short-term problems, such as the dynamics of earthquake
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rupture [e.g., Gabriel et al., 2012] and coseismic ground motions [e.g., Baumann and
Dalguer , under review].

Seismic cycle modeling
Seismic cycle models simulate cycles of reoccurring interseismic and coseismic periods,
either by kinematically defining slip or stress drop or by dynamically allowing rupture
nucleation and propagation [Wang, 2007; Lapusta and Barbot, 2012, and references
therein]. The majority of models developed for over three decades simulates strikeslip settings, although subduction settings are becoming more common as reviewed in
Section 3.1. This review shows that a numerical model including the three key ingredients
suggested for modeling the seismic cycle in subduction zones - slow tectonic loading,
rate-dependent friction, and visco-elastic stress relaxation - [Wang, 2007] does not exist
yet.
These three ingredients are included in the methodology developed in this thesis,
although coseismic resolution is currently sacrificed (Chapter 4). This is necessary,
because of the numerical challenge of resolving physical processes over ∼10 orders of
magnitude in time (Figure 1.6). This, is, however, nicely done for elastic media with
a pre-defined planar fault [Lapusta et al., 2000, and related work]. Additionally, the
methodology developed in this thesis allows for off-fault plasticity and the spontaneous
propagation of on- and off-megathrust events. This is not yet accomplished in any seismic
cycle or dynamic rupture model, although aftershocks are sometimes approximated by
a continuum damage rheology model in strike-slip settings [Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky,
2006, and related work] (Chapter 5).

Analog modeling
Besides numerical models, different types of analog models are successfully used to gain
understanding in earthquake physics [Rosakis et al., 2007, and references therein]. Simple
setups that provided elementary insights include the ground breaking spring-block model
[e.g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967; Baumberger et al., 1994; Latour et al., 2011; Yamaguchi et al., 2011] and the dynamic shearing of transparent plexiglass [e.g., Lykotrafitis
et al., 2006; Rubinstein et al., 2012a]. Alternatively, more realistic wedge-like geometries include the elastic foam-rubber models from Brune [e.g., 1996]. The disadvantage
of these models thusfar is that their results can not be scaled to nature by assuming
geometrical, kinematic, dynamic, and rheological similarity [e.g., Hubbert, 1937]. One
model that does allow for proper scaling is the (visco-)elasto-plastic model of Rosenau
et al. [2009]. This model, however, can not visualize the rupture propagation from the
inside. This can be done by the model presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, which is
predominantly developed by Fabio Corbi and Francesca Funiciello [Corbi et al., 2013]
(Chapter 2, and references therein).

1.3 Thesis objectives

The combination of analog and numerical modeling allows for complementing each
others strengths in terms of inherently included physics of three dimensional analog systems and numerical ease of monitoring and geometrical and material flexibility. Recently,
the strength of such a combined approach was demonstrated by Kaneko and Ampuero
[2011], who numerically reproduced the laboratory observed preseismic steady rupture
fronts and were hence able to distinguish the responsible physical mechanisms. The
combination and cross-validation used in this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3) also provided
the break-through for the development of the numerical modeling approach.

1.3 Thesis objectives
The above considerations, describing some of the challenges relating to subduction zone
seismicity, illustrate the need for a numerical model that can deal with the interaction
between long-term subduction dynamics and related deformation and short-term seismogenesis (Section 1.1). Such a model could facilitate a quantitative understanding
of the physics governing subduction zone seismicity. This understanding would allows
us to start answering society-relevant questions, like ”Where should we prepare for large
subduction earthquakes and relating tsunamis?”, or more scientifically oriented questions
like ”Which mechanisms affect rupture initiation, propagation, and arrest?”. Besides being relevant for society, these problems have a large scientific impact. The prediction of
earthquakes and their consequences, or again rather their driving physical mechanisms,
is one out of the top ten questions identified by the US National Research Council of
the Nation Academy of Sciences to shape Earth Science research in the 21st century
[DePaolo et al., 2008].
The overview of different types of numerical modeling approaches available today, illustrate that we are at an advanced stage in which we can tackle a wide range of problems
(Section 1.2). However, one model that includes both long- and short-term dynamics
of subduction and related deformation and seismogenesis does not yet exist. Problems
that surpass the reach of distinct communities remain relatively under represented. The
multi-disciplinary effort initiated with this thesis aims to ultimately bridge the existing
gap between geodynamics and seismology [Morra et al., 2013], thereby profiting from
the expertise available in both research fields on a large range of time scales. After all,
earthquakes are not a mere problem for seismology. What happens during the minutes
of a destructive earthquake is largely influenced by the initial state of stress and frictional properties evolving in the decades, centuries, and even thousands of years prior
the earthquake.
These ultimate ideas are not yet tackled within the scope of this thesis. They require long and hard working efforts from several sides. The goal of this thesis is to
initiate one path that deals with the development of such an integrated numerical modeling approach, which will be henceforth called ”seismo-thermo-mechanical modeling”.
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This requires both the extensive validation of such an approach, together with a short
demonstration of its capabilities. In the process, I am able to provide deeper insights
into the understanding of the physics of megathrust and related intraplate earthquakes,
their recurrence, and processes affecting the seismogenic zone in subduction zones.

1.4 Thesis outline
The main objective, to develop a new seismo-thermo-mechanical numerical approach,
was accomplished in three subsequent, complexity increasing steps, which were either
published or are in preparation for publication as independent papers. For a description
of the numerical approach I refer to sections 3.2 and 4.2.
The first step involves the numerical validation with a herein developed laboratory
model, which generates cycling of analogue earthquakes. This work is published as two
companion papers dealing with a) the development and exploration of the laboratory
visco-elastic gelatin wedge over sandpaper model [Chapter 2; Corbi et al., 2013] and
b) the subsequent validation of the applicability of continuum visco-elasto-plastic geodynamic numerical models to short-term seismogenesis [Chapter 3; van Dinther et al.,
2013a]. Both results are subsequently compared to natural observations with respect to
(scaled) source parameters, surface displacements, and rupture complexity.
Secondly, I step up to a large-scale subduction setting, which resembles Southern
Chile, and aims to demonstrate its seismic cycle applicability by comparison with a range
of natural megathrust observations, including geological, geodetic, and seismological
measurements [Chapter 4; van Dinther et al., 2013b]. The methodologies strengths
are, furthermore, demonstrated by discussing several implications due to its physically
consistent character.
Finally, I highlight the potential of this methodology by for the first time simulating the spontaneous rupturing of off-megathrust, i.e., outerrise and sedimentary wedge,
events (Chapter 5). The role of these events is investigated with respect to their impact
on megathrust cycling and corresponding temporal interplay between their activation
and that of the megathrust. Their occurrence is, furthermore, compared to natural
observations and analytical predictions.
After summarizing the main results (Chapter 6.1), we discuss some future perspectives of the developed, more physically consistent methodology in terms of a) open
problems that could potentially be tackled with minor improvements, b) new potential avenues of application, and c) required or suggested methodological improvements
(Chapter 6.2).
The appendix contains a co-authored paper that investigates formation and development of damage zones as a mechanism for producing postseismic afterslip following
the 2004 M9.2 Sumatra earthquake [Appendix A; Mikhailov et al., 2013]. I provided the
input in terms of self-consistent stresses, strengths, temperatures, and material proper-
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ties, which was used to reproduce the coseismic slip and subsequent off-fault damage.
Subsequent changes in pressure and density were used to calculate the gravity response,
which was compared to GRACE data.
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The seismic cycle at subduction thrusts:
1. Insights from laboratory models
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Faccenna (2013), The seismic cycle at subduction thrusts: 1. Insights from laboratory
models, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, 1483-1501, doi:10.1029/2012JB009481.
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Abstract
Subduction megathrust earthquakes occur at the interface between the subducting
and overriding plates. These hazardous phenomena are only partially understood because of the absence of direct observations, the restriction of the instrumental seismic
record to the past century, and the limited resolution/completeness of historical to geological archives. To overcome these restrictions, modeling has become a key-tool to study
megathrust earthquakes. We present a novel model to investigate the seismic cycle at
subduction thrusts using complementary analog (Chapter 2) and numerical (Chapter 3)
approaches. Here we introduce a simple scaled gelatin-on-sandpaper setup including
realistic tectonic loading, spontaneous rupture nucleation, and viscoelastic response of
the lithosphere. Particle Image Velocimetry allows to derive model deformation and
earthquake source parameters. Analog earthquakes are characterized by quasi-periodic
recurrence. Consistent with elastic theory, the interseismic stage shows rearward motion, subsidence in the outer wedge and uplift of the ’coastal area’ as a response of
locked plate interface at shallow depth. The coseismic stage exhibits order of magnitude
higher velocities and reversal of the interseismic deformation pattern in the seaward
direction, subsidence of the coastal area and uplift in the outer wedge. Like natural
earthquakes, analog earthquakes generally nucleate in the deeper portion of the rupture area and preferentially propagate upward in a crack-like fashion. Scaled rupture
width-slip proportionality and seismic moment-duration scaling verifies dynamic similarities with earthquakes. Experimental repeatability is statistically verified. Comparing
analog results with natural observations, we conclude that this technique is suitable for
investigating the parameter space influencing the subduction interplate seismic cycle.
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2 Laboratory insights into the seismic cycle at subduction thrusts

2.1 Introduction
The majority of global seismic moment occurs at convergent margins. In particular,
most of M 8.0 earthquakes are generated along the gently dipping fault plane (i.e., the
subduction megathrust, Figure 2.1) representing the frictional interface between subducting and overriding plates [e.g., Scholz , 1990; Pacheco and Sykes, 1992; Dixon and
Moore, 2007; McCaffrey, 2007, 2008]. These earthquakes are associated with the ongoing downdip motion of the subducting lithosphere, resulting in the elastic deformation
of the adjacent plates and the transfer of stress across the locked part of the subduction
thrust into the upper plate. If the accumulated stress exceeds the strength of the plate
interface, an abrupt fault slip occurs, and part of the stored elastic energy radiates as
seismic waves. The entire process, including the stress accumulation phase, the relief by
the earthquake itself and postseismic relaxation processes, is known as the ’subduction
seismic cycle’ [e.g., Wang, 2007]. In this context, the word cycle does not imply any
periodicity of characteristic recurrence interval or earthquake size, but rather a repeating spatiotemporal pattern. Methods of studying the subduction seismic cycle include
remote sensing, geophysical and geological observational studies of convergent margins
[e.g., Gagnon et al., 2005; Grapenthin and Freymueller , 2011] as well as numerical [e.g.,
Wang, 2007; Kaneko et al., 2010] and analog modeling [e.g., Rosenau et al., 2009].

Figure 2.1: Schematic cross section of a subduction zone.

Although the general stages of the subduction seismic cycle are known, many critical
points remain obscure. For example, the maximum earthquake magnitude recorded at
different subduction zones in the instrumental and historical records is highly variable
[e.g., McCaffrey, 2008; Heuret et al., 2011], highlighting the possibility of a variable
propensity for hosting mega-events [Marzocchi et al., 2011]. Some subduction zones
exhibit high seismic moment release rate (e.g., South Chile or East Alaska), whereas
it is very low at others [e.g., East Aegean Hyndman, 2007]. Although the subduction
velocity seems to be one of the most important controlling factors for interplate seismicity
[e.g., Bird et al., 2009; Heuret et al., 2011], the mechanisms governing the frequency and
size of megathrust earthquakes are not yet clear [e.g., McCaffrey, 2008]. The amount of
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interplate locking varies both regionally and locally [e.g., Moreno et al., 2010; Freymueller
et al., 2008] as well as potentially temporally, and identifying the parameters controlling
this variability is still a challenge.
Our knowledge of the parameters that control the subduction seismic cycle and the
maximum seismic energy release is limited due to the following constraints: a) the
seismogenic zone behavior can only be studied using indirect methods, since the fault is
buried and located mainly offshore. This provides only a snapshot of a long-term, timedependent process; b) the pattern of strain accumulation along the subduction thrust
may not be constant throughout the seismic cycle; c) instrumental seismic records of
the past several decades do not provide enough temporal perspective on the recurrence
of major earthquakes [e.g., Satake and Atwater , 2007; McCaffrey, 2008]. The problem
is not solved by the use of historical / geological records which lack completeness and
resolution; and d) our understanding of the behavior of the subduction thrust fault is
based on a patchwork of merged observation at different convergent margins that are
presently at different phases of the seismic cycle, causing uncertainties.
Despite unavoidable assumptions that limit the applicability field of final results,
analog and numerical modeling may provide important insights into small scale/short
term and large scale/long term features of earthquake physics. Examples include investigations on the physical processes governing dynamic rupture nucleation, growth, and
arrest [e.g., Ben-David et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2010], the factors controlling seismic
slip at a point on a fault [e.g., Xia et al., 2004; Lykotrafitis et al., 2006], and recurrence
behavior [e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2012b]. Analog models with realistic geometries (i.e.,
wedge-shaped) suitable for studying subduction interplate earthquakes fall into the following categories: a) purely elastic foam-rubber experiments [e.g., Brune, 1996] and b)
granular elasto-plastic models [e.g., Rosenau et al., 2009].
Foam-rubber models of shallow-angle thrust faulting were designed for investigating
the basic physics governing the sliding along frictional interfaces during the coseismic
stage in the presence of a free surface [Anooshehpoor and Brune, 1994, 1999; J.N. and A.,
1997; J.N. et al., 1993]. In these models the slow wave speed of the material allows the
process of frictional sliding to be captured without high-speed photography. However,
these models are affected by unavoidable edge effects and nonlinearities in the rheological
response, inhibiting the scalability of the experimental results to nature [Rosakis et al.,
2007].
The first scaled laboratory models of subduction megathrust earthquakes have been
realized by Rosenau et al. [2009], who used granular analog materials (i.e., a mixture of
rice, rubber pellets, and sugar) with frictional and elastic properties that are consistently
scaled from the natural prototype. Because of the capability of the model to simulate
elastic and plastic deformation, this approach bridges the short-term seismic cycle and
the long-term tectonic evolution of convergent margins [Rosenau et al., 2009] and allows
to study the subduction forearc tectonic evolution over multiple seismic cycles and in-
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herent feedbacks [Rosenau and Oncken, 2009]. The ability to experimentally simulate
long time-series of self-consistent seismic cycle deformation (i.e., hundreds of cycles) allowed to further explore scaling of earthquake effects like tsunamis in a physics based,
probabilistic manner [Rosenau et al., 2008a]. Because of lack of temporal resolution in
monitoring the experiments, however, these models were not suitable to investigate the
dynamics of single ruptures. Thus, an analog model that combines the features of the
subduction seismic cycle with experimental visualizations of rupture propagation along
frictional interfaces is still missing. This type of model would be beneficial in the light of
new observational techniques in nature and the occurrence of several recent megathrust
events. These events delivered prime examples (i.e., rupture time-series of unprecedented
quality) that need to be explained by new theories and experiments.
In this work, we present a new experimental technique to study the behavior of multiple subduction earthquake cycles. This technique is part of a larger modeling attempt
that takes advantage of complementary analog (this chapter) and numerical modeling
approaches (Chapter 3). The main advantage of analog modeling lies in the fact that a
properly constructed model evolves in response to the physics of the system under the
applied experimental conditions. However, laboratory experiments face technical limitations in monitoring and repeatability, in the limited availability of analog materials
to reproduce complex rheologies, and in the exact control of the boundary conditions.
In contrast, numerical models have the advantage of a straightforward quantitative approach and a considerable flexibility in selecting geometry, material and system parameters as well as their ability to precisely define boundary conditions. However, large
computational capacities are necessary to simulate realistic geological features using
complex rheologies and/or three-dimensional settings. In particular, such models (both
numerical and analog) should be considered as simplified representations of nature for
the difficulty in understanding and simulating the frictional behavior. The aim of our
combined approach is to simulate multiple subduction interplate earthquake cycles with
a simple analog setup (e.g., neglecting temperature, off-fault plasticity, fluid pressure,
sediment metamorphism, slab elasto-plastic deformation) and validating it with a numerical model.
Here, we introduce the novel analog modeling approach to reproduce the subduction
interplate earthquake cycle, including realistic tectonic loading, spontaneous nucleation
of the frictional instabilities (i.e., analog earthquakes), and viscoelastic relaxation of
the lithosphere. We first describe the laboratory methods adopted to simulate subduction thrust earthquakes, including scaling criteria, material properties, and experimental monitoring. We then present the general characteristics of a reference experiment
supported by a series of eight additional models. We provide measurements of analog
earthquake source parameters in relation to natural events, aiming to demonstrate that
the model is able to reproduce features of the interplate seismic cycle that are common
to many convergent margins. Cyclicity, deformation during the seismic cycle, faulting

2.2 Experimental approach

parameters, rupture behavior, and seismic moment-duration scaling are analyzed in detail by comparing experimental results with natural data. Finally, we include details on
the variability and repeatability of the experimental results to strengthen the reliability
of the novel approach.

2.2 Experimental approach
In this study, we selected a viscoelastic material, Pig Skin 2.5wt% gelatin, as a rock analog because it has the following qualities: a) proper rheological properties to simulate
downscaled lithospheric rock behavior under laboratory conditions in a natural gravity
field [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a], and b) the advantage of being transparent, enabling
the tracking of passive tracers included in the media and allowing non-intrusive, continuous monitoring of the internal velocity field during the evolution of the model. We
use gelatin-on-sandpaper and gelatin-on-plastic interfaces to simulate velocity-weakening
and velocity-strengthening frictional behavior of the subduction thrust fault, respectively. Monitoring of the experiment is performed using the Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) technique [e.g., Adrian, 1991], and the derivation of source parameters is done
using an ad hoc algorithm

2.2.1

Rheological properties of the analog materials

To simulate the visco-elastic behavior of the lithosphere, we selected Pig Skin 2.5wt%
after an extensive study of the rheological and physical properties of a wide range of
materials. Pig Skin 2.5wt% has the right properties to scale for length, density, stress,
and viscosity of lithospheric rocks in a natural gravity field [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a].
In particular, this material satisfies two necessary conditions for a viscoelastic solid: (1)
G’ and G”, which are standard rheological quantities defining the stored and dissipated
energy, respectively [e.g., Nelson and Dealy, 1993], are approximately the same order
of magnitude (i.e., the elastic deformation counterbalances the viscous deformation);
and (2) G’ > G” (see Di Giuseppe et al. [2009a] for a detailed discussion). Pig Skin
gelatin is prepared by preliminary heating and stirring a 2.5wt% distilled water solution
at 60◦ C and cooling it at 10◦ C for 12 hours [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a] to obtain a firm
texture. The rheology of the material has been characterized using a 50-mm parallelplate rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 301) equipped with a Peltier element to control the
temperature during the measurements. To avoid possible sample dehydration problems
during long measurements, the Peltier element was saturated using a custom water
bubbler.
Gel state (i.e., solid-like) Pig Skin 2.5wt% gelatin has a shear modulus ranging from
103

to 104 Pa, depending on the age of the material (Figure 2.2a). Constraining the

viscosity of Pig Skin gelatin in its gel state is more difficult when using classical rheometric techniques. However, frequency sweep tests conducted at low frequencies provide
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a lower bound of 7·104 Pa·s for viscosity.
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Figure 2.2:

Rheological and frictional parameters measured with a rheometer and a
spring block-like linear device, respectively. a) linear viscoelasticity as expressed by G’ (i.e.,
storage modulus; filled symbols) and G” (i.e., loss modulus; open symbols) at 10◦ C and 5%
strain for Pig Skin 2.5 wt% at different ageing. The gray shaded area highlights the possible
range of the storage modulus G at experimental conditions [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a]. b)
rate effect of friction for gelatin-on-sandpaper (red squares) and gelatin-on-plastic (circles)
systems. Least square logarithmic fit and 1σ standard deviation are indicated by black
lines and error bars, respectively. The a − b parameter has been derived using equation
(1) from a set of velocity stepping tests performed in the 381-991 Pa normal pressure
range [Corbi et al., 2011]. Each regression is based on 12 pairs of stress-normal stress
values. The correlation coefficients are R2 =0.73 and R2 =0.98 for gelatin-on-sandpaper
and gelatin-on-plastic regression, respectively.

2.2.2

Frictional properties

The frictional properties of gelatin-on-sandpaper (i.e., an analog of the seismogenic zone
of the subduction thrust) and gelatin-on-plastic (i.e., an analog of the updip and downdip
aseismic parts of the subduction thrust) have been investigated using a linear springblock-like device in which a digital dynamometer (AFG-Mecmesin) continuously measures the shear force exerted during the sliding of a gelatin sample [Corbi et al., 2011].
Here, we recall the main frictional properties, including the static friction coefficient,
µs , and the friction rate parameter, a − b, which are related to the potential seismic
moment release of a given interface. µs is determined by measuring the amount of force
that resists motion of the gelatin sample under an applied normal pressure (i.e., from
the slope of the regression line between shear and normal stresses, normalized by the
area of the sample on which these forces act). The a − b parameter is defined as follows:
a−b=

dµss
d[ln(V )]

(2.1)

where µss is the steady-state friction coefficient and V is the sliding velocity. Negative
values of a − b are indicative of velocity-weakening behavior (i.e., ruptures may nucleate

-1
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and can easily propagate along the interface), whereas positive values of a−b characterize
a velocity-strengthening behavior (i.e., no rupture nucleation, and inhibited rupture
propagation).
Sandpaper was selected from a range of materials studied in an extensive tribological
investigation focused on roughness, normal pressure, and loading rate dependence of
friction dynamics [Corbi et al., 2011]. Interface roughness has been quantified in terms
of amplitude, Rmh, and wavelength, λ, of geometrical perturbations with respect to a
reference baseline. The ranges of investigated roughness are 0.10-0.01 mm and 0.71-0.03
mm for the amplitudes and wavelengths of protrusions, respectively.
Because the static friction depends on the real contact surface, we observed the
highest static friction with the smoothest sandpapers [e.g., Marone and Cox , 1994],
according to the adhesion frictional model proposed by Bowden and Tabor [1950].
Frictional behavior is primarily controlled by the roughness of the interface. Regular
stick-slip instabilities occur only for contact surfaces with Rmh > 0.018 mm. Slip can
nucleate and easily propagates (i.e., ab < 0) for Rmh values of 0.030.100 mm; otherwise,
the propagation is rapidly inhibited (i.e., a − b > 0). The dynamic regime switches
to stable sliding and velocity-strengthening behavior for Rmh < 0.03 mm. A nonlinearity of a-b exists because the amplitude and wavelength of protrusions act as two
competing parameters. The former seems to tune the magnitude of the slip event [e.g.,
Ruff and Kanamori , 1983], and the latter controls the capability to transmit the triggered
deformation along the rupture plane and is linearly related to the critical slip distance
[Ohnaka, 2003]. Pressure and driving rate seem to play secondary roles, although they
are not negligible. Independent of the roughness of the contact surface, stable sliding
is always achieved for the lowest normal loads and the highest sliding velocities [Corbi
et al., 2011].
Stable slip at low normal load appears to be consistent with a conditionally stable
regime according to rate and state friction framework. The effect of sliding velocity is
probably linked to the finite lifetime of the adhesive bonds and their potential to re-stick
after the occurrence of a slip pulse [Baumberger et al., 2002].
In particular, the sandpaper used in this study is characterized by protrusion amplitudes of 0.038±0.004 mm and inter-peak distances of 0.143±0.009 mm. The gelatinon-sandpaper system has µs of 0.19±0.05. The system shows stick-slip dynamics for
a loading rate of 0.6 cm/min [Corbi et al., 2011], and a velocity-weakening behavior
(a − b = -0.028) has been observed [Corbi et al. [2011] and Figure 2.2b]. The friction of
gelatin-on-plastic is characterized by stable sliding for all tested experimental conditions
(i.e., a loading rate of 0.2 to 2 cm/min and normal pressures of 381-991 Pa). µs for this
system is 0.02 ± 0.01, and a − b is 0.027 (Figure 2.2b).
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2.2.3

Scaling

The scaling procedure is crucial for designing an analog model that simulates geodynamical processes on a convenient geometric and temporal scale. According to similarity theory, the scaled model should be geometrically, kinematically, dynamically and
rheologically similar to the natural prototype [e.g., Hubbert, 1937; Ramberg, 1981; Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986]. We identify the most important physical quantities of
the investigated system (i.e., length, velocity, and force) and provide a dimensionless
number (i.e., the scaling factor) for each parameter that represents the ratio and tuning
between the model and natural quantities (Table in Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Table with laboratory scaling parameters.

The wedge model is designed using a model/nature scale factor, L∗ , of 1.57·10−6 (i.e.,
1 cm in the model corresponds to 6.4 km in nature). For models performed in a natural
gravity field, the stress scaling factor, σ ∗ , can be obtained according to the following
relation:
σ ∗ = ρ∗ · g ∗ · L∗

(2.2)

where ρ∗ is the nature/model density scale factor. Because Pig Skin 2.5wt% density is
∼1000 kg/m3 [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a], we obtain a stress scale, σ ∗ , of 5.42·10−7 (i.e.,
1 Pa in the model is equal to 1.85 MPa in nature) for an average crustal wedge density
of 2900 kg/m3 .
The physical quantity controlling the elasticity of the analog material is the shear
modulus, which has the dimension of stress and, as a result, scales with the same scaling
factor, G∗ = 5.42·10−7 . Pig Skin 2.5 wt% has a shear modulus in the 103 -104 Pa range,
depending on the aging of the material [see Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a], and therefore
scales to a natural prototype with G = 1.85·109 -1.85·1010 Pa.
The subduction seismic cycle is a complex process that includes extremely variable
deformation rates. Because the experimental interseismic/coseismic time ratio is very
small (see subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.4 for details on interseismic and rupture duration,
respectively) with respect to the nature, it is not admissible to use a single timescale that
accounts for both the coseismic and interseismic stages. To overcome this limitation, we
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use a dual timescale (i.e., one for the coseismic stage and another for the interseismic
stage), similar to Rosenau et al. [2009].
The coseismic stage is characterized by an instantaneous elastic response in which
inertial force may play an important role. Therefore, the coseismic timescale, Tc∗ , is set
keeping the Froude number (i.e., the ratio of a body’s inertia to gravitational forces)
constant, which leads to the following relation:
Tc∗ =

√

L∗

(2.3)

(i.e., 1 s in the model is equal to approximately 800 s in nature).
During slow deformation inertia is negligible, but viscous behavior becomes dominant, and consequently, the interseismic timescale, Ti∗ , is established using the following
relation:
Ti∗ =

η∗
σ∗

(2.4)

[e.g., Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986], where η ∗ is the model/nature ratio of viscosity.
For a model viscosity of 3·105 Pa·s and a natural viscosity of 5·1021 Pa·s, we obtain an
interseismic timescale of 1.11·10−10 (i.e., 1 s in the model is equal to 286 yr in nature).
Interseismic and coseismic stage velocities are derived as the ratios between L∗ and
Ti∗ (i.e., 1·10−4 m/s in the model is equal to 22 cm/yr in nature) and between L∗ and
Tv∗ (i.e., 1·10−4 m/s in the model is equal to 0.1 m/s in nature), respectively.
The static friction coefficient, µs , and the friction rate parameter, a − b, are dimensionless and, thus, scale with a factor of 1.

2.2.4

Experimental setup

The experimental apparatus (Figure 2.4) consists of a Plexiglas box that is 60 cm long,
40 cm high and 34 cm wide, in which an undeformed gelatin wedge is placed. The gelatin
wedge is representative of a ∼380-km-long and 70-km-deep section of forearc lithosphere.
Along-strike (i.e., y-direction) variations of frictional properties are not imposed as in a
quasi-two-dimensional setup. A rigid steel basal conveyer plate, which is the analog of
the subducting plate, is driven with a velocity of 10−4 m/s using a screw jack connected
to a computer-controlled stepping motor. The dip of the basal plate is set to 10◦ . A
rigid vertical backstop is placed at the rear of the gelatin wedge.
The analog megathrust develops at the interface between the gelatin and the basal
conveyor plate. The velocity-weakening seismogenic zone of the subduction thrust is
simulated using sandpaper at the gelatin-plate interface and extends from 31 to 47 cm
from the backstop in horizontal distance. This distance corresponds to a 100-km-wide (in
map view) seismogenic zone (90 to 190 km from the trench) that spans a depth range
of 15 to 34 km. These dimensions are close to the average geometry extracted from
worldwide subduction zone statistics [Heuret et al., 2011]. Several physical explanations
for the updip and downdip limits of the seismogenic zone have been proposed. A recent
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Figure 2.4: Experimental setup. A gelatin wedge with dimensions of 60x11x34 cm3 is
in contact with a flat plate, the analog of the subducting lithosphere. A stepping motor
drives the plate at constant velocity. The interface between the gelatin wedge and the
plate represents the subduction thrust fault. The seismogenic area (i.e. velocity weakening
frictional behavior) is bounded by two aseismic zones (i.e., velocity strengthening frictional
behavior) at its updip and downdip limits. A linear UV lamp allows the visualization of
passive fluorescent tracers included in the gelatin body along a cross section, highlighted
by the purple dashed line. The cross section is placed along the model center line. Camera
1 captures the images of the entire section, while camera 2 focuses exclusively on the
seismogenic zone region, aiming to obtain better resolved images.

2.2 Experimental approach

hypothesis for explaining the puzzling origin of the updip limit is strain localization, in
combination with precipitation of calcite and quartz [Saffer et al., 2012]. The downdip
limit is likely related to the brittleductile transition of crustal material [i.e., Brace and
Kohlstedt, 1980] or by the intersection of the slab with the forearc mantle wedge [Peacock
and Hyndman, 1999]. We simulate these velocity-strengthening regions using an upper
and lower velocity-strengthening plastic sheet covering the conveyer plate. The plastic
sheets are attached to the base of the experimental setup to ensure that the depth range
of the analog seismogenic zone remains stable during the experimental run.

2.2.5

Monitoring and resolution

A transparent analog medium seeded with highly reflective, neutrally buoyant markers
and a suitable illumination system are key components for tracking deformation in analog models. We seeded Pig Skin gelatin, which has a suitable transparency in the gel
state [Di Giuseppe et al., 2009a], with 63- to 125-µm-diameter fluorescent microspheres
(Cospheric - UVYGPMS). Microspheres emit a green luminescence when excited by
365-nm-wavelength light. To reduce possible buoyancy effects (the density difference
between microspheres and gelatin is 0.03 g·cm−3 ), the seeding procedure was performed
just before the gelatin was cooled to 10◦ C. The amount of passive tracers employed was
extremely small (0.004wt%) to prevent any effect on the rheological properties of the
gelatin. The setup included a 60-cm-long ultra-violet (UV) lamp that lits a 2-mm-thick
planar volume situated in the center of the model. This results in a non-intrusive method
for measuring model internal deformation that limits possible biases due to sidewall friction.
The models were monitored using two CCD cameras (ALLIED-PIKE), both of which
acquired a side view sequence of high-resolution (1600·1200 pixels2 , 8 bit, 256 grey levels)
digital images of the longitudinal cross-section illuminated (x-z plane; Figure 2.4). One
camera imaged the entire model with a frame rate of 7.5 fps and was used to derive the
long-term model deformation. The second camera focuses the seismogenic zone at 15
fps, aiming to increase both the spatial and temporal resolutions. The second camera
has been pre-requisite for deriving at a high enough resolution source-parameter and
dynamic rupture imaging.
Because simultaneous monitoring of the upper surface (x-y plane; Figure 2.4) velocity field is not possible in a single model due to interference with the UV lamp,
additional model runs have been performed with illumination of the shallow horizontal
plane exclusively. In such cases, we used a single camera at 7.5 fps.
Images were analyzed by means of the PIV method using MatPIV, an open-source
MATLAB code [Sveen, 2004]. PIV is a widely used optical method for extracting velocity
fields in viscous and granular flows [e.g., Adrian, 1991; Adam et al., 2005; Rosenau et al.,
2009].
Each image was sampled by overlapping interrogation windows, i.e., small image re-
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gions. The Fast Fourier Transform was employed to compute the displacement of each
window across two consecutive frames. PIV, finally, provides the average displacement
field of tracer particles within the interrogation window. An initial 128·128 pixel2 discretization with an overlap of 50%, subsequently refined to 64·64 pixels2 , guaranteed
both robust statistics within the interrogation windows and an adequate spatial resolution for both velocity components. The two displacement components in each window
were converted to velocities by using the pixel size and the time interval between two
consecutive frames, i.e., the inverse of frame rate.
PIV is subject to sources of error. The overall evaluation of the accuracy is affected by
the acquisition step through the techniques of velocity extraction, and the accuracy of the
velocity measurement is strongly linked to the image quality [Raffel et al., 2007]. During
the acquisition step, all factors contributing to accurate velocity measurements were
carefully controlled. In particular, we optimized the experimental procedure for proper
tracer density and homogeneity, low image background, and homogeneous lighting. The
camera used for image acquisition was equipped with low-aberration optics, and the
entire system was accurately calibrated. The accuracy of the sub-pixel estimators of PIV
algorithms is on the order of 1/10 to 1/20 of a pixel. Given the camera calibration datum
for the reference experiment, the resulting spatial resolution is 12 mm and accuracy is 25
µm for camera 1. A spatial resolution of 3.2 mm with a sensitivity of 7 µm is obtained
adopting camera 2.

2.2.6

Source-parameter derivations

Earthquake source parameters are derived by analyzing the velocity field of the entire
image dataset (see Figure 2.5 for a flow-chart of the required processing steps). First, the
velocity field was derived using the PIV method applied to the full range of sequential
images. Then, we extracted the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity field
along a profile 1 cm above the analog subduction thrust. This choice is forced by the
necessity to exclude from the image monitoring the subducting plate motion. A new time
series was successively created by selecting the profile peaks for each time (Figure 2.6,
red line).
We used an ad hoc algorithm to identify local maxima in slip velocity, hereinafter
referred to as the picking algorithm (i.e., the fpeak algorithm running under MATLAB),
was used to discriminate velocity peaks (i.e., analogous to seismic events) from the lowbackground-characteristic velocity (i.e., analogous to the interseismic stage). The algorithm requires a characteristic minimum velocity (i.e., the coseismic velocity threshold)
and a chosen sensitivity (i.e., the minimum number of frames before and after velocity
peaks). A histogram counting the number of frames with a given maximum velocity
is used as a tradeoff curve in which the optimal value for discriminating interseismic
velocity versus coseismic velocity is given by the inflection of the curve (Figure 2.7a).
We used 0.015 cm/s as the velocity threshold. Note that the same value is used for
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Figure 2.5: Flow chart describing the main technical steps to derive earthquake source
parameters from PIV-derived velocity time series. Diamond shaped boxes represent processing steps; rectangular shaped boxes contain the subsequent results.
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Figure 2.6: Horizontal velocity component time series measured along a linear section
located 1 cm above the subduction thrust fault. Maximum velocity above the seismogenic
zone is highlighted in red. Grey lines are relative to the entire section velocities, and
provide insight in the measurement noise. Velocity peaks (full green points) faster than a
fixed velocity threshold (black line) are interpreted as analog earthquakes (see Figure 2.7
for details on setting the velocity threshold).

all seven accompanying experiments. To set the picking algorithm sensitivity, we calculated the number of picked events for sensitivities in the 1-30 frame range (Figure 2.7b)
and found that the number of identified events is stable for sensitivities larger than 16
frames. Slightly faster or slower velocity thresholds (0.01 and 0.02 cm/s) provide the
same number of picked events. We conclude that a sensitivity larger than 16 (20 in this
case) provides a stable sampling characterized only by large events. Due to this decision,
only peaks separated by periods of slow velocities longer than 2.6 s are considered. This
approach, therefore, possibly includes aftershocks and foreshocks into one unique event.
Space-time plots of slip rate were produced for each event identified by the picking
algorithm (e.g., Figure 2.8a). The onset of the stick-slip instability and the position of
the rupture front as a function of time throughout the rupture process can be imaged
with high discretization by identifying the position of the coseismic velocity threshold in
these plots. This procedure allows for the tracking of model velocities during all stages
of the experimental rupture (i.e., initiation, propagation, and arrest) and represents
an important advance compared to earlier models. For each event, space-time plots
of cumulative slip evolution were produced by summing particle displacements during

2.3 Results

Figure 2.7: Setting the coseismic velocity threshold and picking algorithm sensitivity. a)
trade-off curve (grey line) showing the distribution of the number of frames as a function
of the maximum horizontal velocity observed at each frame of the reference model. The
red point indicates the optimal value for the coseismic velocity threshold, which is 0.015
cm/s. b) number of picked events as a function of picking algorithm sensitivity (red line).
The number of events picked remains stable for sensitivities larger than 16. A similar
result is obtained also for velocity thresholds of 0.01 and 0.02 cm/s (grey lines).

the coseismic stage (Figure 2.8b). Note that, here, ’slip’ is the one-sided coseismic
displacement because the displacement of the subducting plate is not measured.

2.3 Results
This section summarizes the observations and analyses of nine models conducted under
the same experimental conditions (i.e., the same materials, geometric/kinematic conditions, experimental duration of 800 s). For simplicity, we refer to model 1 as the reference
model. Seven supplementary models are used to constrain the variability of the experimental results and test the repeatability of our reference model. The resulting catalog
of analog interplate earthquakes includes 260 events. The model surface deformation is
acquired from an additional model (model 9) performed using the top-view setup.

2.3.1

Cyclicity of the deformation pattern

Here we discuss time series of the horizontal velocity component 1 cm above the subduction thrust (Figure 2.9a) to describe and verify the response to frictional behavior of the
models. After an initial 40 s period, in which the gelatin wedge adjusts to the experimental apparatus and the stresses are build up due to convergence (note that this phase
has no natural equivalent and is neglected in the following analysis), the model exhibited
two spatial domains, one in which cyclicity is detectable, one in which deformation is
smaller than detection threshold.
Stick-slip behavior at the base of the wedge is associated with ’saw-tooth’-shaped
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Figure 2.8: a) Spatiotemporal slip rate distribution and source parameter derivation.
Contour of coseismic velocity threshold (black line) and slip rate (grey shading with red
0.05 cm/s isolines) in the space/time plane are used for identifying the hypocenter position
and spatial rupture limits highlighted by the red point and empty red squares, respectively.
b) Spatiotemporal cumulative slip evolution. Red lines highlight 0.05 cm step contour.
Pixel size of both figures is proportional to the spatial and temporal resolution of the
image analysis technique.

Figure 2.9: Stick-slip dynamics and recurrence interval. a) space-time history of horizontal displacement (black vertical line for reference) for markers located along the base of
the model. b) frequency histogram of recurrence time for the reference model (blue bars)
and for the entire experimental dataset (black line).

2.3 Results

displacement profiles due to alternating rearward (i.e., toward the backstop) and seaward
motions of the particles (Figure 2.9a). In particular, phases of rearward quasi-continuous
motion occur when the gelatin wedge ’sticks’ on the contact interface (see the low slope
in Figure 2.9a). This phase coincides with a stress increase both at the base and inside
the wedge and corresponds to the interseismic period. When shear stress along the base
exceeds the frictional strength within the velocity weakening zone, rapid trenchward (i.e.,
seaward) motion of the particles occurs. These slip phases can be considered analogous
to the coseismic stage. The horizontal displacement associated with the coseismic phases
of the reference model ranges from 0.005 to 0.08 cm. According to the length scaling
factor, the natural equivalent slip ranges from 32 to ∼500 m.
The experimental cyclicity was also investigated in terms of recurrence behavior.
Therefore, interseismic periods have been defined as the duration of prevalence of velocities below the coseismic threshold (Figure 2.9b). Accordingly, the recurrence interval
of the reference model ranges between 2.6 s and 21.7 s, with a mean of 16.5 ± 3.8 s.
According to the interseismic time scaling factor, the recurrence interval of the natural
prototype ranges between ∼750 yr and ∼6000 yr. Shorter intervals are discarded a priori
by the sensitivity of the picking algorithm. A wider recurrence interval range is obtained
if all the experiments are taken into account. In this case, the longest interseismic period
is 35.0 s, which is equivalent to ∼10000 yr in nature.
Figure 2.9b shows the distribution of the recurrence intervals for the reference model
and the entire dataset (blue bars and black line, respectively). Both distributions have
the same recurrence interval mode of 19 s, verifying statistical significance of the observed
model periodicity.

2.3.2

Wedge deformation during the analog subduction seismic cycle: co- and interseismic stages

The subduction earthquake cycle alternates between stages of slow strain accumulation
and sudden fast motion. Here, we use top- and side-view velocity fields to demonstrate
that the analog model shares similarities to the natural interplate earthquake cycle as
observed using e.g. geodetic observations. For the sake of clarity, we focus exclusively on
the analog interseismic and coseismic stages. We skip the post-seismic stage for spatial
resolution limitations.
Figure 2.10a shows particle motion of the model surface during the interseismic
stage. Marker velocities are generally directed rearward. Specifically, these velocities
taper towards zero close to the model boundaries and reach their maximum in the order
of tens of micrometers per second in the frontal and central area (i.e., 12 to 22 cm
along the trench and 37 to 48 cm from the backstop). The area of maximum horizontal
velocity is thus shifted a few centimeters closer to the trench with respect to the analog
seismogenic zone. It is important to note that the velocity along the x-axis tends to be
zero approaching the trench area. This relation is due to the presence of the shallow low
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basal friction (i.e., due to the presence of the plastic sheet) and reflects an increase of
basal backslip dislocation (i.e., the amount of plate convergence during the interseismic
interval for a kinematically locked megathrust) at the seismogenic zone.

Figure 2.10:

Interseismic- (panels a-d) and coseismic-stage (panels e-h) model deformation. Average (over a duration specified above each panel) velocity field (red vectors)
measured at the model surface (panels a and e) and in the model cross section (panels
c and g). Percentage of plate locking is highlighted by black contours (contour interval:
10%; panels a and c). Coseismic horizontal displacement is highlighted by the black contour with step of 0.01 cm (panels e and g). Model topography (panels b and f) and basal
slip/backslip (panels d and h) have been derived by cumulating incremental vertical and
horizontal displacements, respectively. Red and green triangles indicate the limits of the
seismogenic zone and trench location, respectively. Green lines highlight the section along
which the analysis is performed. Diagonal texture indicates areas possibly affected by
boundary effects.

Particle velocities at each time step were used to calculate the horizontal (i.e., trenchnormal) displacement. Horizontal displacement was normalized by the amount of plate
motion to provide an estimation of ’plate locking’ (Figure 2.10a). This mirrors the
amount of horizontal plate convergence transferred to the upper plate during the interseismic stage. The percentage of plate locking is 0% to ∼40% with a spatially heterogeneous distribution. The highest values of plate locking consistently occur above
the seismogenic zone which is highly locked during the interseismic period (Figure 2.10
panels a and c).
The side-view velocity field during the interseismic stage confirms the rearward motion of the model (Figure 2.10c). Rearward motion is particularly evident above the
analog seismogenic zone. The maximum interseismic velocity of ∼0.004 cm/s is located
45 cm from the backstop. A slightly downward direction of the velocity vectors occurs
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at 45 cm from the backstop. This trend changes to a slightly upward motion at 25-35
cm from the backstop.
The side-view velocity fields were used for calculating the vertical surface displacement (i.e., resulting model topography) and the amount of slip and backslip during both
the interseismic and coseismic stages. In particular, topography is calculated summing
incremental vertical displacement at the model surface, while backslip is obtained summing incremental horizontal displacement at 1 cm above the analog subduction thrust.
Accordingly, the interseismic stage is characterized by subsidence of the area updip of
the seismogenic zone near the trench (Figure 2.10b). Rearward subsidence gives way to
uplift in a 25-cm-wide zone above and landward of the seismogenic zone. The inflection
point from subsidence to uplift is located 15 cm from the trench. The 20 cm close to the
backstop area remains basically flat. The amplitude of the maximum observed uplift
and subsidence is 0.07 cm. The basal backslip varies from 0 to 0.06 cm (Figure 2.10d).
The maximum backslip is located 45 cm from the backstop, near the updip limit of the
seismogenic zone. The backslip distribution tapers to zero at the trench and within 30 cm
of the backstop. This condition reflects the presence of the non-subducting, low-friction
plastic sheet in these areas.
During the coseismic stage (Figure 2.10e-h), the markers located at the surface move
toward the trench (i.e., seaward) at least one order of magnitude faster than during the
interseismic stage (Figure 2.10e,g). The fastest velocities, located along the model centerline at 40 to 50 cm from the backstop, slow to approximately zero both at the trench
and near the backstop. We observe a maximum horizontal (i.e., trench-orthogonal)
displacement of 0.09 cm (Figure 2.10e). Consistently, the highest coseismic surface displacements correspond to the areas of highest interseismic plate locking.
Surface topography, side-view velocities, and slip show the opposite pattern of that
found during the interseismic periods. In particular, the model topography is characterized by an uplifted area 15 cm updip of the seismogenic zone followed by subsidence 23
to 45 cm from the backstop (Figure 2.10f). The inflection point from subsidence to uplift
coincides with the location of highest measured slip. The slip distribution along the plate
interface slightly asymmetrically tapers to zero at the rupture edges (Figure 2.10h). In
the imaged analog event, the maximum slip occurs at the updip limit of the seismogenic
zone.

2.3.3

Hypocenter location, rupture width, and slip variation

The hypocenter location, one of the key source parameters, is important as a reference
point to represent the spatial distribution of the slip [e.g., Chu et al., 2011]. The majority
(∼90%) of hypocenters are located inside the velocity-weakening area (Figure 2.11a).
However, in the few remaining cases, the hypocenter is less than 2 cm from the upper
limit of the seismogenic zone. In 86% of the cases, the hypocenters are located in
the deeper half of the rupture (the downdip hypocenter position with respect to the
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rupture width is approximately 0.3 to 0.4; Figure 2.11a), and 95% of them are also
deeper than the peak slip-rate location (Figure 3.4d and 2.8a). Consistently, the rupture
preferentially propagates updip. In general, 80% of the rupture extends updip with
respect to the hypocenter position. This observation is statistically consistent throughout
the entire dataset.

Figure 2.11: a) Line-source slip distributions (grey shading), rupture extent (limited by
empty red squares), and hypocenters (full red dots) for the reference model events. The
black dashed lines mark the limits of the velocity weakening seismogenic zone. b) Mean slip
versus rupture width for the reference model events showing a clear correlation between
source parameters (R2 =0.49). The linear regression line, as well as the 95% confidence
bounds are highlighted by red and grey lines, respectively.

The hypocenters appear to be randomly located throughout the seismogenic zone
and are mostly unrelated to the hypocenter location of the previous event. However,
series of 3 to 4 events are ’repeaters’ characterized by hypocenters located in the same
position (e.g., events 31-34 and 41-43; Figure 2.11a). On other occasions, sequences of
3 to 5 ’triggered’ events with progressively shallower hypocenters occur (e.g., events 6-8
and 19-23; Figure 2.11a).
Rupture area controls earthquake size and scales with earthquake magnitude [e.g.,
Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Mai and Beroza, 2000; Blaser et al., 2010; Strasser et al.,
2010]. Moreover, the position of the downdip and updip limits of an earthquake is
important for the proximity of seismic sources to inland cities and the tsunamigenic
potential of subduction earthquakes.
Here, we focus exclusively on the along-dip extent of analog ruptures (i.e., the rupture
width) due to experimental limitations (i.e., the analog model is quasi-2D). Analog
interplate events in the reference model are characterized by rupture widths of 0.9 to
23.8 cm (Figure 2.11a). Equivalent natural rupture widths range between 5 and 150 km.
Figure 2.11a shows a simplified synoptic view of the downdip extent of the reference
model sequence. The downdip limit of all events is located within the seismogenic zone.
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Few events (9%) are characterized by downdip rupture limits that reach, but do not
cross, the base of the seismogenic zone. For the majority of the events (95%), the
rupture extends to well within the shallower velocity-strengthening area. The rupture,
however, never breaks the surface. Only two events are characterized by updip and
downdip limits confined to the seismogenic zone.
The average slip of an earthquake is another parameter controlling the magnitude
of a seismic event. Analog earthquakes are characterized by an average one-sided slip
ranging between 0.005 and 0.05 cm with a mean of 0.03±0.01 cm. The equivalent natural
slip ranges from 32 to 320 m. The absolute maximum slip (0.08 cm) is located in the
shallower part of the rupture of event number 36 (Figure 2.11a). The slip distribution of
analog earthquakes systematically exhibits a taper with a rather pronounced asymmetry
(Figure 2.10h). In particular, most events are characterized by peak slip locations within
the shallower half of the rupture (Figure 2.11a). Analog earthquakes are characterized
by a positive linear relation between the mean slip and rupture width consistent with
crack theory (Figure 2.11b, e.g., Marone and Richardson [2006]).

2.3.4

Seismic moment vs. duration

The most important physical measure for earthquake size is the seismic moment, Mo ,
which is calculated as
Mo = G · D · W · L

(2.5)

where G is the rigidity of the rock, D is the average slip, and W and L are rupture width
and length, respectively [Hanks and Kanamori , 1979]. This formulation, which requires
knowledge of both the downdip and trench-parallel rupture extent, is not directly applicable to our model, because we do not simulate the third dimension in the presented
quasi-2D setup. To extrapolate our data to a third spatial dimension, we apply a procedure that consists of using existing rupture width-magnitude scaling relationships [Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994; Mai and Beroza, 2000; Blaser et al., 2010; Strasser et al., 2010].
Empirical relationships of the form
Mw = a + b · log10 (X)

(2.6)

are available from regression analysis based on large numbers of events in nature (a and
b are coefficients that vary with rupture dimension X). Our choice is supported by the
following observations: a) the rupture width is the most robust observable in our experiments (taking into account both the updip and downdip limits of the rupture, an error
of 0.26 cm is estimated based on the PIV interrogation window size; see Figure 2.8a);
b) the experimental average slip appears to be too large (scaling from 32 to ∼320 m)
and would, therefore, provides unrealistic magnitudes, larger than 10; c) the rupture
width-magnitude scaling relationships are robust for various kinds of faulting in nature
[Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Mai and Beroza, 2000] and with special focus on the
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subduction environment [Blaser et al., 2010; Strasser et al., 2010].
The smallest rupture width of our reference model is 0.9 cm, which corresponds to
5 km in nature. According to Mw -W scaling relationships [Wells and Coppersmith,
1994; Blaser et al., 2010; Strasser et al., 2010], this rupture corresponds to a Mw = 5.6
earthquake. The largest rupture width of the reference model is 23.8 cm, corresponding
to 150 km in nature. This rupture width has a large moment magnitude variability
corresponding to Mw = 8.3, Mw = 8.8, and Mw = 9.2, according to the empirical
relationships of Strasser et al. [2010]; Blaser et al. [2010]; Wells and Coppersmith [1994],
respectively. In the following, we exclusively use the intermediate Mw -W scaling of
Blaser et al. [2010]. In particular, we refer to their preferred relation for ’orthogonal
reverse-slip’ events with a rupture width in the 2-240 km range
a 1
Mw = − + log10 W,
b
b

(2.7)

where the a and b coefficients are equal to -1.86 and 0.46, respectively. This results in
experimental moment magnitudes from 5.6 to 8.8 (with an average of 8.2 ± 0.5).
The seismic moment is then calculated following Hanks and Kanamori [1979]
log10 Mo = 1.5Mw + 9.1

(2.8)

For analog earthquakes in the reference model, we calculate seismic moments ranging
from 4·1017 to 1.9·1022 Nm and from 3·1016 to 2.3·1023 Nm, considering the entire dataset.
A clear empirical relationship between earthquake duration and seismic moment
has been found in nature [e.g., Abercrombie, 1995] and is used to further validate our
approach. In particular, duration scales as the cube root of seismic moment for regular
earthquakes and linearly for slow earthquakes [e.g., Ide et al., 2007; Houston, 2001].
We compared analog earthquake moment to duration with scaling laws derived for
regular and slow earthquakes [Ide et al., 2007] to relate the experimental mode of slip
propagation to natural end-member models (Figure 2.12). The durations of analog earthquakes (ranging from 0.07 to 2.2 s for the reference model) were upscaled in accordance
with the coseismic time-scaling factor Tc∗ . Interestingly, analog earthquakes are located
between regular and slow earthquakes in the moment-duration space. In particular,
these analog earthquakes are located in the field of shallow subduction and tsunami
events [c.f. Peng and Gomberg, 2010; Bilek , 2004, ; Figure 2.12], even if a slightly longer
duration than regular earthquakes is observed (upscaled analog durations range from
1-29 min). The slope of the least-squares fit of experimental data is similar to the slope
of regular earthquakes. This observation suggests a mechanical similarity between analog earthquakes and earthquakes in nature, that is, earthquakes operate as dynamically
running shear cracks following unique source scaling relations.

2.3 Results

Figure 2.12: Diagram showing the relation between seismic moment and rupture duration for experimental and natural earthquakes. Scaled analog earthquakes are represented
with black open and red filled points (entire dataset and reference model, respectively).
The grey line is the least square fit of the entire experimental dataset. Shallow subduction
earthquakes are highlighted by small green points [compilation by Bilek , 2004]. Blue and
red diagonals mark regular and slow earthquakes scaling laws [Ide et al., 2007], respectively.

2.3.5

Experimental variability and repeatability

Providing details on the variability and repeatability of the experimental results is important for demonstrating the robustness of the experimental approach and for speculating
about possible natural variability.
We identified the most important experimental parameters for this purpose: earthquake duration, recurrence interval, and rupture width. These parameters describe the
temporal features of interseismic and coseismic stages as well as the size of analog earthquakes.
We use the coefficient of variation, Cv, to quantify the variability of experimental
results, and use the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to investigate the repeatability
using eight similar models. Cv is a dimensionless value that describes the dispersion of
a selected variable. Cv is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of a data
distribution to its mean. Cv is considered a reasonable measure if it contains only
positive values, as is the case here. In general, high Cv values are associated with a
broad distribution of the selected parameters. We computed Cv for each of the eight sideview models. We found that our experiments are characterized by Cvs for earthquake
durations of 0.40-0.95, recurrence intervals of 0.22-1.00, and rupture widths of 0.38-0.81
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(Figure 2.13a, b and c, respectively). The mean Cv is 0.70 for the rupture duration,
0.57 for the recurrence interval, and 0.61 for the rupture width.

Figure 2.13: Measure of dispersion and repeatability of the experimental results. ac) Coefficient of variation for selected parameters of a single model dataset (red dashed
line) and for subsamples of the entire dataset (black lines). d-e) Results of the twosample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit null hypothesis testing for all possible couples
of experiment combinations

To test whether there would be a similar data dispersion for a larger dataset, we
iteratively recalculated Cv for an increasingly large set of samples by merging n models
(with n=1, ... ,8). The case n=1 provides the same result obtained when only considering
model 1 (the reference model). Following this procedure, Cv always reaches a plateau
at approximately 0.6-0.7, for both the earthquake duration and rupture width when 4
models are merged into a set, indicating that the data dispersion does not further increase
when the events of more than 4 models are considered together (Figure 2.13a, c). The
recurrence interval does not display similar behavior; rather, Cv linearly increases with
an increasing number of events (Figure 2.13b).
The non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used to determine whether
two datasets are drawn from the same population. In other words, this test evaluates
how well two datasets match, demonstrating the repeatability of experimental results.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic searches for the greatest difference, k, between the
empirical cumulative distribution of the two samples (e.g., the rupture duration data
of two distinct models). This statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the
samples are drawn from the same distribution [Davis, 1973]. The test rejects the null
hypothesis when the significance level is equal to or exceeds the p-value, p (i.e., the
minimum level of significance for which the null hypothesis is rejected). The significance
level was set to 0.05. For each of the selected parameters, we tested all the possible
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combinations of pairs of models (i.e., 28 tests for each parameter; Figure 2.13d, e and
f).
The comparison of rupture durations shows that there is a relatively high consistency of performance between different pairs of models. The average greatest difference
between distributions of a pair of datasets, k, is 0.32±0.10, and 82% of tests failed to
reject the null hypothesis. A similar level of matching was observed for the rupture
width. In this case, the average k is 0.34±0.12, and 75% of tests failed to reject the null
hypothesis. The recurrence interval indicates the weakest level of similarity between
cumulative distributions; the average k is 0.41±0.18, and 57% of tests failed to reject
the null hypothesis.

2.4 Discussion
The new experimental setting presented in this Chapter allows for the investigation of
the coseismic and interseismic behavior of subduction thrusts. Additionally, we identify
four major aspects of our experimental results that deserve to be analyzed in detail: a)
the recurrence behavior, b) the coseismic and interseismic model responses, c) the rupture behavior, and d) the source parameters. To validate our model, experimental results
are first compared to previous analog models specifically designed for investigating the
seismic cycle at subduction thrusts [Rosenau et al., 2009; Rosenau and Oncken, 2009;
Brune, 1996] and accompanying numerical simulations performed in the same setting
(Chapter 3). To validate the approach we then discuss our findings with respect to natural observations. Although our models oversimplify the natural prototype, the analysis
of the experimental results provides interesting insights into the complex behavior of
subduction thrusts.

2.4.1

Recurrence behavior

The identification of stick-slip events with regular recurrence intervals allow us to compare our physically self-consistent model behavior to simple deterministic models of stress
accumulation and release that have been proposed for describing earthquake cyclicity.
The simplest model is the characteristic earthquake model [Reid , 1910], which postulates that a specific fault ruptures at regular intervals, generating events of similar size
and rupture area. Non-characteristic models include time- and slip-predictable models
[Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980]. The time-predictable model implies the presence of a
constant threshold strength at which the fault ruptures. This model assumes that slip
during a large earthquake reduces the shear stress on the fault more than slip during
a small event. Therefore, the time to the next earthquake can be predicted from the
size of its predecessor. Alternatively, in the slip-predictable model, the fault does not
rupture at a fixed shear stress, but each earthquake reduces the shear stress on the fault
to a fixed minimum level. This model cannot be used to predict when an earthquake will
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occur, but predicts the minimum magnitude of the next earthquake. Accordingly, the
size of an earthquake is correlated with the length of the preceding recurrence interval.
Approximately 40% of the experimental recurrence intervals are clustered within a
5s time window around the average value (Figure 2.9b). This first-order observation, focused only on recurrence intervals, seems to promote a quasi-periodic recurrence model.
Further investigation, that includes event size, is used to test the applicability of the
characteristic, slip- or time-predictable model to the experimental data. We compared
analog earthquake size with the preceding or subsequent interseismic period. For our
data low linear correlation coefficients (R2 < 0.06) occur when correlating parameters
that determine event size (mean slip and rupture width) with the preceding and subsequent recurrence times. The majority of analog earthquakes are scattered and display
no clear trend. We conclude that neither time-predictability nor slip-predictability can
be applied to the experimental behavior; nor does a characteristic model fit the data. In
the latter case both slip- and time-predictable models should fit equally well. Rather,
our models tends to follow a cyclicity governed by a quasi-periodic recurrence interval.
An additional test for the applicability of the characteristic earthquake model to
analog earthquakes is performed by analyzing the coefficient of variation, Cv, of the
recurrence time. Clustered, random or quasi-periodic events would be characterized by
a Cv > 1, Cv ∼ 1 or Cv < 1, respectively [Kuehn et al., 2008]. The observation of a
Cv in the 0.2-0.6 range for the entire dataset seems to support quasi-periodic recurrence
as most representative of the analog model behavior. A stronger tendency toward the
characteristic earthquake is observed when perfectly elastic systems are subject to both
fixed loading rates and elastic energy-release conditions, as in spring-block models [e.g.,
Baumberger et al., 1994], Couette systems [Galeano and Rubio, 1994], and ring shear
tests [e.g., Rosenau et al., 2008b].
Subduction earthquake models are characterized by an additional degree of freedom, since the rupture size may vary from one event to another rather than constant
system-size ruptures as in spring-block-like models. As a result, a wider distribution
of recurrence intervals may occur. Moreover, adding complexities to the system (e.g.,
changing the shape of the experiment and tuning the rheological response of the media
to elastoplastic) would result in a non-characteristic recurrence behavior [e.g., Rosenau
et al., 2009]. The numerical simulation performed under the same conditions as our
model confirm this tendency of less characteristic events for increased complexity (see
chapter 3). The sole velocity-weakening friction formulation in the seismogenic zone
leads to almost constant recurrence intervals and rupture width, whereas adding velocity strengthening at the updip and downdip segments of the subduction thrust results
in non-characteristic behavior.
Even if the instrumental seismic record spans only the last century, long recurrence
records of subduction zone seismicity are provided by well-dated geologic indicators,
such as coral micro-atolls [e.g., Natawidjaja, 2004] and paleoseismic investigations [e.g.,
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Cisternas and al , 2005]. These studies indicate the diversity in the behavior of global
subduction zones. For example, quasi-periodic earthquakes have been inferred in Sumatra [Natawidjaja, 2004], Chile [Bookhagen et al., 2006], Alaska, and New Zealand [Lajoie,
1986]. An upper strain threshold, consistent with the time-predictable model, has been
suggested for the Japan subduction zone [Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980], whereas a more
complex behavior, that is neither time-predictable nor slip-predictable, has been proposed for the Cascadia subduction zone [Satake and Atwater , 2007]. However, the applicability of earthquake recurrence models for natural subduction zones, where intrinsic
complexities and lateral frictional heterogeneities are expected, is not straightforward.
Recently, analysis of 14 repeating earthquake sequences off the east coast of the Tohoku area (Japan) has shown that earthquake recurrence can be better explained by a
’memory-less’ earthquake model [Rubinstein et al., 2012b]. However, the understanding
of sequential rupture at convergent margins remains a fundamental goal in earthquake
sciences, and laboratory experiments can be helpful in developing this understanding
[e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2012a].
The factors (e.g., subduction velocity, plate interface locking) controlling the frequency of large events at convergent margins remain one of the key questions in modern
seismology. A multi-centennial return time of major earthquakes has been constrained by
both geologic observations [e.g., Goldfinger et al., 2003] and statistical simulations [McCaffrey, 2008], whereas our analog models provide recurrence intervals that are roughly
one order of magnitude larger (∼750-10000 yr). Such a discrepancy might be explained
by a) the uncertainties in estimating the lithospheric viscosity and elasticity, mainly
in nature, and the resulting imprecision in estimating the experimental interseismic
timescale factor and slip, respectively; b) the 2D-like character of the analog model implies that an event has to pass through the section that is illuminated by the UV lamp to
be captured. This contributes to detect a smaller number of events than those occurring
in the entire naturally three-dimensional, experimental interface.

2.4.2

Coseismic and interseismic model response

The analog model successfully simulates one of the most important features of the seismic cycle at subduction zones: the elastic rebound associated with interplate thrust
earthquakes as recorded in geologic and geodetic data [e.g., Natawidjaja, 2004; Wang,
2007]. Accordingly, we observed periods of slow rearward motion alternating with short
phases characterized by fast ’seaward’ motion (Figure 2.10).
During the coseismic stage, the highest deformation rates and largest displacements
occur in the seaward-most part of the wedge (Figure 2.10e,g). However, small displacements (i.e., 0.01 cm) are observed far inland, up to 45 cm from the analog trench (∼300
km in nature, which is about the location of the volcanic arc in subduction zones).
This finding agrees with observations during megathrust earthquakes (e.g., the 2004
Mw 9.2 Sumatra event; Chlieh et al. [2007], experimental results obtained in granular
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elastoplastic models [Rosenau et al., 2009], and the accompanying numerical simulation
(Chapter 3).
Our slip distribution is asymmetrical, with the maximum slip near the updip end of
the rupture (Figure 2.10h). The sense of skewness has been proposed to correlate to the
stress drop trend in a seismogenic zone [Wang and He, 2008]. A downdip increase in
stress drop is responsible for the slip distribution to be skewed ’landward’ [e.g., Wang
and He, 2008; Rosenau et al., 2009] and vice versa [Rudnicki and Wu, 1995; Brune,
1996; Geist and Dmowska, 1999]. In particular, the discrepancy between experimental
approaches could be related to the capability to simulate seismic waves and their amplification (resulting in trenchward increasing slip) in a realistic way, as in the dynamic
and fully elastic models [e.g., Brune, 1996, this work]. In the model of Rosenau et al.
[2009], seismic energy could be quantitatively absorbed by the granular nature of the
wedge medium (Rosenau, pers. comm. 2012). However, the exact shape of the slip
distribution depends also on mechanical details of the rupture zone [e.g., Scholz , 2002;
S.L., 2007].
Natural cases of large subduction interplate events reveal variable slip distributions
with maximum slip recorded both in the shallower part (e.g., the 2011 Mw = 9.0 TohokuOki earthquake; [Lee et al., 2011]) and in the central part of the subduction thrust (e.g.,
the 2004 Mw = 9.2 Sumatra earthquake; [Chlieh et al., 2007]).
The observed maximum coseismic subsidence does not coincide with where the slip
tapers to zero, as predicted by elastic dislocation modeling [e.g., Wang, 2007] and observed in the companion numerical simulation (Chapter 3), but is shifted a few centimeters toward the trench (Figures 2.10f and h). While the observed shift, captured also in
the elastoplastic analog models by Rosenau et al. [2009], might have important implications for inversion of surface deformation in nature, its explanation remains obscure.
In active convergent margins, the base of the seismogenic zone and, consequently, the
location of the maximum subsidence, roughly coincides with the coastline [e.g., Plafker ,
1972] and it can reach a maximum amplitude of about -2 m as in the 1960 Mw = 9.5
Chile earthquake [Plafker and Savage, 1970].
Geologic and geodetic observations helped in identifying the three primary processes
that took place in the aftermath of an earthquake: a) long-term (decades) mantle viscoelastic relaxation [e.g., Pollitz et al., 2008]; b) short term (days to years) relaxation
of shear stresses along the plate interface, which lead to seismic and aseismic afterslip
[e.g., Perfettini et al., 2005]; c) relocking of the subduction thrust fault [e.g., Gagnon
et al., 2005]. The resulting postseismic, time-dependent deformation is characterized by
a slow seaward motion of some inland areas that occurs simultaneously with outer-wedge
landward motion as reported from Chile and Alaska where Mw =9.5 and Mw =9.2 earthquakes occurred in 1960 and 1964, respectively. In particular, this pattern reflects the
interference of two processes in the seismic cycle: the onset of plate locking at shallow
depth and viscoelastic relaxation of the mantle beneath the continent [e.g., Wang et al.,
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2012]. At present, such evidence cannot be imaged in detail in the analog viscoelastic
model also because of the missing upper mantle contribution.
The interseismic stage is characterized by rearward velocities (Figure 2.10a,c). A
decrease in horizontal velocities from the locked region to inland areas is a common feature recognized in active convergent margins [e.g., Simons et al., 2011] and elastoplastic
analog models [Rosenau et al., 2009], as well as numerical models like the companion
numerical simulation.
Consistently, landward motion is associated with uplift above the downdip limit of
the seismogenic zone (Figure 2.10b). These experimental observations are similar, for
example, to the vertical deformation pattern inferred through repeated leveling observations at the Nankai margin [Thatcher , 1984].
One of the major difference between viscoelastic and elastoplastic models is in their
basal backslip distributions. Our interseismic backslip (Figure 2.10d) tapers to zero at
the updip end of the analog subduction thrust. This behavior mirrors an interseismic slip
rate at the subduction thrust that progressively decreases from the plate convergence
rate to almost zero in the locked zone [Wang, 2007]. The high interseismic slip rate
at the shallowest part of the subduction thrust is caused by updip aseismic velocitystrengthening plastic sheet. Elastoplastic models [Rosenau et al., 2009] are instead
characterized by a basal backslip smoothly increasing from the base of the seismogenic
zone to the trench. This behavior suggests that the fault is locked all the way up to
the trench [Wang, 2007] as a consequence of underthrusting / accretion of material. In
the Rosenau et al. [2009] model, shallow slip occurs, therefore, along splay faults in the
overriding plate instead of along the plate interface.
The fraction of plate convergence not accommodated by aseismic slip in the interseismic period, referred to as the interseismic coupling, reveals consistent similarities
between viscoelastic and elastoplastic models of the subduction interplate earthquake
cycle. Figure 2.10a shows that the plate convergence accumulated in the model varies
from ∼40% above the seismogenic zone to zero at the inland area. The variability in interseismic coupling observed at subduction margins remains one of the least understood
elements of the strain accumulation process [e.g., Scholz and Campos, 2012]. Based
on geodetic data, some subduction zones are considered fully locked, whereas others are
only partially locked or are freely slipping [e.g., Dixon and Moore, 2007], with spatiotemporal variability possible within the same subduction zone [e.g., Freymueller et al., 2008;
Heuret et al., 2011].

2.4.3

Rupture behavior

Monitoring the spatial and temporal behavior of earthquake rupture (i.e., initiation,
propagation, and arrest) is necessary for understanding the physics of dynamic rupture
propagation, which, in turn, may help us to extrapolate from theory to natural settings,
and to thereby better characterize the resulting seismic hazard.
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We process the experimental data in a purely kinematic fashion, as is commonly done
in seismic or geodetic source inversions [e.g., Ide et al., 2007]. A physics-based rupture
propagation model within a quasi-static framework is extensively described in Chapter 3
(sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.6).
The location of rupture initiation (i.e., hypocenter) is a first-order source parameter serving as a reference for the kinematic characterization of the spatiotemporal slip
distribution during analogue earthquakes. In nature, the location of the hypocenter is
generally more reliable with respect to other earthquake characteristics, such as the location of the largest slip [Ide et al., 2007]. Our experimental results show locations of
hypocenters are dominantly located near the base of the analog earthquake rupture (Figures 2.8a and 2.13a). This finding is in agreement with results obtained in our numerical
simulation (Figure 3.4c), in elastoplastic analog models of the subduction seismic cycle
[Rosenau et al., 2009], in numerical models of crack propagation [Das and Scholz , 1983],
and by analyzing selected dip-slip and strike-slip natural events [Mai et al., 2005]. On
the basis of 12 finite-source rupture models for subduction events, Mai et al. [2005]
suggested that these earthquakes prefer to nucleate in the along-dip center of the fault.
Observations of recent megathrust earthquakes reveal that both cases (i.e., deep and
intermediate depth nucleation) may occur. The 2004 Mw = 9.2 Sumatra earthquake
was characterized by a hypocenter located in the deepest part of the rupture [Rhie et
al., 2007], whereas in the 2010 Mw = 8.8 Maule and the 2011 Mw = 9.0 Tohoku-Oki
earthquakes, the hypocenters were located in the along-dip center of the rupture [e.g.,
Moreno et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011]. Few analog hypocenters (i.e., ¡10%) are located in
the shallow velocity-strengthening zone likely originated by the sand-paper/plastic sheet
frictional discontinuity.
Once the rupture initiates, it mainly propagates bilaterally with preference in the updip direction. This behavior is consistent with the observation of granular elastoplastic
[Rosenau et al., 2009], foam-rubber analog models of interplate seismicity [Brune, 1996],
and the numerical results obtained in Chapter 3 (Figure 2.5c). One possible explanation
is that the rupture follows the lithostatic pressure gradient that results from the subduction wedge [Das and Scholz , 1983]. Another possibility is that rupture asymmetry
results from a strong bi-material contrast in elastic properties for gelatin and steel on
each side of the analog thrust interface. As far as the bimaterial contrast is concerned,
the analog setup simulates an upper bound of the natural convergent setting, since the
overriding plate is expected to be the more compliant than the subducting one [e.g., Ma
and Beroza, 2008]. Observations [e.g., A.M. and Gillard , 2000], numerical models [e.g.,
Dalguer and Day, 2009], and analog models [Xia et al., 2005] show that if a rupture
occurs on the boundary between two solids with different elastic properties, the rupture
may propagate in the direction of the slip of the softer rocks (e.g., gelatin in our model).
A possible consequence of asymmetry in analog earthquakes is revealed by hypocenters that are generally deeper than the regions of peak slip (Figure 2.11a) and peak slip
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rate (Figure 2.5d in Chapter 3). A similar rupture pattern has been inferred for the
2010 Mw = 8.8 Maule earthquake and the 2011 Mw = 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake [Lee
et al., 2011; Vigny et al., 2011]. In particular, for the 2010 Mw = 8.8 Maule earthquake
such relationship might result from stress-concentration induced by a downdip gradient
in locking [Moreno et al., 2010]. Based on the observation of earthquakes with various
kinematics, Mai et al. [2005] suggested that hypocenters are not randomly located on a
fault but are close to regions of large slip.
The analog earthquake rupture front propagates with an average velocity of 13.9±7.1
cm/s upward and 11.1±8.1 cm/s downward. The equivalent natural rupture velocities
are 0.11±0.05 km/s and 0.09±0.06 km/s, respectively. Even if experimental rupture
speed is slower than velocities inferred for natural interplate events [e.g., Lee et al.,
2011], analog earthquakes are not similar to slow earthquakes (as shown in Figure 2.12
and described in section 2.3.4).
The coseismic slip rate of analog earthquakes varies from 0.015 to 0.320 cm/s. The
equivalent natural slip rate ranges from 0.1 to 2.6 m/s, which is comparable to the
general range of natural slip rates [e.g., Scholz , 2002] and to the slip rate of the 2011
Mw = 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake [Lee et al., 2011].
Another important characteristic of earthquakes is the amount of slip, which may
reach tens of meters for very large subduction interplate events. For example, the great
1960 Mw = 9.5 Chile earthquake was characterized by a maximum slip of ∼40-50 m [e.g.,
S.E. and S.N., 1990; Moreno et al., 2009], and the 2011 Mw = 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake
had a maximum slip of ∼50-60 m [ [Simons et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011]. The peak and
average slip of analog earthquakes scale to roughly one-order-of-magnitude larger values
(i.e., tens to a few hundreds of meters). Possible explanations for this discrepancy include
the quasi-2D setting [e.g., Bilek and Lay, 2002] and the absence of off-fault plasticity
for the analog model [e.g., Dunham et al., 2011b; Wang and Bilek , 2011]. Propagation
in the lateral third dimension and off-fault plasticity would absorb part of the energy
that is used for slip on the analog subduction thrust. Additionally, the strong bimaterial
contrast existing in the analog model favors a larger strength and consequent stress drop
and thereby contributes positively in providing large slip [Ma and Beroza, 2008].
Analog earthquakes can be further characterized by their rupture mode. Rupture
growth can be described according to two competing rupture styles: crack-like versus
pulse-like. In the former case, the nucleation region continues to slip throughout the
earthquake, and the slipping region expands until arresting phases arrive from the borders of the fault. In the latter case, a healing front propagates behind the rupture front
[e.g. Marone and Richardson, 2006]. Quantitatively, these modes can be distinguished
by analyzing the duration of slip at a certain point on a fault with respect to the duration of the rupture of the entire fault [Rosakis et al., 2007]. In particular, the pulse
mode is characterized by slip at a point on the fault that is one order of magnitude
shorter than the total event duration [e.g., Heaton, 1982; Hartzell , 1983; Heaton, 1990].
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Distinguishing between these two rupture modes is a central issue in earthquake source
physics because they predict different hazard levels [e.g., Marone and Richardson, 2006].
Figure 2.8a shows how we characterized the rupture behavior of analog earthquakes.
The minimum duration of slip at a point on the fault is larger than 1/10 of the entire
rupture process, indicating a crack-like behavior. The spatiotemporal cumulative slip
distribution (Figure 2.8b) also seems to support the idea of growth of the rupture as a
crack. However, the patch with a high slip rate is concentrated in a small region that
propagates upward just behind the rupture front, suggesting possible rupture growth
in a mixed pulse/crack fashion. Similar behavior has also been observed in previous
elastoplastic models of subduction interplate seismicity [Rosenau et al., 2009] and in incoherent frictional interface experiments [e.g., Rosakis et al., 2007]. Although a complete
characterization of rupture styles is beyond the scope of this Chapter, we consider this
the next challenge to be investigated using this experimental setting.
Detailed observations of rupture growth in large subduction interplate earthquakes
are available only for recent mega-events, which have been captured by modern, highresolution geodetic and seismological monitoring methods. For example, along-strike
crack-like rupture propagation has been proposed for the 2001 Mw =8.4 Peru earthquake
[Robinson et al., 2006], the 2004 Mw =9.2 Sumatra earthquake [Kruger and Ohrnberger ,
2005], and during the initial 75 s of the 2011 Mw =9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake [Lee et al.,
2011]. Slip pulse behavior has been suggested for the 2010 Mw =8.8 Maule earthquake
[Heaton et al., 2011].

2.4.4

Source-parameter scaling

Faulting parameters are systematically related [e.g., Kanamori and Anderson, 1975],
and a wide range of scaling laws has been identified depending on seismic moment range
[e.g., Shimazaki , 1986], intraplate/interplate events [e.g., Kanamori and Anderson, 1975;
Blaser et al., 2010; Strasser et al., 2010], fault kinematics [e.g., Wells and Coppersmith,
1994; Mai and Beroza, 2000], and shape of the rupture [e.g., Scholz , 2002].
We examined the average slip/rupture width relationship, which linearly correlates
with a proportionality factor of 1.7·10−3 (Figure 2.11b). This observation might support
the W-model [e.g., Scholz , 1982]. However, the absence of the third dimension (i.e., L)
dimension in the experimental setting does not allow for a conclusive argument for such
speculation.
Subsequently, we investigate the seismic moment/duration relationship to test the
capability of the model to reproduce similarities in slip behavior with respect to natural
end members (i.e., regular and slow earthquakes). Similar to natural events, we identified
a clear dependence of analog earthquake duration on seismic moment. In particular,
analog earthquakes are located in a region between regular and slow earthquakes, since
upscaled analog earthquakes duration is roughly one order of magnitude larger than
megathrust earthquakes in nature (i.e., average duration of 1.15 s correspond to ∼15
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minutes in nature). Slow earthquakes show a much larger characteristic duration in the
range of hours to months [e.g., Ide et al., 2007].
The experimental data follow a moment/duration scaling law characterized by the
trend of regular earthquakes (Figure 2.12). This suggests that even if the model rupture duration is slightly longer than for regular natural earthquakes, the size/duration
proportionality is retained. This observation allows us to speculate that the physics
controlling natural and analog earthquakes is similar.

2.5 Conclusions
A new analog modeling technique has been developed to shed light on the seismic cycle at
subduction megathrusts. The quantitative analysis of velocity time series of the gelatinon-sandpaper analog system allowed us to monitor the model deformation and measure
earthquake source parameters. Our experimental results show that: a) The recurrence
interval of analog earthquakes can be described as quasi- periodic recurrence interval. b)
The interseismic model deformation shows rearward motion associated with subsidence
in the outer wedge and uplift of the coastal area. The coseismic stage is characterized
by faster velocities in the seaward direction. During this stage, the model shows a
subsidence of the coastal area and uplift in the outer wedge. c) Analog earthquakes
generally nucleate in the deeper portion of the rupture and propagate preferentially
seaward. The majority of events propagate with a crack-like behavior. d) There are
clear proportionalities between rupture width and slip, and between seismic moment and
rupture duration. e) The size, duration, and recurrence interval of analog earthquakes
are consistent among models performed under the same experimental conditions. These
findings support the repeatability of the experimental results. This work verifies that our
analog model simulates the basic physics governing the seismic cycle and relating rupture
processes in a simplified but robust way. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons
between modeling results and what is known about the subduction earthquake cycle
in nature suggest that our experimental approach offers an efficient and versatile tool
for investigating the seismic cycle at subduction thrusts. Future efforts will be directed
toward increasing the level of complexity of the experimental setting to systematically
explore the parameter space influencing the subduction interplate seismic cycle.
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Abstract
The physics governing the seismic cycle at seismically active subduction zones remains poorly understood due to restricted direct observations in time and space. To
investigate subduction zone dynamics and associated interplate seismicity, we validate a
continuum, visco-elasto-plastic numerical model with a new laboratory approach (Chapter 2). The analogous laboratory setup includes a visco-elastic gelatin wedge underthrusted by a rigid plate with defined velocity-weakening and -strengthening regions.
Our geodynamic simulation approach includes velocity-weakening friction to spontaneously generate a series of fast frictional instabilities that correspond to analog earthquakes. A match between numerical and laboratory source parameters is obtained when
velocity-strengthening is applied in the aseismic regions to stabilize the rupture. Spontaneous evolution of absolute stresses leads to nucleation by coalescence of neighboring
patches, mainly occurring at evolving asperities near the seismogenic zone limits. Consequently, a crack-, or occasionally even pulse-like, rupture propagates toward the opposite
side of the seismogenic zone by increasing stresses ahead of its rupture front, until it arrests on a barrier. The resulting surface displacements qualitatively agree with geodetic
observations and show landward and, from near the downdip limit, upward interseismic
motions. These are rebound and reversed coseismically. This slip increases adjacent
stresses, which are relaxed postseismically by afterslip and thereby produce persistent
seaward motions. The wide range of observed physical phenomena, including backpropagation and repeated slip, and the agreement with laboratory results demonstrate
that visco-elasto-plastic geodynamic models with rate-dependent friction form a new
tool that can greatly contribute to our understanding of the seismic cycle at subduction
zones.
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3.1 Introduction
Our thus far limited understanding of the seismic cycle at convergent margins is a result
of their complex geometry and rheology, spatial inaccessibility, and the limited observational timespan over which geophysical measurements are available. Advances in our
understanding are envisioned due to amongst others numerical developments, both for
large timescale subduction [e.g., Gerya, 2011] and small timescale dynamic rupture processes [e.g., Madariaga and Olsen, 2002; de la Puente et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2009].
Combining both geodynamic and dynamic rupture approaches could help to fill the
gap between large-scale and small-scale processes operating consecutively at convergent
margins, thereby highlighting potential relationships between subduction dynamics and
seismicity. However, before combining approaches, it is important to understand to what
extent small timescale seismic processes can be analyzed with a continuum mechanics
based visco-elasto-plastic numerical method typically used to simulate long-term geodynamic processes. The goal of this paper is to show that cycles of earthquakes can indeed
be simulated with such a numerical method.
The seismic cycle has been extensively investigated with numerical models over the
last three decades, although mainly in a strike-slip setting. Wang [2007] concludes that
the key ingredients to model the long-term, i.e., tens of thousands of years, seismic cycle
at subduction thrusts, are a) a rate-dependent friction, b) slow tectonic loading, and c)
viscoelastic stress relaxation. However, a comprehensive model that properly includes
these ingredients in a subduction setting does not exist yet [Wang, 2007].
Models examining surface deformation often neglect a rate-dependent friction and
spontaneous stress build up (cycle ingredient a), by a-priori defining either the amount
of slip or stress drop (for a subduction setting e.g., Savage [1983]; Dmowska et al. [1988];
Cohen [1994]; Hirahara [2002] or for a review see Wang [2007]). Models that do evaluate
stress build-up on a fault to determine whether and how much slip can occur include
those with a purely rate-dependent friction coefficient [e.g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967;
Carlson and Langer , 1989; Cochard and Madariaga, 1996] and those with a rate-andstate dependent friction coefficient. The empirical rate-and-state dependent constitutive
formulation provides a unified framework describing the characteristic dependencies of
fault friction on slip rate and slip history as observed in laboratory experiments [e.g.,
Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983]. Models that include rate-and-state friction can be split
into those simulating strike-slip faults for which most of the common methodology was
developed [e.g., Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1997; Lapusta et al.,
2000; Zöller et al., 2006; Hillers et al., 2007; Dieterich and Richards-Dinger , 2010] and
fewer models that mainly apply the methodology to subduction thrust faults [e.g., Stuart,
1988; Kato and Hirasawa, 1997; Liu and Rice, 2005; Duan and Oglesby, 2005; Kaneko
et al., 2010; Hori and Miyazaki , 2011].
The second ingredient to model the seismic cycle, slow tectonic loading, is inno-
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vatively included in Lapusta et al. [2000]. They introduce an efficient time stepping
procedure to resolve both slow quasi-static loading processes and dynamic rupture propagation within the same computational framework. These and subsequent works [e.g.,
Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Kaneko and Lapusta, 2008; Noda and Lapusta, 2010], including other mentioned rate-(and-state) dependent friction models, provided many insights
in amongst others the spatio-temporal seismicity patterns and nucleation, growth, and
arrest of earthquakes [Ben-Zion, 2008].
These models often assume a simplified, homogeneous elastic bulk rheology and
thereby lack a time-dependent bulk deformation component arising from viscous (and
plastic) rheologies (cycle ingredient c). A viscous mantle component, which gradually
relaxes applied stresses, is captured in several kinematic models and amongst others effects observed post- and interseismic surface displacements [e.g., Cohen, 1994; Hirahara,
2002; Wang et al., 2012]. Hashimoto and Matsu’ura [2002] confirm this finding using
a model with a slip- and time-dependent fault constitutive law and a visco-elastic slip
response function to calculate resulting stresses on the fault.
An alternative approach that includes long-term, time-dependent deformation and
brittle instabilities is presented in e.g., Lyakhovsky et al. [2001], Lyakhovsky and BenZion [2008,2009], and Lyakhovsky et al. [2011]. They adopt a visco-elastic thermodynamic damage rheology model with a static-kinetic friction and plastic strain to model
the long-term evolution of strike-slip fault zones and earthquakes.
These three ingredients, rate-dependent friction, slow tectonic stress loading, and
visco-elastic stress relaxation of the medium, are included in the subduction zone model
presented in this paper and in two laboratory models: in Corbi et al. [2013] (Chapter 2),
as well as in another layered elasto-plastic, visco-elastic laboratory model by Rosenau
et al. [2009]. To our knowledge, numerical geodynamic models studying seismicity [e.g.,
Huc et al., 1998; Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Fuller et al., 2006; Chery and Vernant,
2006; Lecomte et al., 2012] do not include an evolving rate-dependent friction coefficient
(or strain rate weakening) to simulate frictional instabilities. A rate-dependent friction
has, however, been included in continuum models with stick-slip instabilities in shear
bands following the Shear-Transformation-Zone (STZ) model [e.g., Daub and Carlson,
2008, 2009]. Their model describes plastic deformation based on grain-scale physics in
amorphous materials and fault gauges [Falk and Langer , 1998].
Spontaneously developing faults are particularly important for long timescales at
which faults can not be assumed stationary (i.e., tens of thousands of years and more)
[Sleep, 2002]. Other benefits of continuum mechanic visco-elasto-plastic codes include a
self-consistently evolving absolute stress distribution, a more realistic geometry with different rock assemblages, their phase transitions, and corresponding material properties,
and a composite bulk rheology (including off-fault plasticity and viscous deformation).
However, in the experimental setup of our study, we use a single visco-elastic wedgeshaped material, which includes the lithospheric mantle response of the overriding plate,
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and defines the location of a single fault zone to facilitate an understanding of this
comprehensive class of models. This type of continuum visco-elasto-plastic model can
be applied to analyze seismic cycle deformation in relation to long-term deformation at
convergent margins and may contribute to intermediate- and long-term seismic hazard
assessment.
The applicability of our numerical method for seismic cycle modeling is demonstrated
by validating it with results from a novel laboratory approach presented in Chapter 2
[Corbi et al., 2013] and by exploring the range of natural features captured. Chapter 2
demonstrates the presence of stick slip dynamics in a visco-elastic gelatin wedge over
sandpaper setting that is analog to the seismic subduction thrust system. This laboratory validation approach provides an excellent opportunity to a) constrain the material
parameters involved, b) compare numerical and experimental results, c) complement the
strengths of both methodologies, and d) fill the gap of an absent benchmark for seismic
cycle models.
This paper is the first step in a new geodynamic cycling approach and attempts to
better link the geodynamic and earthquake seismology communities. Section 3.2 therefore provides a thorough description of our numerical modeling approach, connecting
geodynamic and seismological concepts. The subsequent results section is divided in
subsections that each correspond to an objective. The first section answers whether
fast, short, elastic events can be modeled with a continuum mechanics based viscoelasto-plastic code, and addresses the required frictional formulation (Section 3.3.1).
This section also shows that the numerical model can fit the analog earthquake cycle
pattern and source parameters obtained in laboratory models described in Chapter 2.
Section 3.3.2 examines the underlying physical framework and the role of the most important material parameters: the shear modulus, friction drop, and characteristic velocity
of the frictional formulation. The last results section (Section 3.3.3) explores applications to the natural system in terms of a) dynamic controls on and characteristics of
rupture propagation, and b) surface displacements. Finally, the most important findings
of this study are discussed in Section 3.4, together with their implications, limitations,
and a comparison to both natural observations and the laboratory findings provided in
Chapter 2. Additionally, the appendices include information on a) the stability of our
modeling approach, b) source parameter selection, and c) scaling to natural equivalents.

3.2 Methods
This section provides a short summary of the important aspects of the numerical method
adopted in the code I2ELVIS as presented in Gerya and Yuen [2007]. We extend this
method with a slip rate-dependent friction and further provide the numerical model
setup and material properties adopted in this validation. A detailed description of the
laboratory methodology in terms of material properties, scaling, and model setup is
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provided in section 2.2.

3.2.1

Numerical method

Numerical implementation and conservations equations
The plane strain numerical simulations were performed using the continuum mechanics
based thermo-mechanical code I2ELVIS [Gerya and Yuen, 2007]. The code uses an
implicit, conservative finite-difference (FD) scheme on a fully staggered Eulerian grid
combined with a non-diffusive Lagrangian marker-in-cell technique. The characteristicsbased marker-in-cell technique is used to advect millions of randomly located particles
(markers) according to a velocity field calculated on the Eulerian grid [e.g., Brackbill and
Ruppel , 1986; Gerya and Yuen, 2003a; Gerya, 2010a]. This allows for the transportation
and conservation of material-specific properties, even through sharply varying material
property fields. Five- and eleven-point stencils of a staggered grid are used to solve for
the conservation of mass (continuity equation, eq. 3.1) and momentum (eqs. 3.2 and 3.3)
to obtain the pressure P (defined as mean stress, positive under compression), horizontal
velocity vx , and vertical velocity vz at each respective staggered node.
∂vx ∂vz
+
=0
∂x
∂z
0
∂σxx
∂σ 0
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+ xz −
=ρ
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∂z
∂z
Dt
0
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+
−
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− ρg
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(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

The continuity equation assumes an incompressible flow (i.e., Poisson’s ratio is 0.5,
and volume changes are not allowed). In the momentum equations, which include the
0 and gravity acceleration g, we introduce the inerdeviatoric stress tensor components σij

tial term, represented by density ρ times the Lagrangian time derivative of the respective
velocity components

Dv
Dt .

In this marker-in-cell formulation, density and velocity are ad-

vected with the Lagrangian markers, along with the other material properties. Note
that this incompressible inertia formulation only generates shear waves and is included
to regularize the solution at high slip rates (for a discussion see Appendix 3.A.2). Finally, this implementation of inertia allows us to compare results to a quasi-static model
and thereby analyze the importance of inertia in this laboratory setup. In summary,
the set of equations applied is similar to the equations typically used in (earthquake)
seismology. The main difference is that material compression and inertial dynamics in
terms of pressure wave propagation are neglected, while gravity is included.
Rheological constitutive relations
The conservation equations (eq. 3.1-3.3) are solved by rewriting them into strain rates
and velocities using a visco-elasto-plastic rheology [e.g., Ranalli , 1995; Gerya, 2010a] in
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which the deviatoric strain rate ε̇0ij is decomposed into a viscous, elastic, and plastic
component
ε̇0ij = ε̇0ij(viscous) + ε̇0ij(elastic) + ε̇0ij(plastic)

(3.4)

where
1
· σ0
2η ij
0
1 Dσij
=
·
2G Dt

ε̇0ij(viscous) =

(3.5)

ε̇0ij(elastic)

0
ε̇0ij(plastic) =
χ ∂gplastic
∂σ 0

(3.6)

ij

0 <σ
for σII
yield
0 =σ
for σII
yield

(3.7)

In these constitutive equations η is effective viscosity (Newtonian in this validation
0 /Dt is the objective co-rotational time derivative of the
study), G is shear modulus, Dσij
0 , χ is a plastic multiplier that locally connects plastic
deviatoric stress components σij
0 is the second invariant of
strain rates and stresses, gplastic is the plastic flow potential, σII
p
02 + σ 02 ), and σ
the deviatoric stress tensor ( σxx
yield is the plastic strength or maximum
xz

stress a material can sustain.
The amount of elastic versus viscous deformation within the momentum equation
(eq. 3.2 and 3.3) is determined by the visco-elasticity factor Z [Schmalholz et al., 2001;
Gerya, 2010a]
Z=

G∆tcomp
G∆tcomp + ηvp

(3.8)

where ∆tcomp is the computational timestep, ηvp is a viscosity-like Lagrangian parameter that accounts for both viscous and plastic deformation and is equal to η when plastic
deformation is absent. The constitutive relationship between deviatoric stress and bulk
deviatoric strain rate is acquired through an explicit first-order finite-difference scheme
in time [e.g., Moresi et al., 2003; Gerya, 2010a], and can be written as
0
00
σij
= 2ηvp ε̇0ij Z + σij
(1 − Z)

(3.9)

00 is the deviatoric stress of the previous time step, corrected for advection
where σij

and rotation. In this approach, a purely elastic stress formulation can be recovered in
0 ≈ 2G∆tε̇0 + σ 00 ), while
the limit when ∆tcomp G is much smaller than ηvp (Z ≈ 0, σij
ij
ij

for ∆tcomp G being much larger than ηvp we regain a purely viscous stress expression
0 ≈ 2η ε̇0 ).
(Z ≈ 1, σij
vp ij

The last constitutive relation, providing the plastic component of the deviatoric strain
rate, is formulated according to the Drucker-Prager yielding model [Drucker and Prager ,
1952] and by assuming non-dilatant, incompressible materials, which hence define a nonassociated plastic flow law (eq. 3.7). In this yielding model, the plastic flow potential
[e.g., Hill , 1950; Vermeer , 1990; Gerya, 2010a] is equated to the second invariant of the
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deviatoric stress tensor, and the yield stress is pressure dependent and defined as
σyield = C + µef f · P

(3.10)

where C is cohesion or residual strength at P = 0 Pa, and µef f is the effective friction
coefficient, which is equal to the sine of the internal friction angle. This yield criterion
is evaluated at each marker, which has its own set of material properties and specific
stress- and slip history. Once the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor exceeds
the pressure dependent yield stress, the stress components are isotropically corrected to
satisfy the maximum strength
0
0
σij
= σij
·

σyield
0
σII

(3.11)

Accordingly, the local viscosity-like parameter ηvp decreases to weaken the material
and to localize deformation
ηvp = η

0
σII
0
ηχ + σII

(3.12)

This plastic flow formulation approximates the brittle faulting process at low temperatures and pressures [Moresi et al., 2003; Buiter et al., 2006; Gerya, 2010a, and
references therein]. Note that this invariant, mean stress formulation allows for a free
evaluation of all possible localization planes, as an a priori fault plane does not need to
be defined. Finally, it is important to realize that this frictional yielding formulation
is not fully coupled to the conservation equations (eq. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) as in dynamic
earthquake rupture modeling. Stresses evolve independent of the yield stress in response
to the conservation equations and the two are only coupled during plastic yielding.
Rate-dependent friction
A slip velocity-dependent friction coefficient is incorporated in the code to describe
brittle instabilities. Our innovative, local formulation is equivalent to the strongly ratedependent friction formulation adopted in e.g., Burridge and Knopoff [1967]; Cochard
and Madariaga [1994]; Shaw and Rice [2000]; Ampuero and Ben Zion [2008]. The strong
dependence on slip rate V is thought to occur at seismic slip rates in nature based on
recent high velocity rotary shear experiments [e.g., Di Toro et al., 2011]. We assume a
steady-state friction, i.e. our state variable does not change with time, and use a local,
point-wise approach to calculate an effective friction coefficient µef f for each marker as
µef f = µs (1 − γ) + µs

γ
1 + VVc

(3.13)

where µs is the static friction coefficient, Vc is the characteristic velocity, a velocity
at which half of the friction change has occurred, and γ represents the amount of slip
velocity-induced weakening as
γ =1−

µd
µs

(3.14)
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where µd is the dynamic friction coefficient. This strongly rate-dependent formulation
is equivalent to equation 3 in Ampuero and Ben Zion [2008] for γ = −(α − β)/µs .
These α and β coefficients quantify the direct and evolution effect, respectively, and
are related to the classical rate-and-state friction coefficients a and b as described in
Appendix A in Ampuero and Ben Zion [2008]. For a positive γ (0-1) or negative α − β,
the friction coefficients weaken asymptotically as 1/V to their dynamic value µd . A
velocity-strengthening formulation is acquired for a negative γ or positive α − β.
In equation 3.13, the local visco-plastic slip velocity V or velocity difference between
two nodal interfaces is calculated as the visco-plastic strain rate times the grid size dx
V =

σyield
dx
ηm

(3.15)

where ηm is the local viscosity obtained at the previous time step, and a stable
estimate of σyield is acquired through five local iterations solving equations 3.10, 3.13,
and 3.15 in terms of yield stress, slip velocity, and effective friction coefficient. This
visco-plastic slip rate formulation assumes that slip is localized over one grid cell, while
typically spontaneously forming brittle/plastic shear zones are localized on one to two
grid cells [e.g., Buiter et al., 2006]. It also assumes that viscous strain components are
negligible during faulting, which is justified on the short time scales of interest. Tests
using a visco-elasto-plastic slip rate formulation revealed that elasticity within the fault
zone has a negligible impact on the frictional instabilities, at least when modeled using
small displacements and rotations.

3.2.2

Model setup

The laboratory setup of a pseudo-2D Plexiglas wedge, filled with visco-elastic gelatin
(Figure 3.1a and Figure 2.5), was cast into a two-dimensional numerical setup (Figure 3.1b). The visco-elastic gelatin wedge (orange) with dimensions of 60x11 cm2 (length
over the surface x height, which is equivalent to about 380x70 km2 in nature) represents
a large part of the fore-arc lithosphere, including part of the continent in terms of crust
and lithospheric mantle. The gelatin is underthrusted by a 10 degree dipping plate towards a far-distance laboratory backstop. The downgoing plate is covered with plastic
(grey), which exhibits velocity-strengthening frictional behavior, except for the fixed
region of 31 to 47 cm from the backstop, which is made up of sand paper (red). The
sand paper, which demonstrates velocity-weakening behavior, represents the seismogenic
zone located near the world-averaged location of 90 to 190 km from the trench [Heuret
et al., 2011]. Numerically, we represent the thrust interface as a finite-width fault zone
or frictional boundary layer of four cells in vertical direction. At the top, a free surface is
approximated with a stick air approach in which a sufficiently low viscosity, low density
layer is added to the top of the model domain [e.g., Zaleski and Julien, 1992; Crameri
et al., 2011].
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distance from backstop (cm) aseismic zone

Figure 3.1: a) Analog and b) numerical model setup. The numerical setup reproduces the
cross section of the analog model in the center of the analog box, and is rotated clockwise
by a slab dip of 10 degrees. Both gelatin wedges have a visco-elastic rheology, while
the gelatin-sand paper and gelatin-plastic interactions are represented by a visco-elastoplastic fault zone (shown in red and grey, denoting the seismogenic and the aseismic zone,
respectively). Green arrows depict applied force (gravity) and velocity (subducting plate
velocity). The black line denotes the level of all measurements done for the laboratory
validation plots. Colored dots denote the location of markers that were used to acquire
geodetic displacements for Figure 3.10. The black square shows the location of the particle
properties shown in Figure 3.7.
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The straight subducting plate (purple lower rigid body) is continuously pushed at
a constant horizontal speed of -0.0039 cm·s−1 (which is equivalent to 8.67 cm·yr−1 in
nature). The push decreases linearly over the width of the frictional boundary layer
to zero at its top. This numerical plate velocity is reduced by 61% with respect to
the -0.01 cm·s−1 applied in the laboratory model, since aseismic creep processes in the
laboratory model account for about 61% of the applied experimental push (i.e., seismic
coupling is about 39%; Figure 2.10a). Instead, interseismic locking within the numerical
seismogenic zone is nearly 100%. A gravity acceleration of 9.81 m·s−2 is applied at a
slab dip angle of 10◦ to the gelatin surface to promote a thrust interface parallel to the
rectangular grid (Figure 3.1b). All four boundaries have a free slip boundary condition
and pressures are fixed to their neighbors at all four corners, while a pressure of 0 Pa is
assigned to the leftmost top inner node.
We use a regular grid size of 1 mm and each cell on average contains 16 markers.
The resulting source parameter distribution converges for decreasing grid size. This convergence results from the multiplication of strain rate by grid size to obtain slip velocity
(equation 3.15), which cancels the respective changes with grid size and introduces a
length-scale into the plasticity problem (Appendix 3.A.3).
A time step of 0.066 s is used to both solve the conservation equations and displace
the markers. These time step parameters have to be chosen carefully to accurately
resolve both the interseismic stress build up and the coseismic process (i.e., resolve the
coseismic phase with tens of time steps). The solution is, however, to a minor extent
susceptible to these time step parameters. This susceptibility is reduced by regularizing
high slip rates for small time steps with incompressible inertia (Appendix 3.A.2).

3.2.3

Material properties and scaling

A great advantage of this validation approach is that for most of the model parameters
(Table 3.1) we can rely on laboratory measurements of the adopted analog materials.

The visco-elastic gelatin (gel state pig skin 2.5 wt%) is thoroughly investigated in
Di Giuseppe et al. [2009b] and has a Maxwell time, the characteristic time needed to
relax the applied elastic stresses, that is about three times larger than the average recurrence interval. This means that, in the current best fitting numerical model, elastic
stresses are hardly relaxed during one analog earthquake cycle.
The thrust contact properties of gelatin on sand paper are analyzed in detail in Corbi
et al. [2011]. The spring block experiments in their study provide excellent data supplying effective friction coefficients for different applied slip velocities (dots in Figure 3.2).
The lines in Figure 3.2 show the numerical friction formulation (eq. 3.13) applied for
the velocity-weakening behavior of sand paper (blue) and the velocity-strengthening
behavior of plastic (red dashed).
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Table 3.1: Material properties of the velocity-weakening and velocity-strengthening reference model for each numerical entity, adopted following guidelines provided by laboratory
measurements.

parameter
min. viscosity
max. viscosity
shear modulus
density
static friction
dynamic friction
char. velocity
cohesion

symbol
ηmin
ηmax
G
ρ
µs
µd
Vc
C

unit
Pa·s
Pa·s
Pa
kg·m−3
cm·s−1
Pa

gelatin
3·105∗
3·105∗
5000∗
1000
-

sand paper
0.01∗
3·105∗
5000∗
1000
0.200
0.035
0.0200
6

∗

Corrected by displacement reduction factor of 100 (see main text).

∗

Wave speeds are 500 and 2.24 m·s−1 for P- and S-wave resp.

sandpaper data
numerical fit

eff. friction coefficient

0.20

plastic
0.01∗
3·105∗
5000∗
1000
0.002
0.157
0.0039
6

rigid body
1·106∗
1·106∗
1.6·1012∗
1000
-

plastic data
numerical fit

0.15
0.10
0.05
0

0

0.2
0.4
marker slip velocity (cm/s)

Figure 3.2: Friction coefficient versus slip velocity for gelatin in contact with sand paper, exhibiting velocity-weakening behavior (blue), and plastic (red dashed), exhibiting
velocity-strengthening behavior. Dots represent laboratory measurements from a springblock experiment [Corbi et al., 2011], where the open dots are extrapolated assuming a
logarithmic regression (with correlation coefficients of R=0.86 and R=0.98, respectively).
The blue and red-dashed lines demonstrate the numerical effective friction coefficients used
for each slip velocity based on equations 3.13 and 3.14. Frictional parameters are provided
in Table 3.1.

air
0.002∗
0.002∗
5000∗
1
-
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The range of parameters provided by the laboratory measurements serve as a reference within which we select the final parameters that best match the laboratory results.
Furthermore, the material parameters of the sticky air and rigid body are chosen such
that they both behave as a fully viscous bodies at the chosen computational time step
(i.e., ∆tcomp > 1000 tM axwell ). We further ensure that the effective and numerical viscosity contrasts between the air and gelatin are larger than one hundred. Additionally,
a displacement limiting factor is applied to the entire model to reduce the amount of
displacement and advection occurring near the singularity at the otherwise rapidly moving toe of the wedge. This means that the shear modulus and viscosity of gelatin and
the frictional boundary layer (marked by a star in Table 3.1) are actually increased by
a factor of 100, while concurrently both time steps are decreased by a factor of 100 to
keep stresses and velocities the same. The values for shear moduli, viscosities, and time
steps provided in this paper are kept comparable to those in the laboratory model.
All material and source properties can be scaled up to natural values according to
the principals of geometric, kinematic, dynamic, and rheological similarity [e.g., Hubbert, 1937; Ramberg, 1981; Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986]. More information about
scaling, including a table with scaling parameters and the resulting natural values (Table 3.2), is provided in Appendix 3.B.

3.3 Results and analysis
The description and analysis of the results is divided into three subsections. The first
section encompasses the validation with the laboratory model and selects the most appropriate frictional formulation to match the laboratory results presented in Chapter 2.
The second section provides the corresponding physical framework, including a parametric study of the most important material parameters of the system. In the last section,
we explore how our simulations apply to the natural system of subduction zones by
analyzing the evolution of physical parameters along the thrust interface and geodetic
displacements along the surface.

3.3.1

Validation towards earthquake cycle modeling

Event characterization
Prior to a comparison with laboratory data, we introduce our approach and algorithms
for event selection and source parameter estimation. Following the laboratory approach
(see section 2.2.6) events are selected and characterized by analyzing the horizontal
velocity along a line one centimeter above the analog subduction thrust. Figure 3.3
demonstrates the maximum seaward (i.e., in direction of the trench, blue line) and
maximum landward (i.e., in direction of the laboratory backstop, magenta line) velocities
along this transect. The extended time spans that show no above threshold seaward
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(hence landward) velocities are interpreted as interseismic periods during which the
gelatin wedge is coupled to the shallow part of the downgoing plate and is thereby
slowly compressed against the backstop. The narrow, high seaward velocity peaks are
interpreted as part of the coseismic period of an analog earthquake during which the fault
ruptures and accumulated displacements are rebound toward their original location.

horizontal velocity (cm/s)

0.25

max. seaward velocity
max. landward velocity
velocity threshold
seismic event

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0
0

200

400
time (s)

600

800

Figure 3.3: Peak seaward (blue line) and landward (magenta line) velocities through time.
Nodal velocities are measured at a line 1 cm above the thrust interface (see Figure 3.1).
The red line shows the velocity threshold used as a minimum seaward velocity for the
selection of seismic events (green dots). The threshold is located at 3.8 times the reversed
numerical push velocity (0.015 cm·s−1 , for a justification see section 2.2.6).

Note that throughout this thesis, the word ’rupture’ refers to the occurrence of rapid,
threshold-exceeding slip during which permanent displacement and stress drop occur
along a localized, though continuum fault zone. The accompanying short and abrupt
horizontal velocity reversals are in agreement with observed horizontal geodetic displacements during subduction zone earthquakes [e.g., Fuji and Katsumi , 1983; Wang, 2007;
Simons et al., 2011]. To identify specific events (green dots in Figure 3.3), we analyze
the maximum seaward velocity using an algorithm that automatically identifies peaks
according to three criteria: a) horizontal velocities exceed a threshold of 0.015 cm·s−1 ,
b) half widths of peaks exceed 10 data points in time, and c) events are resolved with
more than three frames. The selection of the values for the first two criteria are justified
in section 2.2.6 and Figure 2.7.
A spatiotemporal picture of horizontal velocity for each event that has passed the
velocity threshold is used to obtain the source parameters for each analog earthquake
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(Appendix Figure 3.14). Appendix 3.C explains how the extremes of the contour of
the velocity threshold are used to obtain the recurrence interval and important source
parameters, including a) hypocenter location, b) rupture width, c) coseismic duration,
d) upward and downward rupture speeds, e) average one-sided coseismic displacement,
and f) peak one-sided displacement velocity and its location.
Qualitative frictional formulation selection
To investigate the presence of periodicity, or non-constant reoccurrence of analog earthquakes, we analyze the spatiotemporal evolution of the horizontal velocity along a transect one centimeter above the thrust interface (Figure 3.4). Through time (x-axis) and
space (y-axis), the dark yellow to red colors demonstrate different horizontal velocities
towards the sea or trench (i.e., the coseismic period), while white to light yellow patches
indicate regions that are moving toward the land or continent (i.e., the interseismic period). Independent of the friction formulation, interseismic velocities decrease from the
trench towards the land and are reversed during a seismic event (Figure 3.4a-c). The
frictional properties on the thrust interface do, however, affect the type of periodicity and
the selected analog earthquake source parameters. How these observables are affected
will be demonstrated in the next three subsections. In the last subsection, we select
a reference frictional formulation based on a quantitative source parameter comparison
with laboratory models.
The best fitting model with a static friction coefficient, as typically used in viscoelasto-plastic continuum mechanic simulations, results in several long (minimum 20 s),
slow (below threshold speeds of maximum 0.012 cm·s−1 ), and sometimes irregular and
inconsistent seismic events (Figure 3.4a). These events decay with time as observed
from a decrease in seaward velocity and an increase in duration. The main cause of
this decay is a decrease of coupling along the interface within the interseismic period,
manifested by a slight decrease in interseismic landward velocity. Additional tests show
that decreasing the time step, slightly decreases event duration, while also somewhat
increasing the velocity, but it does not solve the problem of reduced fault coupling after
several events. Within the range provided by laboratory measurements, the laboratory
seismic cycle pattern can not be recovered. In summary, we observe that the presence
of velocity reversals testifies that a purely pressure-dependent yield stress, i.e., a static
friction, is able to generate conditions for the onset of several events. However, the
lack of distinct, prolonged coupling and the absence of consistent fast and short events
suggests that another mechanism for yield stress variations is required.
The mechanism generally attributed to provide this strength variation and thereby
mimic frictional instabilities is velocity-weakening friction. The necessity to include this
is confirmed by laboratory spring-block data that show a distinct weakening of the friction coefficient for higher slip velocities (blue dots in Figure 3.2). The introduction
of rate-weakening friction causes a reduction in yield stress, and thereby significantly
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Figure 3.4: Spatio-temporal evolution of horizontal velocity for the reference models for
different frictional formulations; a) a static friction coefficient (parameters that deviate
from the reference model: G=800 Pa, η=106 Pa·s; vpush =0.0001 m·s−1 ; and no inertia
and displacement limiting factor), b) a velocity-weakening friction coefficient within the
seismogenic zone (deviating parameters: G=104 Pa; µs =0.17; µd =0.06; Vc = 0.005 cm·s−1 ),
c) reference model with a velocity-weakening friction coefficient within the seismogenic zone
and a velocity-strengthening friction coefficient up- and downdip of seismogenic zone, and
d) shows the analog reference model (taken from a line in the center of the pseudo 2D box). Several source parameters are added in black (see legend). Top represents the
trench, while the bottom is at the far-field laboratory backstop. Seismogenic zone limits
are added as horizontal blue lines.
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reduces coseismic duration (down to on average 1.7 s) and increases particle velocities
that now reach up to 0.19 cm·s−1 (Figure 3.4b). Most importantly, however, it improves
the consistency and prolongation of the periodicity, because a proper healing mechanism is acting such that when slip velocities decrease, fault strength is fully restored.
For velocity-weakening friction, seaward horizontal velocities distinctly pass the velocity threshold of 0.015 cm·s−1 , allowing us to identify analog earthquakes with source
characteristics as explained in Appendix 3.C (black figurations in Figure 3.4b). The
hypocenters (open dots) are mainly located near the downdip limit of the seismogenic
zone (on average ∼38 cm from the laboratory backstop). Occasionally, events nucleate
near the updip limit of the seismogenic zone. Peak velocities (stars) are all located at
the trench, as slip always accelerates towards the trench, leading to very large rupture
widths (on average ∼39 cm). These findings demonstrate that a series of periodic fast,
short analog earthquakes can be simulated if a velocity-weakening frictional formulation is employed. However, the numerical simulations still lack a mechanism that limits
the acceleration and extent of the rupture into the up- and downdip aseismic regions
(compare Figure 3.4b and d).
Laboratory and natural observations [e.g., Marone and Scholz , 1988; Byrne et al.,
1988b; Hsu et al., 2006] show that the seismogenic zone is bounded by regions in which
the sliding strength of the fault increases with slip velocity. To be consistent with these
velocity-strengthening observations and the laboratory setup, rate-strengthening friction
is implemented in these up- and downdip zones following laboratory spring-block data
(red dots in Figure 3.2). The main effect of rate-strengthening friction is that rupture
width is limited (∼30 cm) and peak velocities are shifted to just within the seismogenic
zone, on the opposite side of where the rupture nucleated. Nucleation usually occurs
near the limits of the seismogenic zone, with a slight preference for the downdip limit.
Consequently, a small majority of ruptures propagates upward. In summary, velocitystrengthening proves to be important to better reproduce several important analog and
natural observations.
To quantitatively compare the degree of fit with the laboratory model, we examine
the average and one standard deviation of all source parameters in Figure 3.5. The
laboratory data are taken from eight similar models to capture the variability of analog
modeling results (see section 2.3.5).
We confirm that the inclusion of velocity-strengthening friction in the aseismic zones
reduces the rupture width, upward rupture speed, and to a smaller extent also the
amount of one-sided coseismic displacement, to at least partially within the range observed in the laboratory (blue dashed and green lines in Figure 3.5). However, we
note that source parameters that are only related to properties within the seismogenic
zone, e.g., recurrence interval and coseismic duration, could be fit equally well without
velocity-strengthening.
Once velocity-strengthening is included, a good agreement is obtained for the recur-
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Figure 3.5: Degree of fit for the laboratory model (green line, filled marker) versus the
numerical model both using only velocity-weakening friction within the seismogenic zone
(vwf, dashed blue line, open marker) and an additional velocity-strengthening friction
outside the seismogenic zone (vwf+vsf, red line, open marker). Lines represent a one
standard deviation error bar around the average of the data sets. Lab models contain 215
events from eight models performed under the same experimental conditions, while the
numerical experiments both contain 33 events.
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rence interval, one-sided coseismic displacement, coseismic duration, peak slip velocity,
and both rupture speeds (compare red and green lines). The average numerical hypocenter location is , however, located 4-5 cm closer to the downdip limit of the seismogenic
zone. Finally, the only source parameter whose average falls outside one standard deviation is the rupture width (Figure 3.4c). Considering the general variability of analog
models and the unavoidable minor differences in boundary conditions, the characteristics of the most important source parameters are adequately captured. The model
with a velocity-weakening seismogenic zone and a velocity-strengthening region up- and
downdip is therefore selected as the reference model and will be further discussed in the
remainder of the Chapter.

3.3.2

Physical framework

Following our successful validation, we analyze the physical framework and the corresponding material parameter space of our reference velocity-weakening and surrounding
velocity-strengthening subduction thrust model. For an in-depth discussion of the scaling of source parameters and their values with respect to nature, including approximate
estimates of earthquake size, we refer the reader to Appendix 3.B.

Parameter space analysis
The effect of several material properties on important source parameters is investigated
to a) understand its variability, b) evaluate the match between numerical and laboratory
models, and c) form a physical framework in which natural observations can be interpreted. Figure 3.6 illustrates the role of the shear modulus (panels a,d), friction drop
from static to dynamic friction (panels b,e), and the velocity-weakening characteristic
velocity in the frictional formulation (panels c,f) on the recurrence interval (panels a-c)
and coseismic one-sided displacement (panels d-f).
The shear modulus of gelatin is the most important material parameter for the interseismic period and related coseismic characteristics. It is important to note that
laboratory measurements can only constrain it to be within 103 and 104 Pa (see grey
band in Figure 3.6a,d). Within this range, an increasing shear modulus almost linearly
decreases both recurrence interval and coseismic one-sided displacement (Figure 3.6a,d).
Outside the laboratory defined range, even larger shear moduli result in source parameters approaching an asymptotic value, while smaller ones start to show a near exponential increase. A higher shear modulus, which corresponds to a more rigid material, also
promotes slower particle velocities, shorter events, and faster rupture speeds.
A larger drop from static to dynamic friction linearly increases both recurrence interval and coseismic one-sided displacement, where the impact on displacement is particularly large (Figure 3.6b,e). A larger friction drop also linearly increases particle
velocities, slightly increases event duration, while rupture speeds are hardly affected.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of material and frictional properties on a-c) the recurrence interval,
and d-f) coseismic one-sided displacement or slip. Investigated parameters are a,d) the
shear modulus of gelatin, b,e) static minus dynamic friction coefficient (i.e., the friction
drop), and c,f) the characteristic velocity in the velocity-weakening frictional formulation
(equation 3.13). Laboratory data from eight models performed under the same experimental conditions are shown as a grey band (one standard deviation, std) around the average
(black, thick line). The grey band is horizontally limited to a plausible laboratory range
for material parameters. The average of each numerical experiment is shown as a black
dot, while the open circle denotes the described reference model.

The characteristic velocity Vc incorporated in the velocity-weakening frictional formulation (equation 3.13-3.14) does not play an important role when chosen within the
range suggested by laboratory measurements (Figure 3.6c,f). Larger characteristic velocities, however, show a decrease in both recurrence interval and coseismic one-sided
displacements, as stress drop per event diminishes. This decrease is also observed for
coseismic duration, particle velocity, and rupture width. Finally, a lower characteristic
velocity, i.e., steeper drop and recovery of friction, promotes the propagation of a rupture
as a pulse.
The impact of other material parameters on periodicity and the observed source parameters is less significant. The viscosity of gelatin has no effect on the source parameters
for viscosities larger than 5·104 Pa s, which is below the minimum value suggested by
laboratory measurements. The lowest non-impacting viscosity value leads to a Maxwell
time of 10 s, which is almost half of the average recurrence interval (19.3 s). As the
Maxwell time drops further, viscous flow starts to relax accumulated elastic stresses (as
can already be seen in Figure 3.7d) and periodicity is increased. In summary, this means
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that, for the currently selected material parameters, the wedge behaves primarily in an
elastic manner with minor viscous stress relaxation.
Physics at a Lagrangian particle
The role of velocity-weakening friction for the generation of distinct analog earthquakes is
investigated by analyzing the physical properties in a Lagrangian framework of one particle located in the center of the seismogenic zone (black square in Figure 3.1). Figure 3.7
subsequently shows the markers slip velocity (panels a,b), effective friction coefficient
(panels c,d), pressure (panels e,f), and second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
(panels g,h).
The slip velocity evolution (Figure 3.7a) shows a series of small and large localized
events. Zooming into the analyzed reference event reveals that the slip velocity function
is a slightly asymmetric, initially steeper triangle (Figure 3.7b).
The increase in slip velocity causes the markers effective friction coefficient to drop
(Figure 3.7c) as defined in equation 3.13. The dynamic friction coefficient varies for
each event as a function of its maximum slip velocity. Zooming into the typical event
shows the distinct weakening and strength recovery phases as modulated by slip velocity
(Figure 3.7d). This strength recovery, or healing of the materials strength, is crucial for
subsequent stress build up and hence for to generation of new events.
The yield strength of this marker is also dependent on the local pressure or mean
normal stress (Figure 3.7e). Throughout the interseismic period, pressure increases
linearly with loading time. This causes a static strength increase, even without the
explicit incorporation of the evolution of the state variable. During the coseismic period
we observe two main types of variations. We observe large, event-induced variations (e.g.,
at 693 s), which are negatively correlated to very small changes in depth (∼10−4 cm)
in this Lagrangian framework. Second, we observe smaller, short-term, instantaneous
pressure changes during the passing of a rupture (e.g., at 524 s).
Together, variations in effective friction coefficient and pressure determine the variations in yield strength of a marker (thin magenta line in Figure 3.7g,h). In our continuum
formulation, the yield stress and second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor (blue)
are decoupled during the interseismic period. The second invariant increases in a slowly
decreasing manner towards the yield stress. As a rupture that nucleated on a different
part of the fault is approaching, stresses are instantaneously increased until the materials
strength is reached. From that point onward the stress second invariant is dictated by
the yield stress, or rather by the effective friction and slip velocity, until slip velocities
have significantly decreased toward their interseismic value. In between the identified
events, small increases in stress are observed when nearby small events occur, but for
which the rupture does not reach the marker (e.g., at 589 s).
Markers located at positions closer to the limits of the seismogenic zone, where most
events nucleate, show stresses that may oscillate near the yield stress for some time.
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Figure 3.7: Lagrangian evolution of physical properties of one particle (a,c,e,g) and
a zoom of a typical event delineated by green lines (b,d,f,h), which is also analyzed in
Figures 3.8, 3.10, and 3.14. This particle is located in the center of the seismogenic zone and
within the frictional boundary layer, 0.0782 cm below the contact with gelatin. Physical
properties show a,b) bulk slip velocity, c,d) effective friction coefficient, e,f) pressure, and
g,h) second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor (blue line), which is compared to the
yield stress (magenta line). Small, red dashed lines with corresponding time values refer
to times mentioned in the text. Magenta dashed lines show static and minimum dynamic
friction coefficient (c,d). Note that the zoom on stresses (panel h) shows stress slightly
lacks behind the yield stress, because the yield criterion is evaluated before solving the
conservation equations. Moreover, a slight misfit can be observed due to interpolation
and averaging over several, possibly not all yielding, markers surrounding one node. Red
vertical lines within the zoom highlight three interesting moments in time: 1) rupture
initiation near the downdip limit (as defined in Figure 3.8b), 2) local peak slip velocity,
and 3) rupture arrest (as defined in Figure 3.8e).
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A similar situation in which stresses hardly increase occurs for this marker at 540 s,
when nucleation occurs in the vicinity of this marker. Spontaneous nucleation occurs
if neighboring markers, within a small patch of around 3-30 millimeter, reach the yield
stress simultaneously. In summary, a rich evolution of local spatial and temporal features
can be observed for a marker remaining roughly in the same location.

3.3.3

Rupture propagation and seismic cycle deformation

This section describes simulated deformation features that can be compared to the natural system in the discussion section. First, velocity, slip, and stress along the thrust
interface are analyzed to relate them to indirect, seismological observables and to dynamic rupture models. Secondly, displacements at the models surface are investigated
for a subsequent comparison to geodetic displacements.
Rupture propagation along thrust interface
The propagation of the reference event (Figures 3.7, 3.10, and 3.14) is analyzed in
terms of the spatial evolution of three characteristic rupture quantities: a) accumulated
slip, b) nodal horizontal velocity, and c) second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
(Figure 3.8). The occurrence of active plastic slip (shown by a green bar), based on a
significant viscosity drop, depicts the location of the rupture and its front, located at
the limits of plastic slip within the seismogenic zone.
The first snapshot shows the initial stress distribution prior to the occurrence of
plastic slip within the seismogenic zone (Figure 3.8a). Stresses show a smooth pattern
with a high and localized stress peak just before the downdip limit of the seismogenic
zone, where most events nucleate.
The second image shows the self-consistent heterogeneous stress conditions at the
initiation of the rupture, which occurs about 4 cm downdip of the updip limit of the
seismogenic zone (Figure 3.8b). The stress peak at the downdip limit is accompanied by
several relative stress increases within the seismogenic zone, which generally correspond
to the rupture limits of small previous events. Occasionally, the stress exceeds the yield
stress in localized patches (e.g., at ∼34 cm in b), but rupture nucleation occurs only if
that happens over a small consecutive patch of about 0.3-3 cm.
The third picture depicts the downward propagation of the rupture that leads to
decreased stresses behind the rupture front, while they are increased just ahead of the
rupture front (Figure 3.8c, e.g., compare thin magenta and thick blue line). The peak
velocity is located behind the rupture front near the maximum stress drop.
The fourth snapshot depicts the rupture propagating in a crack-like fashion and
reaching its peak slip velocity just before the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone
is reached (Figure 3.8d). Slip velocity near the hypocenter has decreased significantly,
though slip on the gelatin side of the fault continues almost until the rupture arrests.
This slip occurs, although the updip center of the fault has started to heal already, as
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of a typical analog earthquake analyzed throughout this study in
terms of the following normalized variables; the second invariant of the deviatoric stress
tensor as acquired from the center of the fault zone (blue), nodal horizontal velocity as
acquired on the hanging wall side of the fault zone (red), and accumulated slip across the
fault zone (black). Slip is accumulated above the velocity threshold, here set three times
smaller to capture the entire event. The top green bar indicates the location of plastic
slip or yielding, defined by a large viscosity drop in the center of the fault zone. The two
vertical black lines delineate the seismogenic zone. Six time snapshots highlight several
interesting features: a) initial stress distribution prior to the first plastic slip within the
seismogenic zone, b) rupture initiation near the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone, c)
rupture propagation with stress drop behind and stress increase ahead of rupture front,
d) main slip within the updip part of the seismogenic zone with healing in the downdip
part, e) rupture arrest, and f) postseismic creep until a few seconds after the arrest.
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testified by the local increased strength (i.e., viscosity in the green bar at the top) and
locally increased stresses. For a minority of events, rupture occurs in a pulse-like fashion,
as strength recovery occurs faster, and local points slip over a rise time as short as 20%
of the total event duration.
The rupture arrests at the downdip extent of the seismogenic zone in the fifth snapshot (Figure 3.8e). The final slip pattern shows a flattened peak in the center bounded
by two relative peaks. These two relative peaks correspond to initial stress peaks, and
to locations that experienced a large stress drop (see difference between thin cyan and
thick blue line). The central, flattened peak in between the first two lines corresponds
to a smaller stress drop (Figure 3.8e) and a persistent smaller decrease in viscosity (Figure 3.8c). Furthermore, minor slip occurs within the aseismic parts, leaving increased
stresses within the vicinity of the seismogenic zone.
These increased aseismic zone stresses are released to approximately their pre-event
level during postseismic slip that lasts for about five seconds within the up- and downdip
aseismic regions. This postseismic slip is accelerated creep with respect to the virtually
continuous creep that occurs within the almost continuously yielding aseismic zones
(compare velocities in panels e) and f) with respect to a) and b) in Figure 3.8). Postseismic slip is also observed in Figure 3.4c, where increased seaward velocities are present
within the aseismic regions until some time after the event.
A detailed analysis of thrust interface properties demonstrates several interesting
features, including the existence of several pulses amongst a majority of cracks and rerupturing of fault segments during the same event. The existence of cracks and pulses
is also demonstrated in Figure 3.9 by analyzing the accumulated slip at regular time
intervals. In a typical crack, once ruptured, a point keeps slipping slowly until the event
arrests (Figure 3.9a), while slip does not accumulate in the wake of a pulse as the interface
has healed (Figure 3.9b, both before and after the red snapshot). The red snapshot
in Figure 3.9b separates two oppositely propagating pulses that belong to the same
event. The back-propagating front of the second pulse re-ruptures the downdip patch, a
phenomena observed for eight out of thirty-three cracks or pulses. Back-propagation of
a rupture typically results from reflection of the opposite edge of the seismogenic zone
and depends on the stress and strength evolution within the seismogenic zone. On one
occasion we even observe re-rupturing starting near the hypocenter.
Geodetic displacements
The horizontal and vertical surface displacements are shown in Figure 3.10. The six lines
represent observations collected from an equally spaced array of markers extending from
4 to 54 cm from the backstop (shown as colored dots in Figure 3.1, and equivalent to 45
to 363 km from the trench in nature). Three phases can be identified in the simulated
geodetic displacements: an interseismic, coseismic, and postseismic phase.
During the interseismic period all particles move toward the analog land (Figure 3.10a,b),
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Figure 3.9: Rupture styles, a) a crack at 180 s, and b) a pulse at 402 s. Spatial distribution
of slip at regular times (each 0.27 s) with insets of horizontal hanging wall-side velocity
(cm·s−1 ) at the blue and red snapshot. The event in b) actually shows two pulses; the
first shown in the blue snapshot, and the second developing during re-rupturing of the
downdip patch. Back-propagation results from reflection of the rupture front (shown in
the red snapshot) on the updip seismogenic zone limit (black vertical line).
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Figure 3.10: Particle displacements with respect to their original location as measured along the surface in a,b) horizontal or surface-parallel, and c,d) vertical or surfaceperpendicular direction. Particles from top to bottom are located from 4 to 54 cm from
the backstop as measured along the surface (see similarly colored dots in Figure 3.1). Corresponding bold, italic locations are located above the seismogenic zone. Small red dashed
lines with corresponding time values refer to times mentioned in the text. The zoom in b)
and d) of the typical event analyzed throughout this Chapter includes the two surrounding
interseismic periods. Vertical lines in the zoom indicate the coseismic period as defined in
Figure 3.8. The small black lines indicate the onset of velocity reversal to its interseismic
direction for each marker, while the dashed line in d) indicates the arrival of the shear
wave.

and velocities decrease away from the updip limit of the seismogenic zone (dark blue
line). The fastest subsidence also occurs near this updip limit (Figure 3.10c,d), while
the fastest vertical uplift occurs near the downdip of the seismogenic zone (cyan line).
The change from subsidence to uplift, i.e., the hinge point, occurs near the downdip
limit (about 4 cm within the seismogenic zone). Displacements during the interseismic
period are not linear, i.e., displacement velocities are not fully constant, as displacements
generally increase toward a more sub-linear behavior.
These elastic displacements rebound rapidly during the coseismic period (indicated
by vertical lines in Figure 3.10b and d). This means that displacements landward of
the hinge point, just within the downdip part of the seismogenic zone, subside (with
largest subsidence just within the seismogenic zone), while those updip of the hinge
point experience uplift.
In the center of the seismogenic zone, near the average nucleation region (magenta
line), one can observe a temporal pattern that includes both subsidence and uplift. The
vertical component of this magenta marker shows a complex pattern that is very sensitive
to small events within the seismogenic zone that are hardly observed at other surface
markers. These vertical patterns depend on the corresponding slip patterns on the fault,
i.e., on their amplitude, location, and number of main slip patches. The three different
types of observations can be grouped depending on the complexity of the signal, i.e., the
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number of rapid displacement directions: a) one direction, i.e., only up or down, occurs
when only a small patch of the seismogenic zone slips, b) two directions are observed
when the whole seismogenic zone ruptures, and c) three directions are observed when the
seismogenic zone is re-ruptured during the same event. These three groups can each be
split in two, depending on the location of the hypocenter with respect to the marker. If
only a small amount of slip occurs near the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone, a single
upward displacement is observed (e.g., at 69 s in Figure 3.10), while a single downward
motion is observed if slip occurs only near the updip limit. For a bi-directional temporal
signal, the initial direction is equivalent to that observed for a single motion; uplift
when the rupture propagates upward, subsidence when it propagates downward (e.g.,
at 452 s). The oppositely directed second pulse in a triple-directional signal originates
when the rupture passes the station again as it re-ruptures the seismogenic zone (e.g.,
at 651 s).
The magnitude of the overall coseismic displacement increases with the magnitude
of slip and with proximity to the peak slip location of an event. Horizontal and vertical
coseismic displacements decay with distance from the updip part of the seismogenic zone
(that usually slips the most), with an exception of the rapidly varying vertical displacements of the magenta marker. Generally, coseismic displacements recover almost all
of their interseismic displacement, except for near the trench, where noticeable permanent viscous deformation occurs. Furthermore, vertical displacements near the trench,
critical for tsunami generation, depend on the updip aseismic frictional properties. For
the current large amount of velocity-strengthening, uplift at the trench is two to three
times smaller than near the updip limit of the seismogenic zone (compare black and cyan
lines). For stations generally located on land, in proximity of the coast line (cyan and
green lines), horizontal coseismic displacements are about two times larger than vertical
displacements. Finally, these stations also show the arrival of the direct shear wave,
which propagates at near the gelatin shear wave speed (dashed line in Figure 3.10d).
Subsequent to the analog earthquake, the direction of motion is reversed back to its
interseismic direction (up to short vertical lines in Figure 3.10b,d). This change occurs
very rapidly and as a mainly elastic process near the epicenter. Here the region of maximum subsidence quickly becomes a region of uplift again (cyan). The markers farther
inland, however, continue to move seaward throughout a longer postseismic period (red
and green). The magnitude of this postseismic signal is proportional to the amount of
coseismic slip.

3.4 Discussion
The best fitting numerical model, including velocity-weakening friction within the seismogenic zone and velocity-strengthening up- and downdip of it, demonstrates the presence of a series of fast, short, elastic events, i.e., analog earthquakes, and a good match
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with laboratory periodicity and source parameters. The numerical model also captures
a wide range of interesting natural features, such as interseismic strain accumulation,
coseismic rupture propagation as cracks and re-rupturing pulses, and postseismic stress
relaxation through afterslip. These features and their implications, explanations, and
limitations will be discussed through a comparison to other numerical models, the companion laboratory model (Chapter 2), and natural geodetic and seismological observations. This results in interesting implications for amongst others the role of inertia in
the laboratory setup.

3.4.1

Role of frictional formulation

The results show that a purely-pressure dependent yield stress, i.e., a constant friction
coefficient, is able to generate several slow velocity reversals and show episodic stick-slip
behavior (Figure 3.4a). The strain weakening that produces these events results from a
decrease in pressure and hence strength as shear strain accumulates rapidly. As minor
stable slip occurs in our thick fault, plastic flow that is not parallel to the displacement
across the fault introduces internal elastic strains, which rotate the orientation of the
principal stresses. This rotation causes a drop in pressure and could through strength
lead to a slip instability [e.g., Lecomte et al., 2011]. This type of strain weakening can not
be observed in models with associated plasticity [e.g., Cattin and Avouac, 2000]. The
absence of a prolonged series of localized and consistent events within the laboratory
parameter range, however, demonstrates that a static friction coefficient, typically used
in geodynamic simulations, is not sufficient to produce consistent earthquake cycles. This
agrees with generally accepted ideas that a rate-dependent friction coefficient is necessary
to generate earthquake cycles with a rapid frictional instability that subsequently heals
[e.g., Scholz , 1998; Ohnaka, 2004; Hillers et al., 2006; Dieterich, 2007; Wang, 2007].
The models with only velocity-weakening friction within the seismogenic zone demonstrate a sequence of rather characteristic events that accelerated up to the trench and
ruptured all but the deepest part of thrust (Figure 3.4b). These near system-wide
events are the result of a successfully nucleating rupture that never meets a barrier,
whose strength excess is large enough to decelerate or stop it. This diagnostic reflects
the absence of a strong strength heterogeneity in combination with a smooth stress
distribution. Stress heterogeneities are small enough to be uniformly increased to the
strength by the stress increase of an approaching rupture and thereby runaway to full
system-wide size. This type of behavior is characteristic for homogeneous continuum
faults observed in other quasi-static, quasi-dynamic, and dynamic models [e.g., Rice,
1993; Lapusta et al., 2000; Hillers et al., 2006]. Ben-Zion and Rice [1995] explain this
runaway effect based on the scaling of stress concentration ahead of the rupture front
with rupture dimensions in an elastic solid. Further explanations on rupture propagation
and the physics introduced by a velocity-weakening friction are provided in section 3.4.4.
These system-wide events are suppressed if velocity-strengthening is present outside
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the seismogenic zone (Figure 3.4c). Velocity-strengthening introduces a strength increase
as slip velocities go up, providing a mechanism to absorb elastic energy and thereby
oppose the continuation of the rupture. This promotion of stable sliding limits the
rupture widths, reduces the number of trench breaks, as observed in numerical models of
e.g., Kaneko et al. [2008], and promotes nucleation near the updip limit of the seismogenic
zone. The existence of velocity-strengthening zones up-dip of the seismogenic zone has
been generally accepted as seismicity is usually sparse within a distance of about 50 km
from the trench [e.g., Byrne et al., 1988b; Heuret et al., 2011] and exceptionally few
trench-breaking ruptures have been observed [e.g., Byrne et al., 1988b]. The updip
strengthening behavior has been attributed to several physical processes, including the
stable frictional sliding of unconsolidated sediments [e.g., Marone and Scholz , 1988] and
fault gauge lithification processes [Saffer and Marone, 2003].

3.4.2

Comparison with laboratory source parameters

A robust fit has been obtained for the most important source parameters of the reference
model with both rate-weakening and rate-strengthening (Figure 3.5: red versus green
lines). The only poorly reproduced feature that requires further explanation is the
rupture width. The distinctly larger numerical rupture width arises, because aseismic
creep is excluded in the laboratory model (i.e., the aseismic plastic does not subduct).
Subduction and related interseismic stress buildup are, however, present in the numerical
model. This provides more stored elastic energy, which can be released when the rupture
passes.
An additional comment is reserved for the hypocenter location, which is on average
about 4-5 cm farther from the trench in the numerical model. This discrepancy can
partially be explained by an almost twice as high snapshot rate for numerical with respect to laboratory experiments. Numerical simulations therefore capture the nucleation
earlier on and nearer to its origin at the limits of the seismogenic zone.

3.4.3

Role of material parameters

Stress drop and shear modulus are generally thought to be the most important parameters that determine the amount of slip. Our results show that shear modulus and friction
drop (i.e., maximum stress drop) are inverse linearly correlated to the amount of slip, respectively (Figure 3.6). This corresponds to an accepted scaling proposed by Abe [1975],
who observed that dislocation velocity, which is proportional to slip, is proportional to
stress drop times shear velocity over shear modulus. Less rigid material behaves more
elastically and can sustain larger amounts of deformation for a given stress, thereby
allowing for larger slip at higher velocities, while for higher stress drops the rupture has
additional energy available to slip more.
The effect of material parameters on the amount of slip is always correlated to the
effect on recurrence interval (Figure 3.6), since a longer time is needed to build up
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stresses again if more stress has been released during a prior event with large slip. The
decrease in recurrence interval with increased rigidity can also be explained from the
elastic constitutive relation (eq. 3.6) in which shear modulus is proportional to elastic
stress. So stresses build up faster for a larger shear modulus, and therefore reach there
maximum strength earlier.
The characteristic velocity within the velocity-weakening frictional formulation (eq. 3.13)
mainly determines the weakening rate of friction with visco-plastic slip velocity. When
slip velocity is equal to the characteristic velocity, half of the weakening has occurred
and the friction coefficient has a value exactly between the static and dynamic friction.
Slow friction drops for large characteristic velocities lead to relatively high effective friction coefficients, and hence to a small friction drop per event. A small stress drop event
slips less, and thus stresses reach the material’s strength more rapidly again, leading to
shorter recurrence intervals. The occurrence of more frequent events with small slip for
larger characteristic velocities agrees with numerical results of Wang [1996] and Ampuero
and Ben Zion [2008].

3.4.4

Rupture nucleation, propagation, and complexity

Stress build up occurs as elastic strain is accumulated within the shortening wedge.
Differential loading due to a more strongly coupled seismogenic zone causes stresses to
be concentrated within this zone and not along the aseismic regions (Figure 3.8). In
these low strength regions, stresses are released continuously through aseismic creep.
The main stress concentration occurs near the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone,
towards which material is dragged at near plate velocities. Downdip, the weakly coupled
wedge is moving much slower, so compressional stresses are locally increased and raised
to close to their yield strength.
The slight majority of events experiences spontaneous nucleation on this downdip,
persistent increased stress patch. Nucleation at strong stress gradients, i.e., at the base
of the seismogenic zone, border of an asperity, or locked patch, is in agreement with
observations of large earthquakes and numerical results [e.g., Das and Scholz , 1983;
Dmowska et al., 1996; Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Moreno et al., 2010]. A large-scale
frictional instability results when several small, slowly slipping patches coalesce and
reach a critical nucleation size [e.g., Ruina, 1983; Rice, 1993; Lapusta et al., 2000],
which in our case is about 0.3-3 cm. The instability arises when stresses within the
slowly slipping region drop enough to increase neighboring stresses to their maximum
strength.
When this maximum strength is reached, the instability is fed through the feedback of decreasing viscosities. This increases slip velocities, which decreases friction and
strength, and which decreases viscosities even further. This self-enhancing cycle is only
impeded when stresses are released to below the yield stress. Spatial rupture propagation occurs because stresses are increased ahead of the rupture front to balance the
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dropping stresses in the wake of the rupture and to thereby maintain a static equilibrium
(Figure 3.8c).
This stress elevation provides the possibility to overcome patches with a large initial
strength excess (Figure 3.7d). If these high resistance patches (either due to stress
and/or strength heterogeneities) would not be there, stresses would typically be closer
to the yield stress and minor slip would occur more often. This more continuous release of
stresses would inhibit the occurrence of large events. The successful rupture propagation
through a cascade of events as strong patches are ruptured by stress increases ahead of
the rupture front is discussed by e.g., Ohnaka [2004]; Ben-Zion [2008]. Finally, ruptures
arrest if the initial strength excess forms a barrier that is too high to be broken. This
occurs either at increased strength or decreased stress patches within the seismogenic
zone or within the aseismic velocity-strengthening regions that do not sustain large
stresses.
A second persistent asperity, i.e., a locked fault patch where events often nucleate,
occurs near the bottom of the seismogenic zone and arises because ruptures are decelerated there and stresses are thus not fully released. Other stress heterogeneities within
the seismogenic zone are mainly caused by events that arrest before the limits of the
seismogenic zone are reached, since the increased stresses ahead of the rupture front are
not released. These increased stress patches form asperities on which the next rupture
can either nucleate or slip extensively as observed in numerical models [e.g., Lapusta
and Rice, 2003]. Other sources of stress heterogeneities in our model include dynamic
stress increases after passage of the rupture, high strength patches that resist slip and
originate from variations in pressure and viscosity, and an evolving, slightly wavy slip
interface topography.
For further remarks on rupture characteristics and development and an extensive
comparison to observations of thrust earthquakes we refer to section 2.4. Important
conclusions arising from these laboratory experiments include that their recurrence interval can be best described by a ’quasi-periodic’ model (section 2.4.1). Time- and
slip-predictable recurrence models showed very low correlations between recurrence interval and the prior and subsequent amounts of slip, respectively (R2 ≈ 0.19). Our
numerical models show higher correlations for time-predicitability; R2 = 0.80 for the
purely velocity-weakening friction model, and R2 = 0.51 for the reference model with
additional velocity-strengthening. This illustrates that the predictability of numerical
events is reduced for increasingly more complex systems, as suggested by e.g., Cochard
and Madariaga [1996]; Rosenau et al. [2009]; Rubinstein et al. [2012a]. Furthermore,
a linear proportionality between rupture width and slip with a similar proportionality
constant to nature was demonstrated (Figure 2.11). A second proportionality between
seismic moment and duration demonstrated analog earthquakes follow a trend similar
to regular earthquakes rather than to slow earthquakes (Figure 2.12). This implies that
physical principles underlying the propagation of ruptures on a gelatin-sand paper thrust
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interface and on a crustal wedge-oceanic slab subduction interface might be similar (section 2.4.3 and Figure 2.12).

3.4.5

Dynamic implications and the role of inertia

Results depicted in Appendix 3.A.2 demonstrate that the role of incompressible inertia,
which ignores pressure waves, is minor in this laboratory setup (Figure 3.12, black versus
grey open circle). Inertia, however, does help to regularize high slip rates, when time
steps are distinctly decreased (Figure 3.12, black versus grey lines). We infer a minor role
for inertia within the laboratory experiments with low shear strength gelatin, because
the experimental results can be matched equally well with a quasi-static model without
inertia. The minor contribution of inertia is explained by the low characteristic return
velocity of the gelatin wedge resulting from ruptures that propagate at speeds of about
10% of the material’s shear wave speed. This leads to small accelerations and hence
a negligible inertial response. In the numerical model, the propagation of shear waves
(with a speed of 2.24 m·s−1 ) is evident from the presence of one or two small surface
displacement spikes during and following an event (Figure 3.10). Finally, we would
like to emphasize that this incompressible formulation of inertia may require additional
technical improvements and validation before a comparison to natural cases can be made.
Our incompressible inertia, visco-elasto-plastic model, as well as the quasi-static
model results not shown in this Chapter, capture several interesting features of dynamic
ruptures. Dynamic in this sense does not only refer to wave-mediated stress transfer,
but rather emphasizes the importance of temporal changes in the state of stress and
deformation mechanisms observed in the system. Besides directly through the incompressible inertial term (eq. 3.2 and 3.3), the time-dependency in these type of models
is introduced through the elastic constitutive relation (eq. 3.6), the loading conditions,
and a rate-dependent frictional formulation. Characteristics of the dynamic behavior
discussed so far include the spontaneous rupture propagation through frictional instabilities and resulting rapid changes in stress, pressure, and slip, and its response to
evolving thrust interface heterogeneities. Besides these features, we discuss two aspects
that are currently intensely debated; the apparent existence of pulses and cracks, and
the potential re-rupturing of a fault segment during the same event.
Earthquake ruptures are thought to occur either as cracks (i.e., the ruptured fault
slips continuously, Figure 3.9a) or as pulses (i.e., rise times are short, Figure 3.9b, due to
rapid fault healing, Figure 3.8, see Heaton [e.g., 1990]). Self-healing pulses are thought
to be a consequence of the strongly rate-dependent weakening that rapidly heals the fault
for low characteristic velocities [e.g., Cochard and Madariaga, 1994]. This is supported
by our observation that pulses are barely observed for models with a high characteristic
velocity and thus slower rate-dependency, as in models of Cochard and Madariaga [1996].
Pulses in combination with cracks have been observed in a range of numerical [e.g., Zheng
and Rice, 1998; Lu et al., 2010; Daub et al., 2010; Gabriel et al., 2012] and laboratory
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models [e.g., Rosakis et al., 2007; Corbi et al., 2013].
Several events showed fault segments that are re-ruptured during the same event by a
rupture that propagates backward (Figure 3.9b). Generally, these backward propagating
fronts are reflected on the imposed transition to strong velocity-strengthening friction,
and are regulated by the stress and strength evolution in the wake of the rupture.
Additionally, one event was observed to re-rupture from its hypocenter onward. Rerupturing of fault segments is currently intensely debated as it has only recently been
observed with some confidence. Finite-fault earthquake source inversions with high
temporal resolution show episodes of large-scale repeated slip for the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku
mega-thrust earthquake [e.g., Ide et al., 2011]. The specific case of re-rupturing due to
back-propagation is suggested for the 2010 M7.2 Sierra El Mayor strike-slip earthquake
based on an eye witness account [Hudnut, 2011] and on regional array back-projection
[Meng et al., 2011]. Back-propagating fronts are also recently observed in numerical
[e.g., Cochard and Madariaga, 1996; Noda and Lapusta, 2010; Gabriel et al., 2012] and
laboratory models [Nielsen et al., 2010].
In summary, as long as a rate-dependent frictional formulation is included, several
important characteristics of the seismic cycle can be captured by a continuum viscoelasto-plastic model. This conclusion is also valid for a quasi-static model, since wavemediated stress transfer only has a minor impact in this low acceleration laboratory
setup.

3.4.6

Geodetic displacements

Subduction zone models that have been compared to direct observations of GPS displacements generally predefine either slip or stress drop [Wang, 2007]. In our model,
slip results spontaneously from the stress and strength evolution in response to plate
convergence, gravity, and the frictional properties defined on the subduction thrust interface. Here, the three phases identified in the results – inter-, co-, and postseismic –
are subsequently discussed in relation to natural observations and kinematic slip models.
During the interseismic period the wedge is fully coupled to the landward-moving
seismogenic zone. Downdip of the seismogenic zone, coupling is significantly reduced
and velocities therefore decrease from the locked source region onward (Figure 3.10).
The landward motion causes subsidence above the seismogenic zone, within the outer
wedge, whose surface is usually located below sea level. A switch to uplift occurs at the
hinge point located about 25 km seaward of the downdip limit, since just downdip of
that horizontal motions are significantly decreased at the start of the decoupled aseismic
zone. Uplift is largest at this maximum compression downdip transition and decays
downward as the supplying source is farther away. These numerical results thus agree
with numerous direct observations for the horizontal [e.g., Dixon, 1993] and vertical
interseismic displacement components [e.g., Aoki and Scholz , 2003]. Furthermore, they
are generally consistent with the displacement patterns predicted by the backslip model
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[e.g., Savage, 1983] and the thrust earthquake model [Zhao and Takemoto, 2000], if
subducting plate displacements are neglected.
Coseismic displacements and their magnitude are explained by the elastic rebound
theory [Reid , 1910]. This theory can be extended to explain that those regions that
accumulate most displacements interseismically, also experience most reversed coseismic slip (as confirmed by geodetic measurements of e.g., Moreno et al. [2010]). This
means that most coseismic subsidence occurs near the downdip limit, which is usually
in the proximity of the coastline, while most coseismic uplift occurs just downdip of
the updip limit. That region corresponds to the area of largest coseismic compression,
since the rupture then enters the updip velocity-strengthening area and is forced to
decelerate. Regional coseismic compression near the updip limit was suggested in the
dynamic Coulomb wedge theory [Wang and Hu, 2006; Wang and He, 2008]. Effectively,
the strong velocity-strengthening in our models restricts vertical trench displacements,
important for tsunami generation, and makes them comparable to displacements near
the coast line. These general horizontal and vertical patterns with subsidence at land
and uplift seawards are in agreement with observations, both geologically [e.g., Plafker ,
1972] and geodetically, as observed for e.g., for the recent M8.8 Maule and M9.0 Tohoku
earthquakes [resp. e.g., Moreno et al., 2010; Ito et al., 2011]. The location of maximum
subsidence near the downdip extent of the rupture also agrees with elastic dislocation
modeling results [e.g., Wang, 2007]. The velocity reversal and main uplift and subsidence inter- and coseismic characteristics correspond to the laboratory model presented
in Chapter 2, but for a few centimeter, along-thrust hinge point shift.
Furthermore, our results imply that the best spatiotemporal slip inversion results
may be obtained from the vertical component of stations located in the center of the
seismogenic zone. Coseismic slip distributions could be recovered from the complex
vertical motions at the magenta station in Figure 3.10c, while slip distributions and more
specifically the re-rupturing of a fault segment could not be determined from signals at
other stations. Possible future sea bottom instrumentation, located above the center
of the observationally determined seismogenic zone, may therefore provide spatial and
temporal constraints on the rupture and thereby greatly improve slip inversions. The
complex vertical displacement signal is explained by the rupture direction with respect
to the station; a rupture propagating toward the station leads to a small uplift, while
minor subsidence is observed for a rupture propagating away from it. These motions
are in agreement with a bi-lobal displacement pattern observed at the thrust (see also
Figure 2.10g), representing half of the P-wave radiation pattern quadrants.
Coseismic slip on a fault produces a short-term elastic rebound discussed above
and a longer term visco-elastic postseismic response. The two main postseismic surface
characteristics observed both in our model and in nature are the large postseismic coastal
uplift rates [e.g., Thatcher , 1984; Khazaradze and Klotz , 2003] and the persisting seaward
motions on land that catch up with the total coseismic slip [e.g., Savage et al., 1999]. The
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first, fast coastal uplift response can be explained by the rapid re-locking and loading
of the seismogenic zone. The second, persistent seaward motion response is generally
attributed to visco-elastic stress relaxation within the mantle [Wang, 2007]. However, in
our current model, we only capture part of the response of the lithospheric mantle from
the overriding plate, and stresses within the mantle beneath the slab can not be relaxed.
The persistent seaward motions can also be explained by accelerated postseismic creep or
afterslip on the thrust fault (Figures 3.4c and 3.8e,f), an alternative advocated by many
authors [e.g., Savage and Burford , 1970; Barrientos et al., 1992; Perfettini and Avouac,
2004]. Deep and shallow accelerated afterslip result from increased stresses, adjacent
to the velocity-weakening fault segment, which are relaxed in a velocity-strengthening
environment [e.g., Tse and Rice, 1986; Perfettini et al., 2005]. If velocity-strengthening
is absent, adjacent stresses are already relaxed during the rupture, and consequently
afterslip is negligible (Figure 3.4b). This mechanism is supported by the model and
natural observation that transient postseismic motions are proportional to coseismic
slip [e.g., Thatcher , 1983]. Larger coseismic slip causes higher stresses in the adjacent
velocity-strengthening areas that need to be relaxed over a longer time. This argument
in favor of afterslip is just a small contribution to the long-standing debate about the
relative contributions of deep fault afterslip versus visco-elastic mantle stress relaxation
[e.g., Wang, 2007]. Finally, we would like to note that viscous stress relaxation within the
fore-arc does play a part in the interseismic response as evident from the non-stationary
reloading of interseismic stresses (Figure 3.7d).
Summarizing, the most important features of geodetic displacements were captured
using this simple but self-consistent visco-elastic wedge model with a plastic fault formulation including rate-dependent friction. Finally, we note that the displacements, when
scaled to natural values, are an order of magnitude too large (10’s-100’s of m), because
the coseismic slip is an order of magnitude too large (as explained in Appendix 3.B).
Subsequently, this too large slip is transferred to the surface and not absorbed within
the medium due to the incompressible character of gelatin and the absence of off-fault
plasticity. This, however, does not affect the above qualitative and relative observations
and is comparable to the tenth of a millimeter coseismic topography change observed in
the laboratory model (Figure 2.10f).

3.4.7

Model limitations

In nature, earthquake ruptures occur within a three-dimensional, geometrically complex
fault system with various scales of downdip and along-strike variations in its seismogenic
behavior [e.g., Kopp, 2013]. The lateral, third dimension is absent in our numerical
model, and restricted in the laboratory experiments. Further complexities, such as offfault plasticity, plate bending, and most of the visco-elastic mantle relaxation, are also
neglected in this simplified laboratory setup. These features are, however, included in
more realistic subduction setups typically used for this modeling approach [e.g., Gorczyk
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et al., 2007]. Furthermore, our continuum-mechanics based approach does not simulate
infinitely thin faults that can break in a brittle manner. It rather simulates a subduction
channel in which shearing and slip can occur on varying planes within this few kilometer
wide, heavily deformed subduction channel. The faulting formulation is in that sense
comparable to the thick fault zone model presented in similar geodynamic elasto-plastic
models [Lecomte et al., 2012] and the inelastic-zone or ”fault zone” models used to
represent faults in dynamic rupture models [e.g., Dalguer and Day, 2006]. Despite these
limitations, the observations of several dynamic features combined with a reasonable
match with the laboratory results and natural observables, give us confidence that our
findings can be generalized and used to study seismic cycles at large spatial and temporal
scales.

3.5 Conclusions
This Chapter demonstrates that continuum visco-elasto-plastic models, typically used to
model large spatial and temporal geodynamic processes, can be used to investigate the
long-term seismic cycle, including interseismic strain accumulation, coseismic ruptures,
and postseismic creep. Our simulations are validated against a new laboratory approach
of a visco-elastic gelatin wedge that is underthrusted by a rigid plate with a velocityweakening zone surrounded by velocity-strengthening regions (Chapter 2). The results
for this laboratory setup are valid for both a quasi-static model and the presented model,
which includes an incompressible inertia formulation to regularize large slip rates at small
time steps.
The effects of the frictional formulation are evaluated through a comparison with
analog earthquake source parameters. A purely pressure dependent yield strength, i.e.,
static friction, produces several velocity reversals indicating elastic events, but lacks
consistent strength recovery, a short duration, and rupture speed. A key modification is
the incorporation of a velocity-weakening friction within the seismogenic zone to simulate
fast and unstable frictional weakening and ensure subsequent healing to build up stresses
for the next event. Additionally, velocity-strengthening within the updip and downdip
aseismic regions promotes slip complexity and is necessary to decelerate the rupture and
thereby match the laboratory results.
In our reference model, slip is a spontaneous outcome of the self-consistent stress and
strength build up due to plate convergence, gravity, and the defined frictional properties.
Asperities, or areas of increased stress, arise spontaneously both at the edges of the
seismogenic zone due to differential coupling and within the seismogenic zone due to
the premature arrest of small events. Spontaneous nucleation occurs on one of these
heterogeneities, mainly at the largest one at the downdip limit, once a large enough
patch yields simultaneously. The resulting rupture propagates as a frictional instability
that releases stresses in its wake and increases them just ahead of the rupture front.

3.A Numerical stability

This instantaneously increases stresses towards their strength, until a too large strength
excess arrests the rupture. The majority of ruptures propagate as a crack, although
self-healing is observed for several pulses. We also observe re-rupturing of the same fault
patch by back-propagation and on one occasion re-rupturing at the hypocenter.
Finally, the applicability of our approach is demonstrated by surface displacements
that are consistent with geodetically observed directions and relative magnitudes. Interseimic displacements move landwards, while uplift starts just seaward of the downdip
limit of the seismogenic zone. These displacements are rebound coseismically, and the
causative slip at the thrust is best resolved from the vertical component of a station in the
center of the seismogenic zone. Postseismic signals include persistent seaward motions
on land and high coastal uplift rates due to afterslip and rapid re-locking, respectively.
The ability to reproduce a broad range of observed physical phenomena combined
with the accomplished fit to the laboratory results demonstrates that our approach is
robust within modeling limitations. This opens a world of interdisciplinary research
possibilities, which will likely lead to an increase of our physical understanding of longterm seismic cycles in complex, seismically active subduction zones.

3.A Numerical stability
The numerical stability of this innovative, continuum visco-elasto-plastic approach is
described in the following subsections, where we subsequently discuss the sensitivity and
reproducibility of the results and the approximate independence of the numerical solution with respect to the temporal and spatial resolution. Potential sources of physical
damping that facilitate a stable resolution of frictional instabilities, include viscous dissipation [a physical versions of what is described in e.g., Shaw and Rice, 2000], velocitystrengthening friction at larger distances from the source, and inertia to regularize large
slip rates at small time steps. Finally, we comment that implicit time stepping schemes
are inherently stable, once convergence is proven, and that the Lagrangian marker-in-cell
technique allows for a high degree of stability when advection is involved [Gerya, 2010a].
The robustness of these schemes is established in previous benchmark for both viscous
and elastic [Gerya, 2010a] and plastic [Buiter et al., 2006] rheologies.

3.A.1

Inherent source parameter variation

The seismicity pattern (Figure 3.4) and source parameter distributions (Figure 3.5) are
fully reproducible and deterministic, in case of identical numerical setup and computational platform. Minor perturbations, such as initial random marker locations, however,
can introduce slight changes during one event. This affects the stress distribution for
all subsequent events and eliminates the possibility to retrieve the exact same solution.
The evaluation of sufficient events, however, always leads to the same statistical results
in terms of source parameter distributions. This variability due to the inherent sensitiv-
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ity of plasticity is demonstrated in Figure 3.11 for eight experiments run with different,
though statistically similar, initial random marker distributions. Single models can show
variations of 0-10%, while variations between events within one model can show variations up to hundreds of percents. All these models exhibit the characteristic rupture
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Figure 3.11: Sensitivity of plasticity as evident from a 0-10% variability in a) recurrence
interval and b) coseismic one-sided displacement for eight similar numerical simulations
with different, though statistically similar, initial random marker distributions. The laboratory average and one standard deviation are shown in grey in the background. The
reference experiment analyzed in this Chapter is experiment number 1.

3.A.2

Time step and inertia

The computational time step is used both to solve the conservation equations (equations 3.1-3.3) and to estimate the amount of elastic versus viscous deformation (see
section 3.2.1 and equation 3.8). When the time step is varied over a wide range, without
including the inertial term, we observe that velocities grow exponentially for decreasing time steps (grey line, Figure 3.12b). At these velocities, maximum accelerations
show that the inertial term is about the same order as the gravity term, and should
therefore be included. The acceleration term counteracts the increasing velocities and
thereby stabilizes the increasing accelerations and velocities with decreasing time step
(black line, Figure 3.12b). In other words, inertia restrains the runaway behavior when
decreasing the time step by balancing the growth of kinetic energy of an accelerating
returning wedge with the release of potential energy from accumulated stresses. Other
source parameters, like coseismic duration in Figure 3.12a, are also regularized to reach
a small plateau for decreasing time steps. Validity is confirmed by the observation that
all source parameters, except the already outlying rupture width, are limited to within
one standard deviation of the laboratory parameters for this wide range of analyzed time

3.A Numerical stability

steps. A similar regularization for exponentially growing velocities during instabilities
is applied in rupture models that include radiation damping to stabilize high slip rates
by providing an energy outflow in the form of seismic waves [e.g., Rice, 1993; Liu and
Rice, 2005].
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Figure 3.12: Role of computational or elastic time step illustrated for a) coseismic duration, and b) downward rupture speed, combined with the impact of inertia that stabilizes
the solution at small time steps (black versus grey lines). Similarly, the black open circle
is the reference model, while the grey open circle refers to the same model without inertia.
The laboratory one standard deviation range is shown as a grey box and two crosses are
added for the frame intervals of the two laboratory cameras. Note that the half width of
the event selection algorithm is linearly changed with time step to maintain a constant
minimum time between selected peaks.

A direct comparison of the reference model to an identical model without inertia
(black versus grey open circle in Figure 3.12, respectively) shows that the impact of
inertia in this laboratory setup is minor. This can be explained by the low characteristic
return velocity of the low shear-wave speed gelatin wedge, which has accompanying low
accelerations and hence a small inertial term.
Finally, the applied time step (0.066 s) was selected, because it leads to a steady
solution for a range of models, including those without inertia and without velocitystrengthening. This gives us confidence the selection was appropriate and it increases
the comparison potential for our models. Moreover, it is similar to the 15 fps frame rate
used for camera 2 in the laboratory models. Note also that the selected time step is
near the maximum time step allowed for the resolution of seismic waves according to the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy-criterion, as defined for less well constrained Eulerian explicit
schemes (0.044 ms).
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Figure 3.13: Role of spatial discretization illustrated by plotting maximum horizontal
velocities through time for a) a static friction coefficient, and b) a purely velocity weakening
friction coefficient. Without rate-dependent weakening, the recurrence interval (of slowly
returning events) decreases by almost a factor 2 for a factor 2 decrease in grid size, while
the same change in a model with rate-dependent weakening experiences a change of less
than 5%, which is within the inherent variability of our models (Figure 3.11). Note that
even if we vary grid size over a factor 8, the maximum variation of average recurrence time
is only 18%. The horizontal black line indicates the velocity threshold applied.

3.A.3

Grid size

In typical seismology and geodynamic models, plasticity is grid size dependent and
strain rates increase with increasing spatial resolution, if not regularized [e.g., Vermeer
and De Borst, 1984; Templeton and Rice, 2008; Kaus, 2010]. Seismic cycle models
experiencing this spatial resolution dependency are often described as inherently discrete, which refers to fact that grid cells can fail independently of one another and
lead to an incoherent resolution of the problem [e.g., Rice, 1993]. By choosing the grid
size small enough, the solution of the discrete set of equations can converge toward a
continuum limit. In Figure 3.13 we demonstrate that our solution converges, once a
velocity-weakening friction is introduced (compare static friction results in Figure 3.13a
with velocity-weakening friction results in Figure 3.13b). Static friction models show a
variation of recurrence interval of about 40% for a factor 2 change and are hence inherently discrete. Once velocity-weakening friction is introduced, however, the average
recurrence interval changes by less than 5% (which is within the models inherent variability). This is achieved by the introduction of a slip velocity formulation in which
strain rate is multiplied by grid size (equation 3.15). This multiplication cancels their
respective changes and introduces a length scale into the constitutive equations [e.g.,
Lavier et al., 2000]. The implicit regularization of mesh-dependent plasticity through
the addition of a rate-dependent material was already demonstrated in computational
mechanics [e.g., Needleman, 1988].
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Table 3.2: Scaling parameters (*) converting simulated laboratory values (M) to natural
equivalents (N) for the reference models input and resulting source parameter averages.

Parameter
Gravity acceleration
Depth along backstop
Length along surface
One-sided slip
Rupture width
Recurrence interval
Plate velocity
Coseismic duration
Peak one-sided slip velocity
Rupture speed average
Stress
Cohesion
Shear modulus
Viscosity
Density

g∗
L∗

Ti∗
vi∗
Tc∗
vc∗
σ∗

η∗
ρ∗

PM / P N
1
1.57·10−6
1.57·10−6
1.57·10−6
1.57·10−6
1.11·10−10
1.42·104
1.25·10−3
1.25·10−3
1.25·10−3
5.42·10−7
5.42·10−7
5.42·10−7
6·10−17
0.345

Model
9.81 m·s−2
0.11 m
0.60 m
0.37·10−3 m
0.30 m
19.3 s
0.0039 cm·s−1
1.84 s
0.082·10−2 m·s−1
0.13 m·s−1
e.g., 60 Pa
6 Pa
5000 Pa
3·105 Pa·s
1000 kg·m−3

Nature
9.81 m·s−2
70 km
381.8 km
234.8 m
192.4 km
5518 yr
8.67 cm·yr−1
24.5 min
0.65 m·s−1
0.11 km·s−1
110.7 MPa
11.1 MPa
9.2 GPa
5·1021 Pa·s
2900 kg·m−3

3.B Scaling

The procedure to scale laboratory values up to natural values is of critical importance
when modeling geodynamic processes. This scaling procedure is thoroughly explained
in section 2.2.3 and the resulting scaling factors, together with the numerical model and
natural values, are summarized in Table 3.2. The key of the procedure is that each
important physical dimension, i.e., length, time, and weight, is scaled with a constant
factor (i.e., scaling factor) that is derived based on the principals of geometric, kinematic,
dynamic, and rheological similarity [e.g., Hubbert, 1937; Ramberg, 1981; Weijermars
and Schmeling, 1986]. A scaling factor, denoted by

∗

is a dimensionless number that

represents the ratio and the tuning between model (M) and natural (N) quantities.
The step-wise procedure to derive these scaling factors from model measurements, is as
follows:
First, representative natural values for length L, density ρ, and viscosity η need to
be chosen to determine their scaling factors (L∗ , ρ∗ , η ∗ resp.). At the same time, the
gravity acceleration scaling factor g ∗ is set to 1, since both the model and the earth’s
surface processes experience to the same gravity.
Second, the stress scaling factor σ ∗ can be derived from the physical units already
selected (equation 3.16). Shear modulus and cohesion also have stress dimensions, so
these need to be scaled with the same factor.
σ ∗ = ρ∗ · g ∗ · L∗

(3.16)
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The scaling of time T is more complicated due to the different nature and time scales
of the seismic cycle processes. This therefore requires two different assumptions valid
during the interseismic Ti and coseismic Tc periods [Rosenau et al., 2009]. We assume
that gravity is the dominant force in the interseismic period, so viscous, slow deformation
is important [Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986], and
Ti∗ =

η∗
σ∗

(3.17)

However, during the ’instantaneous’ coseismic period, we assume inertia should be considered. This requires a constant Froude number (v · (g · l)−0.5 ), i.e., a constant ratio of
a body’s inertia to gravitational forces, so scaling should follow the dimensions already
assumed for gravity acceleration, L∗ /Tc∗ 2 = 1, leading to
Tc∗ =

√
L∗

(3.18)

Subsequently, inter- and coseismic velocities scaling factors, vi∗ and vc∗ respectively, can
be derived by dividing respective length over time scaling factors.
A discussion about the final natural values in comparison to nature is provided
in section 2.4.3. In summary, natural upscaled values are within a very broad range
of observed values, although slip values are about one order of magnitude too large.
Possible reasons include both the absence of two sources that could potentially absorb
energy from the rupture, i.e. the absent lateral third dimension [e.g., Andrews et al.,
2007] and off-fault plasticity [e.g., Dunham et al., 2011b], and a large strength drop
due to the significantly more compliant hanging wall [Ma and Beroza, 2008]. These too
large scaled slip values correspond to the very large scaled recurrence intervals, which
could both be explained by a low scaled shear modulus. We also note that our ruptures
propagate slowly and are always sub-shear (at about 10% of the shear wave speed).
Finally, we provide a rough estimate of earthquake size, which is potentially overestimated since also slip (and hence rupture width, which is related to it through a power 10)
is overestimated in our two-dimensional setting. Using a scaled rupture width, we estimate the missing lateral length of the rupture and corresponding moment magnitude
using empirical scaling relations based on subduction interface earthquakes from Blaser
et al. [2010]. This empirical scaling procedure leads to moment magnitudes ranging from
7.2 up to 9.3 for our simulated events.

3.C Source parameter derivation
A more detailed, quantitative analysis of the spatio-temporal horizontal velocity pattern
(as explained in section 3.3.1 and more in detail in section 2.2.6) is done by analyzing
each event in Figure 3.4c separately. The extremes of the contour defined by the velocity
threshold are used to select; a) hypocenter depth, b) rupture width (defined by extremes

3.C Source parameter derivation

in space), c) coseismic duration (defined by extremes in time), and d) the average upward
and downward rupture speeds (defined by a division of upward or downward spatial
extent with respect to the hypocenter over duration until those points). The recurrence
interval is defined by the time between the end of the preceding and the start of the next
event. The spatial distribution of coseismic single-sided displacement is calculated by
cumulating coseismic displacements (Figure 3.14b). The spatial average of this leads to
the average one-sided, coseismic displacement, which is equal to the slip if subducting
plate displacements would be added.
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Figure 3.14: Source parameters derived from a) spatiotemporal evolution of horizontal
velocity for a typical numerical event (at 709 s, also analyzed in Figures 3.7, 3.8, and
3.10). Parameters are derived using the extreme locations (open dots; green for time, and
red for space) of the velocity threshold contour (dash-dotted black line). b) shows the
accumulated one-sided slip or rather displacement, which provides an average one-sided
displacement once averaged over space. Colored squares are proportional to the spatial and
temporal coseismic resolution, demonstrating high resolving power during the coseismic
period.
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Abstract
The underestimation of the size of recent megathrust earthquakes illustrates our limited understanding of their spatiotemporal occurrence and governing physics. To unravel
their relation to associated subduction dynamics and long-term deformation, we developed a 2D continuum viscoelastoplastic model that uses an Eulerian-Lagrangian finite
difference framework with similar on- and off-fault physics. We extend the validation of
this numerical tool to a realistic subduction zone setting that resembles Southern Chile.
The resulting quasi-periodic pattern of quasi-characteristic M8-M9 megathrust events
compares quantitatively with observed recurrence and earthquake source parameters,
albeit at very slow coseismic speeds. Without any data fitting, surface displacements
agree with GPS data recorded before and during the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake, including the presence of a second-order flexural bulge. These surface displacements show
cycle-to-cycle variations of slip deficits, which overall accommodate ∼5% of permanent
internal shortening. We find that thermally (and stress) driven creep governs a spontaneous conditionally stable downdip transition zone between temperatures of ∼350◦ C
and ∼450◦ C. Ruptures initiate above it (and below the fore-arc Moho), propagate within
it, interspersed by small intermittent events, and arrest below it as ductile shearing relaxes stresses. Ruptures typically propagate upward along lithological boundaries and
widen as pressures drop. The main thrust is constrained to be weak due to fluid-induced
weakening required to sustain regular subduction and to generate events with natural
characteristics (fluid pressures of ∼75-99% of solid pressures). The agreement with a
range of seismological, geodetic and geological observations demonstrates the validity
and strength of this physically consistent seismo-thermo-mechanical approach.
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4.1 Introduction
Earthquakes occurring in convergent margins released approximately 90% of the last
centuries seismic moment [e.g., Pacheco and Sykes, 1992]. They caused enormous human and economic loss as recently observed in Japan (2011 M9.0 Tohoku), Chile (2010
M8.8 Maule) and Indonesia (2004 M9.2 Sumatra). The physical mechanisms governing
the spatiotemporal pattern of these megathrust earthquakes, however, elude us. This is
illustrated in the Japanese region of Tohoku where an earthquake of M9.0 was deemed
highly improbable for several reasons, including the combination of regional parameters governing subduction dynamics [Stein et al., 2012; Kagan and Jackson, in press].
To improve the understanding of why and where these earthquakes happen, and when
they might recur, physics-based numerical modeling tools are necessary to overcome the
limited direct observables in both space and time. Therefore, we are developing a new
physically consistent seismo-thermo-mechanical cycling approach (STM) in which active
fault planes, geometries and material properties evolve in response to amongst others
tectonic stresses, temperatures and pressures. This physics-based approach can lead to
new insights into the cause-and-effect relations between subduction dynamics, long-term
deformation features and seismicity.
Various numerical modeling approaches have been developed to investigate the seismic cycle [Lapusta and Barbot, 2012, and references therein] at subduction thrusts [Chapter 3, and references therein]. However, a comprehensive long-term numerical model of
a realistic subduction zone that includes the three key ingredients – slow tectonic loading, rate-dependent friction and viscoelastic stress relaxation of the mantle – does not
exist yet [Wang, 2007]. Several approaches include both slow tectonic loading and ratedependent friction [e.g., Kaneko et al., 2010], but these methods typically lack permanent
deformation. In contrast, models that do include viscous stress relaxation predefine either slip or stress drop [e.g., Hirahara, 2002] or do not resolve slow tectonic loading [e.g.,
Heimpel , 2006].
These approaches typically simulate subduction on an a-priori defined, planar fault
plane. Certain continuum approaches simulate self-consistent evolution of coseismic
ruptures on evolving fault planes, like the damage rheology model for irreversible brittle
deformation [e.g., Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion, 2008]. These approaches typically focus on
short time scales and ignore permanent deformation, although the long-term evolution
has been studied for strike-slip fault systems [e.g., Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion, 2009; Finzi
et al., 2009]. In a subduction setting the long-term geometric and material evolution
feedback on the seismic cycle is ignored, but for a viscoelastoplastic laboratory model
[Rosenau et al., 2009; Rosenau and Oncken, 2009]. Numerical models, however, offer
more flexibility and a more realistic geometry and rheology.
The continuum viscoelastoplastic approach further developed in this chapter [Gerya
and Yuen, 2007, Chapter 3] has the potential to fill this gap and bridge seismological and
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geological observational time scales. The self-consistent evolution of coseismic rupture
nucleation and propagation and subsequent long-term evolution of interface geometry
and surface topography is driven by a kinematic ridge push and a dynamic slab pull
(gravity and lower density mantle). This leads to spontaneous slab bending and interface locking guided by feedbacks due to the evolving temperature, stress, pressure and
compositional distributions. This unified physical framework guides both the fault zone
and medium response. It has an approximated free surface, an incompressible inertia
implementation and it allows for large deformations.
The seismic cycle applicability of this continuum viscoelastoplastic approach was
demonstrated through validation against an innovative laboratory model [Chapters 2
and 3]. This validation demonstrated that comparable fast frictional instabilities are
generated if friction varies similarly with slip rate. The resulting simple wedge model
captured a range of physical phenomena observed in nature, including ruptures that
(back-) propagate as cracks or self-healing pulses and afterslip that complements surface
displacements during the postseismic period. The current study extends the laboratory
validation to a more realistic setup of the Southern Chilean convergent margin through
a comparison to a variety of natural observations. The validation is extended by highlighting several interesting implications that result from physically consistent feedback
mechanisms.
A description of the seismo-thermo-mechanical numerical modeling approach (section 4.2) is followed by an analysis of the models physical characteristics and spatiotemporal megathrust pattern (subsection 4.3.1). In subsection 4.3.2 we analyze the corresponding inter-, co- and postseismic surface displacements, which are shown to agree
surprisingly well with inter- and coseismic GPS measurements in Southern Chile. Subsequently, the analysis of underlying stresses and strengths at the thrust reveals that
temperature mainly governs downdip rupture characteristics in this specific setup (subsection 4.3.3). Finally, a parameter study on fault strength shows that both fluid-induced
and frictional weakening are necessary and non-interchangeable (subsection 4.3.4). These
findings and their limitations and implications are then discussed in broader perspective,
highlighting the correspondence to a wide range of natural observations (section 4.4).
Two appendices provide details on the selection of frictional parameters (Appendix 4.A)
and on the sensitivity of the model results to subduction velocity and mantle shear
modulus and viscosity (Appendix 4.B).

4.2 Method
We adopt the viscoelastoplastic, continuum mechanics thermo-mechanical code I2ELVIS
[Gerya and Yuen, 2007]. This code has been validated for seismic cycle applications using
an iso-viscoelastic, purely mechanical version [Chapter 3], while the long-term evolution
of temperature is benchmarked separately [Gerya and Yuen, 2003a]. Below we briefly
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summarize the method and its seismological applications as provided in chapter 3, while
focusing on the additional components relevant for simulating seismogenesis in a realistic
subduction zone. This includes solving the heat equation, using a stress, pressure and
temperature-dependent viscous flow laws and the treatment of (de)hydration, fluid flow
and erosional processes. These processes act upon a self-consistent model that simulates
the subduction of an oceanic slab below a continent, which is driven both by an applied
kinematic ridge push and spontaneous slab pull.

4.2.1

Governing equations

The two-dimensional thermo-mechanical code uses an implicit, conservative finite difference scheme on a fully staggered Eulerian grid in combination with a Lagrangian
marker-in-cell technique. The code solves for the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy. The Lagrangian markers track lithology, corresponding properties and stress
histories, as they are advected according to the velocity field and leave the Eulerian grid
undeformed [e.g., Brackbill and Ruppel , 1986; Gerya and Yuen, 2003b].
The following three mechanical equations are solved to obtain the horizontal and
vertical velocities, vx and vz , and pressure P (defined as the mean stress)
∂vx ∂vz
+
= 0,
∂x
∂z
0
∂σxx
∂σ 0
∂P
Dvx
+ xz −
=ρ
,
∂x
∂z
∂x
Dt
0
∂σzx
∂σ 0
∂P
Dvz
+ zz −
=ρ
− ρg.
∂x
∂z
∂z
Dt

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

The continuity equation (4.1) assumes an incompressible medium. The equations of
0 and
motion (4.2 and 4.3) are written in terms of deviatoric stress tensor components σij

includes gravity acceleration g (=9.81 m/s2 ) and incompressible inertia (i.e., including
shear waves, but not pressure waves). The inertial term is represented by density ρ times
the Lagrangian time derivative of the respective velocity components

Dv
Dt

and stabilizes

high slip rates at small time steps [Chapter 3].
In the same framework, the Lagrangian form of the energy equation solves for temperature T and is given by
ρCp (

DT
∂qx ∂qz
)=−
−
+ Ha + Hs + Hr ,
Dt
∂x
∂z
∂T
∂T
, qz = −k
,
qx = −k
∂x
∂z
∂P
∂P
Ha = T αρ (vx
+ vz
),
∂x
∂z
0
Hs = σxx
(ε̇0xx − ε̇0xx,elastic )+

0
0
σzz
(ε̇0zz − ε̇0zz,elastic ) + 2σxz
(ε̇0xz − ε̇0xz,elastic ).

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

(4.7)
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Here thermal conductivity k and density depend on temperature and rock composition c. Cp is isobaric heat capacity, DT /Dt is the Lagrangian time derivative of temperature, qx and qz are the horizontal and vertical heat flux, respectively. αρ is the thermal
expansion coefficient and ε̇0ij refers to the deviatoric strain rate tensor components. This
energy equation includes contributions from conductive heat transport and volumetric
internal heat generation H due to adiabatic (de)compression Ha , shear heating during
non-elastic deformation Hs and lithology-specific radioactive heat production Hr [e.g.,
Gerya and Yuen, 2007].

4.2.2

Rheological model

These equations are solved using constitutive relations that relate deviatoric stresses and
strain rates in a non-linear viscoelastoplastic manner according to

0
0
Dσ
1
1
ij
0
ε̇0ij =
σij
+
+
χ ∂gpl
2η
2G Dt
∂σ 0
ij

0 <σ
for σII
yield
0 =σ
for σII
yield

In these relations η is effective viscosity and G is shear modulus.

(4.8)

0 /Dt is
Dσij

the objective co-rotational time derivative solved using a time explicit scheme [e.g.,
Moresi et al., 2003]. χ is a plastic multiplier connecting plastic strain rates and stresses
0
and gpl is the plastic flow potential. σII
is the second invariant of the deviatoric
p
02
02
stress tensor ( σxx + σxz ), which is compared to the local plastic strength σyield . The

amount of elastic versus viscous deformation is determined by the viscoelasticity factor
(G∆t)/(G∆t+ηvp ) [e.g., Moresi et al., 2003; Gerya, 2010b]. The end-member elastic and
viscous rheological behaviors are fully regained if the computational time step ∆t times
shear modulus is respectively much smaller or much larger than the effective viscoplastic viscosity ηvp . This viscosity-like Lagrangian parameter is η if plastic deformation is
absent and η ·

0
σII
0
ηχ+σII

if plastic yielding occurs.

The non-linear creep viscosity η is defined as a function of temperature, pressure
and stress and follows experimentally determined dislocation creep flow laws. It can be
written as a function of the second deviatoric stress invariant [e.g., Ranalli , 1995] as
η=(

1
Ea + P Va
1 (n−1)
)
·
· exp(
),
0
σII
2AD
RT

(4.9)

where R is the gas constant (8.314 J/(mol·◦ C). Stress exponent n, pre-exponential factor AD , activation energy Ea and activation volume Va are experimentally determined
rheological parameters set for each lithology.

4.2.3

Hydration and fluid flow processes

We simulate temperature, pressure and depth-driven slab dehydration and resulting longterm fluid flow processes in a thermodynamically and petrologically consistent manner
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[e.g., Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. Long-term fluid flow means that we neglect short-term
spatiotemporal variations of pore fluid pressures, i.e., hydraulic properties and pore fluid
pressures are constant [e.g., Faccenda et al., 2009]. We rather self-consistently solve on
what locations fluids will be present. At these locations material strength is reduced
(section 4.2.4), thereby playing an important role in the generation of earthquakes [e.g.,
Saffer and Tobin, 2011].
At the onset of subduction, water is contained within the crystal structures of oceanfloor sediments and the oceanic crust [Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. Additionally, 1 wt%
of pore water is present within the pores of the altered top of the oceanic crust and
sediments. As the slab subducts, water is released both due to metamorphic dehydration reactions and compaction. As pressure and temperature increase, metamorphic
reactions release water as crystal structures are able to contain less water [e.g., Peacock ,
1993; Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. The in-situ water content of a rock assemblage is computed based on thermodynamic equilibrium following a Gibbs free energy minimization
approach [Connolly, 2005; Gerya et al., 2006]. The compaction of basalt and sediments
leads to the release of pore fluids as porosity decreases with depth. This is described by a
function in which the pore water content decreases linearly from 1 wt% at 0 km to 0 wt%
at 75 km. Based on the newly calculated maximum water content (both mineralogical
and porous) of a small volume (represented by a rock marker), excess water is released
(i.e., a fluid marker is formed). The free water migrates through the deforming rocks
until it is (partially) consumed by a rock assemblage able to do so. Migrating fluids
follow the path of the highest pressure gradient [e.g., Faccenda et al., 2009] at speeds
vx,water and vz,water of
vper
∂P
(
),
(ρm − ρf )g ∂x
vper
∂P
= vz −
(
− ρf g).
(ρm − ρf )g ∂z

vx,water = vx −
vz,water

(4.10)
(4.11)

In these equations, vx and vz represent the local rock velocities and ρm and ρf are
the mantle (3300 kg/m3 ) and fluid (1000 kg/m3 ) densities, respectively. vper indicates
the relative upward velocity of the percolating fluid (0.1 cm/yr) [Gorczyk et al., 2007].
This relatively low velocity of relative water percolation is adopted to reduce the extent
of serpentinization of the upper plate and simplify the lithological structure of the plate
interface.

4.2.4

Plasticity and friction formulations

The brittle faulting process is represented by non-associated Drucker-Prager plasticity
[Drucker and Prager , 1952], as routinely done in geodynamics [e.g., Poliakov et al., 1993;
Buiter et al., 2006]. This yielding model limits the second invariant of the deviatoric
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stress tensor at each marker by the pressure-dependent yield stress σyield
σyield = C + µ · (1 −

Pf
) · P,
Ps

(4.12)

where C is cohesion and µ is the effective friction coefficient, calculated as a function of
slip rate and temperature-dependent properties. Pf /Ps represents the pore fluid pressure factor λ. To satisfy the yielding criterion and to maintain local equilibrium between
deviatoric stresses and strain rates, the local viscosity is decreased. This weakens the
material and localizes deformation around that marker. This Lagrangian approach provides a local invariant formulation that does not require the a-priori definition of a fault
plane. The evolving rupture rather selects a path as a function of the local stress and
strength field.
The pore fluid pressure factor λ represents the reduction of frictional sliding resistance
due to the pore fluids, whose pressure Pf opposes the acting solid rock pressures Ps (=P ).
For dry rocks, a pore fluid pressure factor of 0 is assumed, except for the shallowest
5000 m over which λ linearly decreases from a hydrostatic gradient of 0.4 at the surface
to 0. This highly simplified implementation mimics the increase of brittle rock strength
with depth due to the absence of fluids in dry rocks. However, if migrating pore fluids
are present, rocks in a radius of 2000 m are assumed to be subjected to increased pore
fluid pressures.
A friction coefficient dependent on slip velocity is crucial to simulate brittle instabilities or analog earthquakes with this continuum approach [Chapter 3]. Sufficient coseismic
weakening and subsequent healing is obtained through a strongly rate-dependent friction
formulation [e.g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967; Cochard and Madariaga, 1994; Ampuero
and Ben Zion, 2008]. We calculate the effective steady-state friction coefficient at every
marker as a function of slip rate V as
µ = µs (1 − γ) + µs

γ
.
1 + VVc

(4.13)

In equation 4.13 µs is the static friction coefficient and γ is the maximum amount of
weakening that can be induced by increasing slip rate. γ is equivalent to −(α − β)/µs ,
where α and β quantify the direct and evolution effect, respectively. These are related to
a and b in classical rate-and-state friction formulations [Ampuero and Ben Zion, 2008].
The minimum dynamic friction coefficient µd is µs · (1 − γ), which is asymptotically
approached as 1/V . If γ > 0 (or α − β is negative), this formulation results in velocity
weakening behavior, so that a decrease of strength initiates an instability and introduces
stick-slip dynamics. If γ < 0, velocity strengthening behavior or stable slip results as
a strength increase inhibits instabilities. Finally, Vc is the characteristic slip velocity at
which half of the friction drop will have occurred. This characteristic value normalizes
the local viscoplastic slip velocity V , which is calculated as the velocity difference between
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two nodal interfaces and represented by the viscoplastic strain rate σyield /ηm times the
grid size dx. Here ηm denotes the local viscosity from the previous time step. This grid
size dependent scheme cancels the change of strain rate with grid size and introduces a
length-scale into the inherent grid size dependent plasticity problem [e.g., Needleman,
1988; Lavier et al., 2000].

4.2.5

Model setup

We model a 1500×200 km2 trench-normal section of the Southern Chilean convergent
margin in which the oceanic Nazca slab subducts into the upper mantle beneath the
continental South American plate (Figure 4.1a). Subduction is forced by imposing a
constant plate velocity nearly 500 km seaward of the trench (Figure 4.1a). The initiation
of subduction is facilitated by an initial weak zone that follows a wet olivine flow law and
has a very low plastic strength [e.g., Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. As subduction progresses,
the oceanic crust replaces this weak material and the system assumes a stable slab dip
and geometry. This configuration is consistent with e.g., imposed velocities, interface
strength and surrounding mantle and lithospheric properties (Figure 4.1b). After 5.1 My,
a starting configuration (t = 0) with a stable geometry and stress state was obtained by
step-wise reducing time steps and increasing interface strength.
The configuration resembles the continental margin in Southern Chile around 36◦ S
(Figure 4.1, as used in e.g., Gorczyk et al. [2007]). This margin recently experienced
two megathrust earthquakes: the 1960 M9.5 Valdivia and 2010 M8.8 Maule events.
Seismic refraction profiles and gravity and local tomography data provide the suggested
lithological boundaries and indicate a ∼25 km deep and 150 km wide (paleo-)sedimentary
wedge [e.g., Krawczyk et al., 2006]. The subduction velocity of 7.5 cm/yr and thermal
slab cooling age of 40 My are constrained for Southern Chile from a geodynamic database
[Heuret and Lallemand , 2005].

4.2.6

Material parameters

The model comprises upper and lithospheric mantle (anhydrous peridotite), continental
and oceanic crust and a prism of sediments (Figure 4.1). The oceanic crust is composed of
5 km thick gabbro overlain by 2 km of fractured and hydrated oceanic upper crust, which
is modeled using a wet quartzite rheology. This simulates the simultaneous presence
of subducted sediments and potential overriding crust slices within the rock melange
forming the in Southern Chile 3-7 km wide subduction channel [e.g., Shreve and Cloos,
1986; Lohrmann et al., 2006; Fagereng and Sibson, 2010]. The (numerical) subduction
channel contains several fault zones of spontaneously forming, continuously switching
active thrust interfaces. Additionally, dehydration at low velocities adds a thin ∼1 km
layer of serpentinite below the overriding plate’s lithospheric mantle (Figure 4.1b). The
thermo-mechanical parameters and flow laws corresponding to these lithologies comply
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Figure 4.1: Model configuration depicting lithology (in color) overlain by isotherms (in
white and ◦ C). (a) Initial configuration for the entire model domain, including mechanical
boundary conditions in red. (b) Zoom of starting configuration after 5.1 My of subduction
(t=0). The axis values are from here onwards shown with respect to the bathymetric
minimum, i.e., the trench.

with previously used data sets [e.g., Gerya et al., 2006; Gorczyk et al., 2007; Faccenda
et al., 2008; Gerya, 2010a; Gerya and Meilick , 2011] (Table 4.1).

250

Material
Sediments
Upper cont. crust
Lower cont. crust
Upper oceanic crust
Lower oceanic crust
Lithospheric mantle
Mantle
Serpentinized mantle

Flow law
Wet quartziteb
Wet quartzite
Wet quartzite
Wet quartzite
Plagioclaseb
Dry olivineb
Dry olivine
Antigoritec

η0
1.97·1017
1.97·1017
1.97·1017
1.97·1017
4.80·1022
3.98·1016
3.98·1016
3.21·1036

n
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
3.2
3.5
3.5
3.8

Ea
1.54·105
1.54·105
1.54·105
1.54·105
2.38·105
5.32·105
5.32·105
8.90·103

Va
0.80
1.20
1.20
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.32

G
10
25
25
25
25
67
67
67

ρd0
2600
2700
2700
3000
3000
3300
3300
3000

ke
[0.64+807/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[0.64+807/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[0.64+807/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[1.18+474/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[1.18+474/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[0.73+1293/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[0.73+1293/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)
[0.73+1293/(T+77)]·exp(4 10−5 P)

Table 4.1: Rheological parameters of relevant materialsa . η0 is the reference viscosity in Pan s and is equal to the pre-exponential exponent 1/Ad in equation (4.9).
Ea is in J, Va is in J/bar, G is in GPa, ρ0 is reference density in kg/m3 , k is in
W/m/K (at TK , PM P a ), Hr is in µW/m3 , and C is in MPa.
Footnotes relate to:
a) Other properties for all rock types are αρ =3·10−5 K−1 and βrho =1·10−5 MPa−1
that make ρ = ρ0 · [1 − αρ (T − 298)] · [1 + βρ (P − 0.1)] and Cp =1000 J/kg/K and
γ=0.7. b) Ranalli [1995], c) Hilairet et al. [2007], d) Turcotte and Schubert [2002];
Bittner and Schmeling [1995], e) Clauser and Huenges [1995]; Hofmeister [1999],
f) den Hartog et al. [2012], g) Chester and Higgs [1992], h) Di Toro et al. [2011],
i) Tsutsumi and Shimamoto [1997], j) Del Gaudio et al. [2009], k) Escartin et al.
[1997], and l) Schultz [1995].

Hr
2
1
1
0.25
0.25
0.022
0.022
0.022

µs
0.35f
0.72g
0.72g
0.50h
0.85i
0.60j
0.60j
0.52k

C
200
200
200
6l
200
200
200
200
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The plastic/brittle parameters used correspond to recent slip rate-dependent laboratory data (Table 4.1). The frictional properties of the subduction thrust interface
are guided by temperature-dependent laboratory experiments on wet illite-rich gouge
[den Hartog et al., 2012] (Appendix 4.A, Figure 4.2). These laboratory data indicate
a velocity-weakening domain surrounded by an up- and downdip domain with velocitystrengthening (model 3 in Figure 4.2). In the reference model, however, we exclude the
downdip velocity-strengthening domain to analyze the self-consistent effects of temperature, stress and geometry (red thick line for model 2 in Figure 4.2). In model 1 we
exclude both velocity strengthening domains. Cohesion or residual strength assumed for
a)

b)
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Figure 4.2: Friction parameters (equation 4.13) with temperature for three different
model setups; 1) purely velocity weakening, 2) including updip velocity strengthening
(reference model) and 3) including downdip velocity strengthening. (a) static friction
coefficient µs , (b) amount of weakening γ (1 − µµds ) and (c) characteristic velocity Vc .
Values are guided by relations observed in den Hartog et al. [2012] (see Appendix 4.A).

the thrust interface is relatively low (6 MPa, Schultz [1995]). This assumption reflects
the significant degree of fracturing and damage that occurred during ongoing subduction. Cohesion for all other rock types is set to 200 MPa to inhibit plasticity outside the
thrust interface, once we decrease time steps to go towards the initial configuration. This
simplification allows us to focus our analysis on interplate seismicity, as in the laboratory
validation study [Chapter 3].
The pore fluid pressure factor λ (Pf /Ps ) is set to 0.95 based on differential stress
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predictions for the Southern Chilean margin [Seno, 2009]. This factor is varied over a
wide range in a parametric study to evaluate its impact on interplate seismicity, stress
levels and thrust interface orientation.

4.2.7

Initial and boundary conditions

A free displacement (or slip) mechanical boundary condition acts at the top and side
boundaries. The lower boundary is vertically penetrable and assumes that external free
slip is satisfied at a depth of 500 km [Gorczyk et al., 2007] (Figure 4.1a). The top boundary is treated as an approximated internal free surface by using 8-12.5 km of air with a
very low viscosity (1·1017 Pa·s) and density (1 kg/m3 ) to minimize shear stresses [e.g.,
Schmeling et al., 2008]. The shear modulus of the air is set to 700 GPa to ensure the air
behaves as a fully viscous body at each time step (i.e., ∆t/tM axwell >1000). This stickyair approach ensures that topography is created consistently. Topographic evolution is
affected by erosion, implemented through a transport equation at the Eulerian surface
∂zes
∂zes
= vz − vx
+ ve ,
∂t
∂x

(4.14)

where zes is the vertical position of that surface and ve is the gross-scale erosion rate
of 0.03 cm/yr for zes <8 km and 0 for zes >8 km [Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. To allow
for lithosphere decoupling from the side walls and slab penetration through the bottom
boundary low viscosity regions are prescribed next to the boundaries. Additionally,
lower and upper viscosity limits of 1·1017 and 1·1025 Pa·s are applied throughout the
model.
The initial temperature field (white contours in Figure 4.1a and subsequent figures)
were calculated according to a) an oceanic lithosphere of a 40 My age [Turcotte and
Schubert, 2002], b) a linearly increasing temperature from 0 to 1300◦ C for continental
depths from 0 to 100 km and c) a temperature gradient of 0.5◦ C/km within the astenospheric mantle. This initial profile evolves into a self-consistent thermal structure
in response to time-dependent temperature changes due to subduction (equation 4.4),
while complying with thermal boundary conditions. These are set to 0◦ C at the top,
zero heat flux at the sides and an infinite-like constant temperature condition at the
lower external boundary [Gorczyk et al., 2007].
To solve the above described problem we utilize a 2D non-uniform, fully staggered
finite difference grid of 1466×270 nodes. This provides a grid size of 500 m within
the 450×100 km zone of interest (and maximum 2000 m outside of it). Rock specific
properties and changes in physical quantities are tracked using 22.4 million markers.
Time is traversed with computational and displacement time steps of 5 years, thereby
smoothing most coseimic effects.

4.3 Results and analysis

4.3 Results and analysis
This section analyzes the response of the reference model that has velocity-strengthening
friction below temperatures of ∼130◦ C and velocity-weakening friction for higher temperatures (model 2 in Figure 4.2). The simulated seismic cycles are characterized by
partially locked interseismic periods, rapid coseismic seaward motions of the forearc
and relaxing postseismic responses [e.g., Wang, 2007, Chapter 3]. Throughout the
manuscript, we refer to the region with thrust fault zone temperatures below about
150◦ C as ”updip”, while ”downdip” refers to thrust temperatures above about 350◦ C
and ”active seismogenic zone” denotes the region in between. It is important to realize
that this terminology is not a-priori related to a predefined frictional stability, unless
specifically mentioned.

4.3.1

Seismicity

The physical state of the continental margin at the end of an interseismic period is depicted in the left column of Figure 4.3. The viscous strength profile in panel (a) shows a
strong oceanic slab subducting beneath a continent in which a weak lower crust is sandwiched between a stronger upper crust and continental lithospheric mantle. Effective
viscosities along the subduction channel are low within horizontal distances of 75 km
from the trench X or temperatures T below ∼140◦ C, where the thrust is defined to creep
aseismically. As temperatures (and stresses) increase, viscosities start to decrease beyond 100 km, reaching near upper mantle values of ∼3·1019 Pa·s at 180 km. These two
low viscosity regimes at the thrust lead to two lower stress regimes surrounding a high
viscosity, interseismically locked zone. Within this active seismogenic zone the second
invariant of the deviatoric stresses increase with depth up to ∼35 MPa (Figure 4.3c).
The locking in this region is confirmed by a low slip zone between ∼75 and ∼130 km
(Figure 4.3e). Beyond this zone, interseismic velocities within the overriding plate decrease. These velocities, however, increase again below the ”interplate decoupling depth”
[Furukawa, 1993] at 75 km, as mantle wedge material is dragged down along with the
slab again.
During the subsequent representative event, yielding of one specific upward-widening
interface occurs as indicated by a drop in viscosity (Figure 4.3b). The selected rupture
path varies from event to event in location and thickness depending on the local stress
and strength field within the subduction channel. Most ruptures, however, propagate
along the bottom of the composite subduction channel. Within this composite fault
zone, we observe a stress drop along the rupture with respect to the start of the event,
while stress increases at the rupture tips and outside of the fault zone (Figure 4.3d).
Within the bending slab this increasing second invariant pattern is overprinted in two
quadrants; by compression in the outer extensional bend, downdip of the rupture, and
extension in the inner compressional bend, updip of the rupture. As the slab decou-
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Figure 4.3: Main physical variables of the reference model (friction model 2 in Figure 4.2)
one time step before (a,c,e) and at the peak (b,d,e) of the reference event. Variables are
(a) effective viscosity ηvp , (b) viscosity difference w.r.t. a), (c) second invariant of the
deviatoric stress tensor, (d) stress difference w.r.t. c), (e,f) horizontal velocity in color
overlain by arrows indicating velocities (note arrows in plot f are 10 times smaller). All
plots are overlain by white isotherms at 100◦ C, 150◦ C, 350◦ C and 450◦ C. X refers to the
landward distance from the trench, Z refers to the depth below the trench and regions
marked ”+” experience horizontal extension and those marked ”-” experience horizontal
compression.

ples from the overriding plate, it subducts about five times faster in a more downward
direction (Figure 4.3f). A more detailed analysis of this reference event is provided
throughout these results. For a better visual understanding we refer to a movie within
the supplementary material.
The reference event is typical for a series of 36 events recorded over 35,000 simulation
years in which over 2000 m of slab displacement occurred. We use the method used in
Chapters 2 and 3 to automatically identify seismic events and determine their source
parameters. This uses a velocity threshold applied to the spatiotemporal evolution of
thrust parallel velocities at a line 6.4 km (1 cm in the laboratory) above the evolving
thrust interface (Figure 4.4). White and grey colors depict landward motions of the
forearc and illustrate the interseismic locking pattern. If seaward velocities (yellow to
black) are faster than -15.6 cm/yr (3.8 times the interseismic velocity of the slowest
slipping part as in chapter 2) a rupture is occurring. The word ”rupture” here refers to
the occurrence of rapid threshold-exceeding slip during which permanent displacement
and stress drop occur along a localized interface. Its source parameters are defined based
on the extremes of the velocity threshold (Figure 4.4b,c). The reference event nucleates
near 125 km and ruptures as a bilateral crack that predominantly accelerates upward
(Figure 4.4b).
This method for detecting simulated seismic events reveals a regular series of large
thrust events that have an average overriding plate displacement of 18 m (covering a
range from 0.1 to 30 m) on average every 881 (236-1452) years (Figure 4.4a). These
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Figure 4.4:

Spatiotemporal evolution of thrust parallel velocity at 6.4 km above the
thrust interface (determined by the vertically highest strain rate within the subduction
channel) for (a) the simulation and (b) the reference event at t=26,390 yr. In a) we add
hypocenter location (open dot), peak slip location (star) and maximum rupture extent
(lines) in black and imposed frictional stability limits in green. They are estimated from
the red and green extremes of the black dotted thrust parallel velocity contour depicted in
b) and c). Panel (c) shows the corresponding accumulated overriding plate displacement.
Once averaged over space this provides accumulated one-sided displacement (indicative of
slip). Note that the true hypocenters are typically located 10 km more landward, as this
distance is needed for the ruptures to accelerate and pass beyond the velocity threshold
at 6.4 km above the thrust.

events have an average horizontal width of 114 (0.9-189) km. Using empirical scaling
relations of Blaser et al. [2010] this width roughly scales to moment magnitudes of about
8.3 (3.9-9.0). These predominantly megathrust events are several orders of magnitude
too slow with average rupture speeds of 2.8·10−5 m/s and maximum displacement velocities of 2.6·10−8 m/s. Ruptures thus last for an average of 5.1·107 minutes (97 years).
The hypocenters (open dots) are typically located 120-140 km from the trench, where
plate locking decreases spontaneously and interseismic slip thus increases (Figures 4.3e
and 4.4a). Most ruptures then accelerate up to their peak velocity locations (stars)
between 75 and 92 km, just below the defined velocity-strengthening updip limit.
The regularity of these events is quantified using the coefficient of variation Cv
[Kuehn et al., 2008], which is calculated as the standard deviation over the average of
a given distribution. The resulting values indicate that our event recurrence is quasiperiodic (Cvrec.interval = 0.3, i.e., < 1) and quasi-characteristic (Cvevent.size ≈0.4).

4.3.2

Surface displacements

Figure 4.5 provides an overview of the surface displacements recorded for the reference
model with velocity-weakening friction below ∼130◦ C (Model 2 in Figure 4.2). Panel
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(a) and (b) depict a zoom of the temporal evolution of the respective horizontal and
vertical components of an array of seven colored markers that are ordered according
to their distance to the trench (Figure 4.5f). Their displacement shows a horizontal
sawtooth pattern of rapidly seaward moving events alternating with periods of slow
landward displacement, as observed above the thrust in Figure 4.4. The complementary
vertical displacement pattern is slightly more complex, but the main features correspond
to an interseismically locked seismogenic zone that drags the surface above it down
and hence creates interseismic uplift landward. The elastic strain accumulated during
the interseismic periods is released by coseismic displacements in accordance with the
elastic rebound concept [Reid , 1910]. Both horizontal and vertical displacements reveal
a spatially varying postseismic delay before displacements reverse to their interseismic
directions again.
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Figure 4.5: Surface displacements both depicted in time, (a) in horizontal (+=landward),
and (b) vertical (+=upward) direction, and in space, as accumulated vertically (lines:
dashed are intermediates, solid is total) and horizontally (arrows show total) during the
(c) interseismic (I), (d) coseismic (C) and (e) 110 yr postseismic (P) period of the reference
event (model 2). In panel a) and b) displacements are ordered according to distance to
the trench, but show displacements in meters according to the inset. Panel c) and d) are
overlain by GPS data points obtained in Southern Chile between 35◦ S and 37.5◦ S with
respect to a stable South America for the interseismic period [blue: Ruegg et al., 2009]
(extrapolated to 390 yr assuming constant locking) and 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake [red
Vigny et al., 2011]. Their coseismic data are multiplied by by a factor 5 to compensate
for a more than 4 times larger slip event (see section 4.4.2). The line colors in a) and b)
correspond to different locations shown as colored dots in (f) that depicts the continental
margins lithology (black) and temperature (blue).

This time series of surface displacements reveals two other observations relating to
the amount of coseismic displacement recovered with respect to what was accumulated
during the interseismic period (Figure 4.5a,b). First, this slip deficit varies from cycle
to cycle and is not directly determined by the preceding amount of interseismic strain.

350
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The seismicity pattern is not distinctly time-predictable. This is confirmed by a low
regression coefficient R2 between the duration of the preceding interseismic period and
consequent mean slip (R2 =0.23) and consequent mean rupture width (R2 =0.14). An
example of an event that recovers about one third more displacement than was accumulated is the reference event that experiences overshoot and thus has a negative slip
deficit. Second, over the entire simulation about 5% of the interseismic displacement
is not recovered during the coseismic period. This instead contributes to permanent
anelastic deformation of the overriding plate.
The spatial evolution of the reference event is illustrated in more detail in the right
column of Figure 4.5. For a direct comparison with natural observations, we add GPS
measurements from 28 stations recording during the interseismic period in 1996, 1999
and 2002 in Southern Chile [Ruegg et al., 2009] and from 31 stations recording during
the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake [Vigny et al., 2011].
The simulated spatial interseismic pattern shows two distinct hinge points at 115 and
255 km landward of the trench (Figure 4.5c). These locations correspond to the thrust
intersection with the continental Moho and to the thrust intersection with the thermally
defined continental lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (T=1300◦ C). The interseismic
extremes show subsidence of ∼5 m at 70 km and a maximum of 1.9 m uplift a few
kilometers seaward of the spontaneous downdip limit of the seismogenic zone. This
spatial pattern with regions of interseismic subsidence, uplift and again minor subsidence,
the locations of the hinge points and the corresponding magnitudes are approximately
consistent with GPS data recorded before the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake by Ruegg
et al. [2009]. Beyond reach of typically land-based GPS stations, we observe minor
interseismic uplift of at most 1.2 m above the oceanic plate that subducted for 20 m.
The spatial evolution of the coseismic period roughly mirrors the interseismic pattern,
but for small shifts of the hinge points (Figure 4.5d). During the event we observe a
translation from initial vertical motions above the hypocenter to a final maximum uplift
of 9.8 m at 70 km from the trench. This spatial pattern of uplift surrounding a region of
subsidence in between 115 and 225 km from the trench spatially agrees well with GPS
data obtained during the 2010 M8.8 Maule event [Vigny et al., 2011]. The amplitude
of the coseismic GPS data, however, had to be multiplied by a factor 5 to match the
numerical event that slipped roughly four times more (explained in section 4.4.2).
Postseismic creep is most significant within 50 km from the trench, although a minor
postseismic delay of reversal to subsidence of 20-100 years is observed beyond 250 km
(Figure 4.5e).

4.3.3

Stress and strength at the thrust

The above analysis is limited to what is observed 6.4 km above the thrust and at the surface and lacks insights into the physics at the thrust interface. Figure 4.6 depicts a zoom
of the spatiotemporal evolution of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
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(top), yield strength (middle) and strength excess (bottom). To evaluate the intrinsic
contributions of temperature and pressure we analyze the reference model (models 2 in
Figure 4.2) and afterwards describe the minor differences for models with less and more
predefined frictional stability regimes (models 1 and 3 in Figure 4.2, respectively).
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Figure 4.6:

Spatiotemporal evolution at the thrust interface (defined by 55 equally
spaced highest strain rate markers at t=0) of (a-c) second invariant of the deviatoric stress
tensor, (d-f) strength or yield stress and (g-i) strength excess (i.e., row 2 - row 1) for
three different models with no velocity-strengthening (left column), the reference model
with additional updip velocity-strengthening (central column) and additional downdip
velocity-strengthening (right column) (model 1,2 and 3 in Figure 4.2). The dashed green
lines indicate the predefined frictional stability limits. Blue symbols and lines in the top
row mark the velocity-derived source parameters shown in black in Figure 4.4. X refers to
the distance landward from the trench. Tinter and Displ. values provide average values
for the entire 35,000 year series for recurrence interval and overriding plate displacement,
respectively. Note that in all non-reference models the first 8,200 years are excluded to
obtain a representative initial configuration. Note the results described for models 1 and
3 are independent of an accompanying adjustment of the static friction coefficient as well.

The reference model (central column of Figure 4.6) shows a general increase in deviatoric stresses up to about 175 km from the trench (Figure 4.6b). There deviatoric stresses
start to decrease distinctly. This behavior identifies the change from a domain regulated
by brittle or plastic strengths to a domain where the viscous or ductile strength limits
maximum stresses (i.e., the spontaneous brittle-ductile transition). Deviatoric second
invariant stresses within the active seismogenic zone, approximately indicated by the
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observed blue rupture extent lines, reach values ranging from 10 to 35 MPa (around an
average of ∼18 MPa). This interseismic pattern is interrupted by events with a sudden
stress drop that starts at about 130 to 150 km. Rupture propagation occurs as stresses
are rapidly increased as the rupture approaches, dropping them during the rupture to
∼3-4 MPa lower than their initial value (for more explanation, we refer to chapter 3).
However, within 60 and beyond 175 km km from the trench events instead increase
stresses with up to ∼4 MPa. These are postseismically relaxed up to the next event
by afterslip in a velocity-strengthening regime and viscoelastic stress relaxation, respectively. The region below the more resistive continental lithospheric mantle (between 145
and 175 km) shows elevated deviatoric stresses and a complex pattern of many local
intermittent stress changes.
The contemporary evolution of the yield stress shows a similar increase with distance
to the trench as depth and pressures increase as well (Figure 4.6e). During events, the
dynamic reduction of the friction coefficient with slip rate briefly reduces the strength
by at most 10 MPa within 175 (or occasionally 185) km from the trench. Within 65 km
from the trench the strength is instead defined to increase. Local strength heterogeneities
occur due to the occasional absence of highly over-pressurized fluids (horizontal black
lines in Figure 4.6d-f).
These observations are summarized in the strength excess (strength minus stress)
that indicates how close a local point on the fault is to failure (Figure 4.6h). This
reveals a heterogeneous and patchy spatiotemporal pattern. A negligible strength excess
within ∼50 km (T∼110◦ C) illustrates that the velocity-strengthening updip portion of
the fault yields continuously and therefore creeps aseismically. The deeper portion of the
fault (T>∼450◦ C) shows a continuous very high strength excess in which the rupture
is never able to penetrate as stresses are already viscously relaxed. For temperatures in
between ∼320◦ C and ∼450◦ C we observe an erratic pattern with rapid strength excess
decreases and increases indicative of very small events. If this occurs over a large enough
patch a large unstable rupture nucleates. The nucleation of large events only occurs
within the topmost part of this region where T<350◦ C (or between 4 and 14 km below
the continental Moho). This hypocenter depth is observed to be mainly determined
by the temperature governed decrease in interseismic locking, rather than being below
the continental Moho where stresses increase distinctly. Tests with a similar model and
1 My less subduction (and a hence warmer thrust fault zone) revealed a 17 km seaward
shift of hypocenters. Additional tests shows that the presence of the 1 km thin layer
of serpentinites below the continental Moho (Figure 4.1b) reduces interseismic locking,
thereby promoting a shallower downdip limit. All together, these tests document a large
variability in rupture width, event size and recurrence interval. This demonstrates the
importance of geometry and rheology in determining earthquake source properties at
subduction interfaces.
Defining the downdip or releasing the updip frictional stability conditions leads to
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the following minor differences with respect to these observations. Excluding velocitystrengthening friction for temperatures below 100◦ C-150◦ C (model 1 in Figure 4.2) leads
to significantly wider and larger slip events that also recur slightly more often (left
column in Figure 4.6). These events typically experience the fastest displacements at
the trench, although heterogeneous low stresses and large strength excesses can force
smaller ruptures to decelerate before reaching the trench. Shallow stresses are decreased
as stress drops are larger, since slip is less constrained. Ruptures often break the trench
even though interseismic aseismic creep occurs for most parts within 40 km from the
trench due to low confining pressures.
Adding velocity-strengthening friction for temperatures above 350◦ C-450◦ C (model
3 in Figure 4.2) replicates elastic modeling approaches and general patterns observed in
laboratory experiments. This results in an increase of strength beyond 150 km (right
column Figure 4.6). Stress are correspondingly increased, even slightly updip of this
transition, leading to slightly more (and smaller) events. Finally, we also observe that
the occurrence of intermittent small events within the transition zone is significantly
reduced.

4.3.4

Frictional vs. fluid-induced weakening

Figure 4.7 quantifies the amount of frictional and fluid-induced weakening necessary to
sustain subduction and to generate unstable events. Fluid-induced weakening arises from
an increase of pore fluid pressures Pf to values of λ·Ps , if pore fluids are present. These
pore fluids, resulting from compaction and slab dehydration, are present throughout most
of the subduction channel (Figure 4.6d-f). Frictional weakening occurs with increasing
slip rate (equation 4.13) and is represented in terms of a friction drop from static friction
coefficient µs to the minimum dynamic friction coefficient µd .
The 21 models in the strength diagram of Figure 4.7a can be subdivided into three
regimes based on the seismogenic behavior of the interface. Viable models, which both
show continuous regular subduction and a series of seismic events, are displayed as filled
dots color-coded by average recurrence interval. Crosses indicate models whose strength
setup inhibits continuous conventional subduction as the original thrust interface is too
strong. Models without fluid-induced weakening abandon the original thrust and initiate
a new one cutting through the sedimentary wedge. If run at time steps common for
geodynamic modeling (e.g., 100-1000 yr), these models show buckling of the continental
margin. Open dots represent models whose strength combinations allows for subduction,
but does not generate seismic events. This holds both for pore fluid pressures that are
very near the lithostatic level (Pf /Ps =0.999) and for models without frictional weakening
(µs =µd =0.15). These low strength models show continuous creep along a very low
viscosity thrust interface (1·1019 Pa s) with stresses on the order of 0-10 MPa.
Within the viable strength domain in which events are observed (filled dots) the
recurrence interval increases with increasing strength, both due to decreased pore fluid
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Figure 4.7: (a) Recurrence interval, (b) Overriding plate displacement and (c) Rupture
width averages for 21 models with different amounts of frictional weakening quantified
as drop from static to a dynamic friction (X) versus different amounts of fluid-induced
weakening in terms of 1-Pf /Ps (Y). Green dotted lines in a) represent an estimate of the
transitional borders between the 3 identified regimes. The orange range in c) indicates
where results agree with observations. Models are run with a constant minimum dynamic
friction coefficient of 0.15, which is near the average of the observed range for different
rock types [Di Toro et al., 2011]. Note that several models required significantly time to
obtain representative results.

pressures and elevated static friction coefficients. Recurrence intervals increase from values near 530 years (for strengths of ∼25 MPa at typical hypocenter depths of 30 km)
up to ∼7,500 years (for strengths of ∼120 MPa). The amount of coseismic displacement
of the overriding plate increases in a similar manner with strength from 8 m to 68 m
(Figure 4.7b). Rupture widths increase with strength as expected based on coseismic displacements (from 68 to 182 km), but for the lowest fault strength viable model (λ=0.99,
µs =0.7: explained in section 4.4.5) (Figure 4.7c).

4.4 Discussion
The results shed light on the occurrence of interplate seismicity at subduction thrusts
and lead to several interesting implications. Below, we first discuss how our viscoelastoplastic seismo-thermo-mechanical approach is validated by a comparison with a) natural
and laboratory observations in terms of recurrence and source parameters (section 4.4.1),
b) GPS recorded surface displacements (section 4.4.2) and c) seismological and field observations in terms of rupture characteristics (section 4.4.3). Subsequently, we discuss
implications relating to the physical mechanisms governing seismogenic zone limits (sec-
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tion 4.4.4) and the strength of subduction thrust faults and the need for weakening
mechanisms (section 4.4.5). Section 4.4.6 closes with a summary of the main limitations and future research directions. These sections are supported by a cartoon that
summarizes the spatial relations between different types of model results.

4.4.1

Comparing cycle parameters to laboratory model and natural data

The validity of the presented continuum viscoelastoplastic approach was demonstrated
in a laboratory setup by extensively comparing numerical [Chapter 3] and laboratory
results [Chapter 2]. Figure 4.8 compares the results presented in the current chapter a)
to the scaled numerical results obtained in the laboratory setup using the same code and
the same source parameter selection procedure [Chapter 3] and b) to a range of values
observed for large to megathrust earthquakes (Mw >7.5).
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Figure 4.8:

(a-g) Quantitative comparison of source and related parameters obtained
in this study (red) with the numerical results obtained in the simplified laboratory setup
[blue is Chapter 3] and in relation to values observed in nature for normal to megathrust earthquakes (green line). Source parameter statistics are calculated (section 4.3.1)
with hypocenter depth with respect to the trench (f), while maximum horizontal surface
displacement is calculated for all events at the central, magenta marker (Figure 4.5) (d).
Stress drop values (b) are not systematically derived, but represent an estimation of the
average, minimum and maximum values based on a non-zoomed Figure 4.6 and Figures
7 and 8 in chapter 3. The natural range for large earthquakes (Mw ¿7.5) is determined
based on e.g., Heuret et al. [2011]; Blaser et al. [2010]; Ben-Zion [2008] and observations
of several megathrust earthquakes (1960 M9.5 Valdivia, 2004 M9.2 Sumatra and 2011 M9.0
Tohoku). Note that the peak displacement and rupture speeds are not shown to enhance
visibility. They relate to and show the same features and offset as shown in the coseismic
duration.

A significant improvement, compared to the laboratory study [Chapter 3], can be
observed in Figure 4.8 (red versus blue data). The amount of overriding plate displacement and its related surface displacements are reduced to within reasonable values for
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megathrust earthquakes. This improvement also applies to the related stress drop and
recurrence interval. The reduced slip cf. laboratory experiments mainly results from an
approximately three times larger shear modulus of the composite fault zone and bulk
fore-arc rocks. Such an increase in rigidity leads to a faster stress build up for equal
displacements (equation 4.8), which reduces the recurrence interval to the next event.
At the same time, an increase in rigidity allows for smaller amounts of deformation
for a given stress, which leads to less accumulated displacements that can be recovered
coseismically [e.g., Abe, 1975, Chapter 3]. Reduced overriding plate displacements are
also facilitated by a large reduction (many orders of magnitude) of the shear modulus
of the (analog) slab. In this case, the elastic, no longer viscous, slab stores part of the
potential elastic energy that is released within the slab and not in the overriding fore-arc
(as confirmed in Figure 4.3e-f and 4.5c-d). These factors also lead to smaller rupture
widths, which scale with overriding plate displacements and slip [Figure 4.7 and e.g.,
Blaser et al., 2010].
However, in terms of coseismic temporal components, we observe less agreement with
natural observations. The discrepancy in coseismic duration and speeds increases from a
factor six in the laboratory model to about eight orders of magnitude for this setup. This
results from the fact that we do not apply the dual temporal scaling [Rosenau et al.,
2009]. This was introduced in the laboratory setup to convert laboratory to natural
values by assuming that inertia was more important than gravity during the coseismic
period. The current large discrepancy suggests further seismo-thermo-mechanical model
improvements are required.
Slow rupture propagation and stress release result from too low stress concentrations
at the rupture front (and ahead of it). The (singular) stress concentration is smoothed
as the blunt rupture tip is less well defined. This is also observed for anelastic fault
zone models used in dynamic rupture modeling [Dalguer and Day, 2006]. In addition
the fault zone width (up to 100’s m to a few 1000 m), in combination with a large time
step (5 yr), decreases accelerations to an almost negligible level. This inhibits distinct
shear wave propagation effects, while pressure waves are not simulated in any case. The
absence of distinct seismic waves also reduces stress concentrations ahead of the rupture
front further [e.g., Ben-Zion and Rice, 1997]. In a comparison between quasi-dynamic
and fully dynamic models, the absence of inertial dynamics is also shown to reduce
rupture and slip velocities [Lapusta et al., 2000]. Furthermore, total slip is somewhat
less as fault strength is not reduced by waves reflecting from the free surface. Overall,
however, the qualitative behavior of the system is not expected to be largely affected by
inertial dynamics [Lapusta et al., 2000]. Since we are interested in the long-term seismic
cycle pattern, for which slow tectonic loading and subsequent quasi-static nucleation are
shown to be more important than the full inertial dynamics [compare Figures 5, 14 and
15 in Lapusta et al., 2000], we accept this severe limitation for now. This does mean
our single event dynamics is hampered. We do not distinguish fore- and aftershocks
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(and a potential early postseismic contribution), but rather depict the propagation of a
single slow composite megathrust rupture. The occurrence of many consecutive events
is rejected by the observation of a single nucleating and propagating rupture (Figure 4.3,
4.4 and 4.6) and the agreement with observed source parameters (Figure 4.5 and 4.6).
The long-term seismic cycle response is quantified by recurrence interval and related
parameters, such as stress drop, interface and surface displacements and rupture width.
These correspond well to megathrust earthquake observations (red versus green data
in Figure 4.8). Although displacements are on the large side of the spectrum of our
limited spatiotemporal observation span. The correspondence to natural observations
suggests that the dominant physical processes governing stress build up and release, i.e.,
elasticity, frictional weakening and gravity, are simulated properly.

4.4.2

GPS displacements in Southern Chile

Typically, models that evaluate static surface displacements use a relatively simple geometry in combination with a temporal pattern of either slip or stress change along a
locked or partially locked fault [e.g., Wang, 2007]. The direct comparison to event data
then requires tuning of several input parameters to reproduce the observed static displacements. Using our physically consistently evolving model, we captured the spatial
pattern of the static GPS data recorded before and during the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake (Ruegg et al., [2009], Vigny et al., [2011], Figure 4.5c-d). This spatial agreement
was only recognized after this figure was produced, so without tuning the model or event
to the observations.
This correspondence is facilitated by a similar spatial slip distribution [compare our
Figure 4.4c with Figure 2b in Tong et al., 2010] and hypocenter location [just below
the continental Moho; Moscoso et al., 2011] of the Maule earthquake and our reference
event. The discrepancy in terms of a five times larger numerical coseismic vertical displacement magnitude is explained by the at least four times larger maximum differential
slip at the numerical interface. The larger coseismic slip results from a 3.4 times longer
strain accumulation period (595 instead of 175 years since the last ”Darwin” earthquake
[Darwin, 1876]) and an event-specific slip overshoot (as 1.33 times more displacement
was recovered than was accumulated). This also explains why the interseismic data (both
shown for a 390 yr interseismic, or post-postseismic, period) do agree well without this
slip correction. In summary, acknowledging the model was never tuned to match these
surface data, this agreement demonstrates the applicability and strength of our physically consistent seismo-thermo-mechanical approach. We simulate interseismic locking
and quasi-static rupture nucleation and propagation in a way comparable to nature. It
further suggests that our physically evolved thermal, rheological and structural models
are well constrained. For the thermal part this is also supported by an agreement with
thermal modeling results presented by Gutscher [2011].
The general interseismic and coseismic surface displacements within the fore-arc (Fig-
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ure 4.9) up to about 250 km agree with those observed and discussed in the laboratory
setup [Chapter 3] and with the data and modeling results summarized in Wang [2007].
One interesting difference arises beyond 250 km from the trench, where we observe a
second zone of interseismic subsidence and coseismic uplift (Figure 4.5c-d and 4.9). This
phenomenon is not present in the laboratory setup or in typical visco and/or elastic
lithospheric modeling studies. This second coseismic hinge point is, however, observed
for large megathrust earthquakes [e.g., Plafker and Savage, 1970; Vigny et al., 2011;
Ikuta et al., 2012]. Three types of processes can potentially explain this phenomenon
(Figure 4.9): a) deep aseismic slip [60-85 km, Linde and Silver , 1989], b) elastic buckling due to compression of the overriding plate [Vita Finzi and Mann, 1994] and c) a
visco(elastic) response in the mantle wedge [a transient version of Wdowinski et al.,
1989]. Quantitatively discriminating between these physical mechanisms is beyond the
scope of this study.
These physically consistent viscoelastoplastic models also recorded cycle-to-cycle
variability of coseismic displacements and permanent deformation of the overriding plate
(Figure 4.5a,b). Cycle-to-cycle variability with positive and negative slip deficit of coseismic displacements with respect to the accumulated interseismic displacements is also
tentatively observed for sections of the 2010 Maule earthquake [Moreno et al., 2012;
Lin et al., 2013]. The observation that roughly 5% of overriding plate displacements is
accommodated by permanent internal shortening agrees approximately with recent field
observations [Baker et al., 2013] and analog modeling results [Rosenau et al., 2009].

4.4.3

Rupture initiation, propagation and complexity

The described surface and source observables result from spontaneous nucleation and
rupture propagation as explained in physical terms for the simplified laboratory setup
[Chapter 3]. Most of the ruptures in the model initiate near the base of the seismogenic
zone and propagate upward (95% in Figure 4.4a). This is also observed for abundant
large earthquakes in nature [e.g., Scholz , 1988]. In our model hypocenters are typically
located 4-14 km below the fore-arc Moho. This contradicts the idea that the fore-arc
Moho acts a structural limit [e.g., Ruff and Tichelaar , 1996]. A compilation of global
observations up to 2007 confirmed that most seismogenic zones actually end well in the
fore-arc mantle [Heuret et al., 2011]. The locations of simulated hypocenters are mainly
determined by temperature, which decreases viscosities (equation 4.9) and locking thus
introduces a stress gradient (Figure 4.3a,c,e and 4.4a and section 4.4.4). The relation
between such a strong viscosity drop and hypocenter locations has also been observed in
other numerical models [Huc et al., 1998]. Second, hypocenter locations are promoted by
increased compression due to the strong overriding lithospheric mantle, which increases
deviatoric stresses (Figure 4.3c and 4.6b).
Subsequently, the rupture propagates through the composite fault zone selecting different paths in response to the current stress and strength distribution. This is amongst
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others influenced by previous ruptures and the stress history. Most ruptures propagate along one of the material interfaces (e.g., Figure 4.3b), as they experience largest
differential slip rates. These preferred locations of shear localization agree with field
observations on subduction channel melanges that were exhumed from depths just below the seismogenic zone [e.g., Andersen and Austrheim, 2006; Bachmann et al., 2009;
Angiboust et al., 2012]. We also observe that the active fault zone typically widens as
it approaches the surface (Figure 4.3b). The decrease in confining pressure and hence
low strength excess throughout the fault zone (Figure 4.6h) allows for more widespread
faulting. This is more generally manner observed for strike-slip flower structures [e.g.,
Woodcock and Fischer , 1986] and in rupture models with off-fault damage [e.g., Ma and
Beroza, 2008].
The minor degree of complexity of the resulting seismic cycle pattern (Figure 4.4a) is
introduced by heterogeneities in terms of a) fault geometry (from cycle-to-cycle changing, undulating rupture paths, Figure 4.3b), b) strength (e.g., fluid presence or not, Figure 4.6e) and c) stress (Figure 4.6b). These heterogeneities are strong enough to deviate
from a time-predictable sequence. Heterogeneities and individual rupture patterns are,
however, still simple enough to obtain a quasi-periodic and quasi-characteristic pattern.
The observation of a quasi-periodic temporal recurrence for large (M>8) earthquakes
agrees with various observations [e.g., Kelleher et al., 1973] based on both paleoseismological studies [e.g., Goldfinger et al., 2003] and numerical models [e.g., Zöller et al.,
2006]. However, considerable controversy about the complexity of subsequent rupture
patterns still exists due to the limited observation period [e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2012b].

4.4.4

The role of temperature for the downdip seismogenic zone limit

An understanding of the spatial extent of the seismogenic zone is important for hazard
assessment, but physical mechanisms responsible for the up- and downdip limit remain
without consensus [Hyndman, 2007]. We analyzed the self-consistent role of temperature,
stress and pressure dependence of viscosity that relates to the degree of interseismic
locking (Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6).
For the downdip limit, without defining velocity-strengthening friction downdip (model 2
in Figure 4.2), we observe that events do not nucleate below 350◦ C, while they can not
propagate beyond 450◦ C (Figures 4.6,b,e,h and 4.9). The confinement to these limits results from the thermally (and stress) activated transition towards ductile shearing
(i.e., spontaneous brittle-ductile, or rather plastic-ductile, transition BDT as seen in
Figure 4.6b). The build up of elastic stresses and successive rupture propagation is inhibited by rapid viscous relaxation as seen in numerical models from e.g., Huc et al.
[1998] and Ellis and Stockhert [2004]. The brittle-ductile transition has originally been
thought to delineate the downdip limit of shallow earthquakes [e.g., Sibson, 1982]. However, in terms of a temperature-driven physical mechanism, it currently competes with
velocity-strengthening friction, amongst other possible mechanisms. Velocity strength-
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ening friction also provides both frictional stability criteria for earthquake propagation
and a mechanism for deep afterslip [e.g., Tse and Rice, 1986]. These two physical
mechanisms are not similar but are likely to be closely related. Both their underlying
deformation mechanisms relate to a change to a more ductile mechanisms governing
junction shear creep [e.g., Shimamoto, 1986; Scholz , 1988, 2002].
The spontaneous downdip limit transition is also characterized by intermittent episodes
of short stress drop and rapid stress increase (Figure 4.6b,e,h). These small events are
likely related to their location between two strong, moving elastic lithospheric mantles (Figure 4.1b) and are facilitated by neighboring rapid stress changes. The shallow
patches occasionally lead to the propagation of an instability, while the deeper, hotter
ones can potentially be interpreted as failed nucleations, microseismicity or as belonging
to the families of slow slip [e.g., Ide et al., 2007] or non-volcanic tremor [e.g., Obara,
2002]. Including velocity-strengthening friction potentially inhibits these transition zone
events. Since we want to influence unexpected feedback mechanisms as little as possible,
we prefer not to define frictional stability constraints beyond those necessary to match
first-order observations.
The spontaneous occurrence of conditionally stable and stable sliding regimes below
a defined unstable section (Figure 4.6b, 4.9) agrees well with a range of observations
[e.g., Scholz , 1988]. These domains are mainly determined by the temperature (and
stress) feedbacks on viscosity and thereby on stress and elastic strain accumulation.
The temperatures corresponding to these transitions (∼350◦ C and ∼450◦ C) also agree
well with estimates from thermal modeling [e.g., Oleskevich et al., 1999] and laboratory
experiments on quartz and granite [e.g., Blanpied et al., 1998]. These observations
support the role of temperature in controlling the downdip limit of stable sliding and
seismogenesis in this setup. However, we note that seismicity in several subduction zones
warrants other mechanisms than those predicted by temperature, such as those related
to pore fluid pressure and composition [e.g., Hyndman et al., 1997; Fagereng and Ellis,
2009]. The accurate temperature agreement relates to the applied wet quartzite flow
law (equation 4.9 and its laboratory-derived parameters in Table 4.1). This empirical
law might inherently include the relevant transition of deformation mechanisms. The
selection of a flow law describing more mafic rocks would have increased viscosities,
locking and the observed temperature limits.

4.4.5

Fault strength: the need for both frictional and fluid-induced weakening

The strength and related weakening of faults has long been intensely debated within several communities. High strengths (e.g., static friction coefficients of about 0.6-0.85) are
supported by laboratory experiments [e.g., Byerlee, 1978], in-situ stress measurements
[e.g., Brudy et al., 1997] and the orientation of faults [e.g., Sibson and Xie, 1998]. A
wealth of studies currently indicates that large (subduction) faults are actually weak (i.e.,
an effective friction coefficient below 0.10). The main arguments for this are based on
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an absent local heat flow anomaly [e.g., Lachenbruch and Sass, 1992], low angle geometrical considerations [e.g., Suppe, 2007], comparable margin parallel and perpendicular
stresses [e.g., Wang et al., 1995] and sustainable subduction in numerical models [e.g.,
Zhong et al., 1998]. The three main candidates to weaken faults are a) elevated fluid
pressures [e.g., Hubbert and Rubey, 1959], b) frictional weakening during earthquakes
[e.g., Di Toro et al., 2011] and c) material with low static friction coefficients, such as
talc [e.g., Moore and Lockner , 2008]. We broadly quantify the role of these mechanisms
with respect to observations of both short-term earthquakes and long-term subduction
characteristics.
Varying the pore fluid pressure factor over a large range demonstrated that fluids, and
weakening due to increased pore fluid pressures, are necessary to sustain regular subduction along the slab interface [e.g., Gerya et al., 2008], even if frictional velocity-weakening
is present (locking-dominated domain in Figure 4.7a). However, fluid pressures cannot
be equal to solid pressures (creeping-dominated domain in Figure 4.7a), as currently
used in various long-term geodynamic models [e.g., Mikhailov et al., 2013]. This leads
to permanent creep at the thrust interface, which inhibits the build up of elastic stresses
necessary to generate earthquakes [Faulkner and Rutter , 2001].
Within the event-dominated viable range, recurrence interval, slip and rupture width
increase with increasing strength (Figure 4.7a,b), since longer times are required to build
up stresses to the strength limit. Once stresses reach this higher strength limit, they
can in fact drop farther leading to more slip over a wider area. This positive recurrence
interval-slip relation was also observed in the laboratory setup [Chapter 3] and seems
to quantitatively hold for natural observations as well [Marzocchi et al., under review].
However, the positive relation between slip and rupture width breaks down for the lowest
fault strength model that still identified events (λ=0.99, µs =0.7). This very low strength
model has larger than expected rupture widths [e.g., Mai and Beroza, 2000], since the
low stresses increase viscosities near the brittle-ductile transition (equation 4.9). This
extends interseismic locking downdip and leads to larger rupture widths.
To obtain source and recurrence parameters compatible with megathrust earthquakes
and their recurrence intervals, we infer that pore fluid pressure factors (Pf /Ps ) are on
average in the range of ∼0.75 to ∼0.99 (orange range in Figure 4.7c). We also infer that
static friction coefficients could vary from at least 0.2-0.4 up to almost 1, if minimum
dynamic friction is 0.15. This range of strength parameters is in agreement with certain
world-wide pore fluid pressure factor estimates for subduction zones and Andean-type
mountain building settings [0.80-0.98 in Seno, 2009] and various laboratory experiments
[0.5< µs <1 and 0.03< µd <0.3 for the range of lithologies analyzed at high speeds in
Di Toro et al., 2011]. An additional very low static friction material like talc is not
required to match the observables, although it could alternatively be invoked as long
as bulk strengths are not too low to result in permanent creep. The corresponding low
stress levels (below or near 20 MPa along most of the frictionally unstable thrust as in
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e.g., Figure 4.3c) prevent detection of a heat flow anomaly and correspond to stress drop
and orientation observations [Hyndman, 2007]. These inferences combined advocate that
pore fluid pressures in subduction zones are indeed very high. This supports the claim
that subduction thrust faults are (very) weak.

4.4.6

Model limitations and future work

The presented results generally demonstrate a satisfactory agreement with a wide range
of long- and short-term natural observations, except for coseismic timescales (discussed
as a major limitation in section 4.4.1). The temporal component also illustrated the
spatial resolution limitation of a few hundreds of meters wide active fault interface (Figure 4.3). The overall thickness of the network of faults active over time, however, does fit
observations of shear localizations within a subduction channel melange of 100s to 1000s
meters [e.g., Shreve and Cloos, 1986; Fagereng and Sibson, 2010] better than the typically used infinitely thin faults with an a-priori, straight fixed geometry. Other important
limitations are a) the 2D nature of the model, which ignores influential lateral effects
and heterogeneities in interseismic stress build and coseismic rupture [e.g., Kopp, 2013],
b) a relatively simple friction model without a state component and c) the decoupled
evolution of stresses and strengths if yielding is absent, i.e., throughout the interseismic
period [Chapter 3]. To benefit from the feedback of self-consistent, long-term subduction
dynamics [e.g., Billen, 2008; van Dinther et al., 2010], we need to model a slab up to
at least the 660 km discontinuity. Other future improvements, include the analysis of
off-fault rupture propagation [Chapter 5] and the implementation of fluid flow processes
such that pore fluid pressure instead evolves as a function of permeability and stress
[Dymkova and Gerya, in press].

4.5 Conclusions
This chapter demonstrates the validity, strength and limitations of a 2D physically consistent, continuum viscoelastoplastic seismo-thermo-mechanical approach. This innovative approach simulates the feedback between long-term subduction dynamics and relating deformation and short-term seismogenesis and includes the three key ingredients for
seismic cycle modeling in subduction zones - rate-dependent friction, slow tectonic loading and viscoelastic stress relaxation -. Its applicability is demonstrated by comparing
results from a realistic setup of the Southern Chilean convergent margin (summarized
in Figure 4.9) to a range of natural observations and competitive hypothesis.
We observe a quasi-periodic pattern of quasi-characteristic M8-M9 interplate events
every ∼900 years (Figure 4.4). A quantitative natural comparison shows that all seismic
cycle parameters are within the range observed for megathrust earthquakes, except for
the coseismic temporal parameters (Figure 4.8). This suggests that elastic, frictional and
gravitational processes are captured well, while inertial dynamics needs improvements.

4.A Laboratory-based derivation of frictional parameters

The spatial pattern of interseismic and coseismically recovering surface displacements
agrees well with static GPS displacements observed before and during the 2010 M8.8
Maule earthquake (Figure 4.5). Without a single iteration to adapt either the numerical input data or the reference event, the displacements agree both qualitatively and,
after a coseismic slip correction, also quantitatively. These interseismic and coseismic
displacements highlight the presence of a second-order flexural bulge at distances more
than 200 km from the trench. On the long-term, we observe that slip deficit varies from
cycle-to-cycle and that about 5% of displacements are accommodated by permanent
internal shortening.
Qualitative coseismic features also agree with several seismological and geological observations. Ruptures typically nucleate 4-14 km below the fore-arc Moho and propagate
upward along compositional boundaries, while widening as they approach the surface.
The feedback from temperature (and stress) on viscosity introduces ductile shearing over a range that corresponds to the brittle-ductile transition (Figure 4.6). This
a) inhibits hypocenter locations at temperatures higher than ∼350◦ C and b) inhibits
unstable rupture propagation beyond temperatures of ∼450◦ C. These temperatures for
the conditionally stable transition zone agree with results from thermal modeling and
laboratory experiments, both obtained for the applied wet quartzite flow law as well.
These observations confirm the dominant role of temperature in defining the downdip
seismogenic zone limit in this specific setup.
0 ≈ 10-30 MPa) to sustain subThe main thrust fault is inferred to be very weak (σII

duction and to generate typical recurrence intervals and slips of megathrust earthquakes
(Figure 4.7). This mainly results from weakening due to increased pore fluid pressures
(∼0.75< λ <∼0.99), which can not be absent (i.e., λ=0) as subduction along oceanic
crust fails or lithostatic (i.e., λ=0.999) as permanent creep results. Frictional weakening
is required to introduce sufficient locking (and healing) to generate events (µs >0.2-0.4
if µd =0.15).

4.A Laboratory-based derivation of frictional parameters
The frictional properties of the subduction thrust interface are constrained by a few
points taken from wet illite-rich gouge data obtained at seismogenic zone representative
conditions up to temperatures of 500◦ C [den Hartog et al., 2012]. As further explained
below we deviate from these laboratory measurements for a) characteristic velocity magnitude (to adapt to our low rupture speeds), b) minimum dynamic friction coefficient
[e.g., Di Toro et al., 2011] and c) temperature limits defining frictional stability regimes
[e.g., Blanpied et al., 1995].
Frictional quantities for the three models are extracted at temperatures of 250◦ C,
300◦ C-375◦ C and 450◦ C for the updip, central and downdip regions. This provides
values for the static friction coefficient µs and suggests relationships for the characteristic
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velocity Vc and the amount of weakening γ in these three regions. To obtain reasonable
characteristic velocities for our model, a viscoplastic characteristic slip velocity near the
effectively transmitted subduction velocity is selected (Vc = 4.4 cm/yr = 1.4·10−9 m/s),
as for the spring block derived data in chapters 2 and 3. Subsequently, both up- and
downdip characteristic velocities for velocity-strengthening are set to about 1.5 times
their velocity-weakening value (Vc = 6.3cm/yr) [den Hartog et al., 2012].
To obtain minimum dynamic friction coefficients, we assume 70% of weakening. This
amount is suggested to be characteristic for a wide range of rock types based on laboratory experiments at seismic slip speeds [Di Toro et al., 2011] instead of experiments
done at near nucleation slip rate data [den Hartog et al., 2012]. γvw =0.7 corresponds to
a minimum friction coefficients of 0.15 and an a − b value of -0.0165 (using V =19.1·Vc in
Appendix A of Ampuero and Ben Zion [2008]). Applying the relative sizes of den Hartog
et al. [2012] the amount of updip strengthening should be ∼2 times smaller (γuvs =-0.35
or a − b=0.0058). However, to compensate for a lack of lateral energy dissipation in our
2D model and to prevent regular breaking of the trench [Chapter 3], we increase it by
a factor two (γuvs =-1.5 or a − b=0.025). For model 3 the amount of strengthening in
the downdip region is then 3 times higher then the strengthening updip (γdvs =-4.5 or
a − b=0.12).
We simplified the temperature profile to be consistent with often observed seismogenic zone limits [e.g., Blanpied et al., 1995]. This avoids dependencies on laboratory ambiguities that are suggested to shift the a−b neutral limits [den Hartog and Spiers, 2012].
The seismogenic zone limits are thus set to 100◦ C-150◦ C for the linear transition of updip velocity-strengthening to the velocity-weakening seismogenic zone and 350◦ C-450◦ C
for the downdip linear transition from velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening [e.g.,
Hyndman et al., 1997] (model 3 in Figure 4.2).
Finally, note that we removed the downdip velocity-strengthening domain for the
reference model (model 3 in Figure 4.2) to analyze the feedback from amongst others
temperature on viscosity.

4.B Subduction velocity and mantle property sensitivities
To complement our analysis, we conduct a parameter study involving the applied push
velocity and the viscoelastic properties of the mantle. The goal is to examine the sensitivity of the observed interplate seismicity and thereby obtain an indication for the
importance of various model parameters. Subduction velocity turns out to be the geodynamic parameter with the highest correlation to interplate seismicity characteristics
[Heuret et al., 2011]. In terms of material parameters of the medium, the mantle viscosity has been found to be important, though only partially constrained [e.g., Pollitz
et al., 2000; Forte and Mitrovica, 2001]. Since most spontaneous rupture models do not
consider the behavior of the Earth’s mantle, we demonstrate its importance here.

4.B Subduction velocity and mantle property sensitivities

Recurrence interval and amount of coseismic displacement are observed to increase
similarly with smaller mantle shear moduli (Figure 4.10a,d). This increase is particularly
strong when the shear modulus of the interface-bounding lithospheric mantle is halved
as well (solid dots). That leads to a more than six times larger recurrence interval and
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Figure 4.10: Effect of the (a,d) mantle’s shear modulus, (b,e) mantle’s reference viscosity
η0 (equation 4.9), and (c,f) slab’s push velocity on recurrence interval (a-c) and coseismic
overriding plate displacement (d-f). Solid dots indicate a change in both lithospheric and
asthenospheric mantle properties. Open dots indicate a change in asthenospheric mantle
property only. For all non-reference models the first 8,200 simulation years are excluded
to obtain a more representative starting configuration. Note that this time span is not
enough to obtain a new steady-state equilibrium configuration with corresponding slab dip
and related geometry, but it gives an indication of the impact of the parameters.

Dividing asthenospheric mantle reference viscosity (η0 in equation 4.9) by a factor
four (i.e., decreasing mantle viscosities by roughly two orders of magnitude) leads to
an increase of at most a factor 1.4 of both recurrence interval and slip. The additional
importance of decreasing the lithospheres reference viscosity as well is less prominent
here, although it is still present for the recurrence interval.
Applied slab push or subduction velocity plays a distinct role on interplate seismicity (Figure 4.10c,f). Decreasing subduction velocities increasingly increases recurrence
intervals (+88% when halved with respect to the reference) and a contrasting, albeit
smaller decrease of coseismic overriding plate displacement (-8% when halved).
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In summary, this brief sensitivity study shows variations of a factor 2 in kinematic
and material parameters can impact interplate seismicity observables from as few as a
factor 1.2 up to a factor of nearly 2 for subduction velocity and even up to a factor 6 for
the lithospheric mantle’s shear modulus. A more rigorous and quantitative parametric
study of their effects is part of future work.

5

Modeling the seismic cycle in subduction zones:
the role of off-megathrust events

Submitted to Geophysical Research Letters as:
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Abstract
Shallow off-megathrust subduction events released about a quarter of the end of last
centuries seismic moment. This indicates the need to account for them in seismic and
tsunami hazard assessment, upon physical understanding. We simulate their spontaneous activation and propagation using a newly developed 2D, physically consistent,
continuum, visco-elasto-plastic seismo-thermo-mechanical (STM) modeling approach.
The characteristics of simulated normal outerrise, fore-thrust splay, and antithetic listric
normal faults resemble seismic and seismological observations in terms of location, geometry and timing. Their occurrence agrees reasonably well with both long-term analytical
predictions based on dynamic Coulomb wedge theory and short-term quasi-static stress
changes resulting from the typically triggering megathrust event. The impact of offmegathrust faulting on the megathrust cycle is distinct, as more shallower and slower
megathrust events arise due to occasional off-megathrust triggering and increased updip
locking. This also enhances tsunami hazards, which are moreover amplified due to the
steeply dipping fault planes of off-megathrust events, especially those of less frequent
outerrise events.
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5 The role of off-megathrust events in seismic cycles

5.1 Introduction
The megathrust interface released about 45% of the cumulative seismic moment released
globally in subduction zones between 1976 to 2007 [Presti et al., 2012]. Seismic moment
released by off-megathrust earthquakes attains approximately 41% within the oceanic
slab (of which 64% in the shallowest 70 km) and 14% within the overriding plate. Besides introducing unconventional seismic hazard, off-megathrust events are important
for tsunami hazard assessment [e.g., Satake and Tanioka, 1999], assessing seismic cycle
maturity [e.g., Lay et al., 1989] and understanding faulting mechanics [McGuire and
Beroza, 2012]. These aspects relating to their spatiotemporal occurrence, however, remain insufficiently understood. The objective of this manuscript is to demonstrate that
self-consistent seismo-thermo-mechanical (STM) numerical modeling of these events contributes to understanding their spatiotemporal occurrence and impact on the megathrust
seismic cycle.
Thus far, spontaneous seismic cycle models do not yet include off-fault events or
plasticity, although the importance off-fault plasticity is confirmed by field observations
[Baker et al., 2013]. Several cycle models, however, do include a) a predefined branching
fault [e.g., Duan and Oglesby, 2007], b) off-fault plasticity, but kinematically prescribe
seismic cycles on normal faults [Dempsey et al., 2012] or c) a continuum damage rheology to represent off-fault seismicity in strike-slip settings [e.g., Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion,
2008]. The generally applied a priori definition of an (off-megathrust) fault plane geometry and ad-hoc stresses might affect rupture propagation. This makes the spontaneous
development of (new) shear localizations and a mesoscopic fault structure crucial [e.g.,
Ando and Yamashita, 2007].
This study explores a new, nearly quasi-static seismic cycle model that includes
Drucker-Prager plasticity and spontaneous off-megathrust events governed by strongly
rate dependent friction. We use the visco-elasto-plastic continuum seismo-thermo- mechanical model validated for seismic cycle applications against a laboratory model [Chapter 3]. The model and validation were extended to a more realistic Southern Chile setup
in Chapter 4. This seismo-thermo-mechanical approach includes the physically consistent evolution of stress, strength, temperature and geometry of specific rupture paths
and the lithosphere. Results presented in this Chapter agree with spatial seismic and
seismological observations and analytical predictions from dynamic Coulomb wedge theory [Wang and Hu, 2006]. They also reveal implications for the role of off-megathrust
events for the megathrust seismic cycle.

5.2 Seismo-thermo-mechanical modelling
We employ the 2D, continuum, visco-elasto-plastic code I2ELVIS [Gerya and Yuen,
2007]. Extensions for seismo-thermo-mechanical modeling are validated and explained
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in Chapters 3 and 4. This single framework model uses a finite difference scheme on
a fully staggered Eulerian grid in combination with a Lagrangian marker-in-cell technique. On this we implicitly solve the conservation of mass, momentum and energy
for an incompressible medium with a visco-elasto-plastic rheology. The momentum
equations includes the inertial term to stabilise high coseismic slip rates at low time
steps. A time step of five years, however, reduces our formulation to a virtually quasistatic one. Ruptures during the resulting events hence represent the occurrence of rapid
threshold-exceeding slip during which permanent displacement and stress drop occur
along a localized interface [Chapter 4].
The brittle/plastic faulting process is simulated by a Drucker-Prager plastic yielding
model in which the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor is limited at each
Lagrangian rock marker by a pressure-dependent yield stress σyield
σyield = C + µ · (1 − λ) · P

(5.1)

where C is cohesion, µ is the effective rate-dependent friction coefficient, λ is a fixed
pore fluid pressure factor (Pf /Ps ) and P is pressure. Yielding and local stress-strain
rate equilibrium are achieved by reducing the effective viscosity, thereby weakening the
material and localizing deformation. Brittle instabilities and subsequent healing are
introduced, both on- and off-megathrust, by a strongly rate weakening friction coefficient
[e.g., Burridge and Knopoff , 1967; Cochard and Madariaga, 1994]
µ = µs (1 − γ) + µs

γ
.
1 + VVc

(5.2)

Here γ denotes the amount of slip rate-induced weakening equivalent to 1 − µd /µs
and −(α − β)/µs . µs and µd are the static and minimum dynamic friction coefficient
and α and β quantify a direct and evolution effect, respectively [Ampuero and Ben Zion,
2008]. The visco-plastic slip rate V , which is normalized by the characteristic slip rate
Vc , is calculated as the velocity difference between two interfaces spaced one grid step
apart, i.e., the visco-plastic strain rate σyield /η times the grid size dx. In summary, this
local, invariant formulation allows for spontaneous localization at any orientation. The
selected rupture paths are governed by local stress and strength states instead of being
a priori defined.
The model is setup as a 1500×200 km2 trench-normal section of the Southern Chilean
active continental margin (Figure 5.1). For 5.1 My a 40 My oceanic slab is driven at
7.5 cm/yr below a sedimentary wedge and continental overriding plate into the upper
mantle (Figure 5.1a).
The visco-elasto-plastic thermo-mechanical parameters of these lithologies are based
on a range of laboratory experiments (Table 4.1 in Chapter 4). The weakest, top 2 km of
oceanic crust forms the megathrust interface. Its velocity weakening frictional formulation is parameterized using γ=0.7, Vc =4.4 cm/yr, C=6 MPa and λ=0.95, as justified in
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Figure 5.1: Initial model configuration, after ∼5.1 My of subduction, depicting rock
compositions (colors) and isotherms (white contours) both for (a) the entire model domain, including mechanical boundary conditions (red), and (b) for a zoom of the region of
interest, for which (c) effective viscosities and (d) second invariant deviatoric stresses are
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Chapter 4). X is distance landward from the trench, Z is depth below the trench. White
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5.3 Spatial characteristics of off-megathrust seismicity

Chapter 4. A transition to velocity strengthening friction with γ=-1.5 and Vc =6.3 cm/yr
occurs from 150◦ C to 100◦ C. The frictional parameters for other lithologies are simplified to the same velocity weakening parameters, while only tayloring static (and hence
dynamic) friction coefficients (Table 4.1 in Chapter 4).

5.3 Spatial characteristics of off-megathrust seismicity
Besides interplate slip transients akin to earthquake ruptures on the megathrust interface
[Chapter 4], we observe the following three types of off-megathrust faulting described
below: outerrise normal, fore-arc fore-thrust splay and fore-arc antithetic normal faulting.

5.3.1

Outerrise normal faults

The variability of outerrise normal faults [e.g., Ranero et al., 2005] is evident from the
visco-plastic strain rates active over a 1000 year period (Figure 5.2a). Outerrise localizations related to slab bending extend from ∼70 km seaward to ∼50 km landward of the
trench. They occur with a quasi-regular spacing of on average 3-4 km. When entering
beneath the trench, they dip landward at 60◦ -68◦ (or its conjugate angle) towards the
neutral stress horizon at 25 km below the trench. In the low time step reference model
the largest outerrise normal faulting event shows particularly large and vertical seafloor
surface velocities (Figure 5.2b). This leads to enormous vertical seafloor displacements
of 13 m upward and 25 m downward. Regular megathrust events instead have near-field
differential uplifts of on average 10 m. Such displacements along steeply dipping fault
planes distinctly enhance tsunami hazards [e.g., Satake and Tanioka, 1999; Wendt et al.,
2009].
These physically consistently arising spatial characteristics of slab bending-induced
outerrise normal faulting agree with seismic and seismological observations [e.g., Forsyth,
1982; Masson, 1991; Ranero et al., 2003, i.e., up to 75 km seaward of the trench, every 110 km, ∼25 km deep]. The dip of the conjugate sets (60◦ -68◦ ) approximately corresponds
to the internal friction angle φ with respect to a vertical maximum compressive stress,
as expected for extensional outerrises [Warren et al., 2007]. Observed dips, however,
vary around 45◦ [Ranero et al., 2003], although a dip of 59◦ is suggested for the 2007
M8.1 Kuril normal faulting event [Ammon et al., 2008]. These features are in general
agreement with observations from long-term simulations as well [e.g., Naliboff et al.,
2013].

5.3.2

Splay faults in the sedimentary wedge

Splay faults or fore-thrusts come up from the megathrust interface within the outer
wedge (Figure 5.2a). Within this tip of the fore-arc internal strength decreases as the
wedge thins and velocity strengthening friction is applied at the basal interface. Dips of
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different fore-thrust planes decrease from ∼28◦ at the velocity strengthening transition
(Figure 5.2c) to negligible within a fan of faulting in the thin frontal prism near the
trench. These spontaneous spatial characteristics agree with splay faults revealed in
seismic images [e.g., Moore et al., 2007; Kimura et al., 2007].

5.3.3

Antithetic normal faults in the sedimentary wedge

Within the hydrated outer part of the inner wedge (Figure 5.2a), we occasionally observe
a megathrust triggering initially steep (∼51◦ ), listric, antithetic normal faults near the
slope break (Figure 5.2d). Similar type of normal faulting is in response to the 2010
M8.8 Maule earthquake at roughly 100 km from the trench as well [e.g., Farias et al.,
2011]. The proximity of these events to coastal cities suggests they should be considered
in seismic hazard assessment [Farias et al., 2011].

5.3.4

Physical background

Generally, for an off-megathrust event to occur two criteria must be met: a) the longterm (or initial) stress state (Figure 5.1c) should be close to failure, and b) a trigger
provides the final increase of the stress to the strength.
Quasi-static stress transfer
The latter triggering component generally determines the exact timing of an off-megathrust
event (section 5.4). This is typically provided by the quasi-static stress transfer after a

5.3 Spatial characteristics of off-megathrust seismicity

triggering megathrust event (Figure 5.2e-g). Within the outerrise a megathrust event enhances shallow slab bending and hence increases extensional slab stresses by up to 1 MPa
(Figure 5.2e). The seaward motion of the wedge compresses the outer wedge and thereby
facilitates thrusting on splay faults (Figure 5.2f). In the wake of the megathrust rupture
the wedge is instead extended, thereby increasing extensional stresses (Figure 5.2g).

Dynamic Coulomb wedge theory
Wether quasi-static stress transfer could successfully trigger an off-megathrust event and
in which locations can be predicted based on analytical predictions for an elasto-plastic
wedge being on the verge of internal failure. Classical Coulomb wedge theory describes
the mechanics of a plastic accretionary wedge on the verge of Coulomb failure, while
sliding over a basal frictional decollement [e.g., Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen et al., 1984].
It predicts when the wedge deforms to retain a critical taper. This theory is extended
to a dynamic, elastic version for time scales of seismic cycles by including temporal
variations in basal friction coefficients [Wang and Hu, 2006].
For comparison to this theory we divide the sedimentary wedge in three sections
(Figure 5.2a):a) the outer wedge underlain by a velocity strengthening interface, b) the
outer part of the inner wedge, where fluids distinctly weaken the wedge material and c)
the inner part of the inner wedge, where fluids are largely absent. Figure 5.3 shows that
the observed faulting types approximately correspond to analytical predictions based on
dynamic Coulomb wedge theory. The outer wedge goes from near extensional failure
within the interseismic period to at the verge of compressional Coulomb failure, as rapid
slip induces a strengthened interface. The outer part of the inner wedge is interseismically
stable. However, as the rupture reduces the interface’s frictional strength, such surface
topography can no longer be sustained. Consequently, extensional failure could occur.
The background long-term extensional regime results from a weak interface due to high
pore fluid pressures (λ=0.95; Seno [2009], Chapter 4). Furthermore, it might depict
transient deformation from a higher cohesion configuration [Chapter 4]. The stronger
inner part of the inner wedge is predicted to remain stable throughout all phases of
the seismic cycle. Indeed no plastic failure is observed in this part. Corresponding to
predictions for this setup, the stress state typically changed from compressionally stable
to extensionally stable.
In summary, the approximate agreement confirms both the applicability of dynamic
Coulomb wedge theory and our implementation of plasticity, faulting and topography
evolution. By also including a variation of internal friction parameters in this theory, the
agreement would be improved further (blue dotted line in Figure 5.3). An exact agreement is inhibited by averaging of variable strength properties and invalid assumptions
on a small angle approximation in a wedge with depth-dependent cohesion.
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5.4 Temporal characteristics of off-megathrust seismicity
An overview of temporal relations between the dominant three spatially adjacent regions
is provided by the evolution of each regions dissipated strain energy rate (Figure 5.4).
This is calculated as the visco-plastic strain rate times the non-deviatoric stress integrated over a volume primarily selected based on lithology. In this specific strongly
coupled setup about 92% of the coseismically dissipated strain energy is released on
the megathrust interface (Figure 5.4a). Megathrust activity dictates energy dissipation
within the sedimentary wedge (Figure 5.4b) and oceanic slab (Figure 5.4d). A plastic response in the sedimentary wedge, responsible for ∼7.5% of coseismic dissipation,
typically follows thrust dissipation by ∼4 time steps (Figure 5.4b). About 30% of the
megathrust events are, however, actually preceded by brittle/plastic localizations within
the wedge as well. 10% of wedge events occur independently. The triggering of deeper
outerrise events, which dissipate about 0.05% of the total coseismic energy, is less common as they follow only 14% of the megathrust events (Figure 5.4b). They are also
delayed longer and cross correlations show they on average occur 39 time steps after
the megathrust event. We also observe three outerrise events that rather hasten the
occurrence of a premature megathrust event.
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The observed temporal relations between outerrise and main thrust activity agree
with various examples of recent earthquakes. The quasi-static release of stress and the
accelerated motion of the slab has been observed to trigger a megathrust event [e.g.,
the 2009 Samoa-Tonga earthquakes; Lay et al., 2010]. On the other hand, in 2006-2007
unlocking of the megathrust transferred extension due to slab pull updip and triggered
an extensional event within the outerrise [central Kuril doublet; Ammon et al., 2008].
The dominant occurrence of outerrise normal events at the beginning of the seismic cycle
confirms the hypothesis that outerrise events could give an indication of the maturity of
the seismic cycle [e.g., Christensen and Ruff , 1988; Lay et al., 1989]. The observed quasistatic stress transfer into the outerrise, as plate bending is enhanced, also agrees with
kinematic calculations of extensional stress changes [e.g., Dmowska et al., 1988]. These
findings support the concept of increased seismic and tsunami hazard once a thrust or
outerrise earthquake occurred.
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5.5 Impact on megathrust cycling
The impact of off-megathrust events and off-megathrust plastic energy dissipation on
megathrust seismicity is analyzed by comparing the spatiotemporal evolution of thrustparallel velocity for a model with (Cof f =6 MPa; Figure 5.5a) and without off-megathrust
events (Cof f =200 MPa; Figure 5.5b from Chapter 4). Thrust-parallel velocities are
shown at 6.4 km above the highest strain rate interface. A velocity threshold at 3.8 times
the reversed interseismic velocity (-15.6 cm/yr) is used to determine source parameters
[Chapters 2, 3 and 4]. In these figures white regions indicating strong interseismic
locking, grey regions indicating more aseismic creep and vertical red to black lines show
rapid slip transients akin to earthquakes.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of off-megathrust events on megathrust cyclicity. Spatiotemporal
evolution of thrust parallel velocity at 6.4 km above the highest strain rate thrust interface
for a) the reference model with off-megathrust events (Cof f =6 MPa) and b) the reference
model without off-megathrust events (Cof f =200 MPa; Figure 4.4a). Black figurations in
the legend results from a velocity-threshold of -15.6 cm/yr.

The largest impact of off-megathrust yielding is observed in the low temperature
updip part, where updip locking is extended from landward of ∼70 km to from ∼40 km
onwards. A lowered coseismic displacement velocity [as also seen in e.g., Andrews, 2005]
reduces the efficiency of updip velocity strengthening in inhibiting the rupture. This
reduces the updip coseismic yield strength and prolongs the rupture to almost up to
the trench. Meanwhile, aseismic creep is reduced, leading to the observed wider active
seismogenic zone. This results from stresses that are lowered even below their lowered
strength, since shallow wedge yielding contributes to the coseismic release of updip
interface stresses. The effect of a lowered coseismic slip rate is reversed in the velocity
weakening region. There lower coseismic strengths reduce stresses less, leading to a
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smaller strength excess in the shallow part of the seismogenic zone. This in combination
with occasional triggering by sedimentary wedge events leads to more frequent nucleation
near the updip limit. That reduces the recurrence interval.
Off-megathrust yielding leads to a minor reduction in seismic energy dissipated at
the megathrust over time (∼-3%).This percentage is lower than expected from single
dynamic rupture studies [e.g., Ma, 2012], since megathrust events occurred more frequently. This occurs due to both a decreased updip velocity weakening strength excess
and occasional premature off-megathrust event triggering. Dissipated energies are also
increased by more shallow coseismic slip due to updip off-megathrust yielding and updip
extension of interseismic locking due limited slip speeds.
Off-megathrust events also increase the complexity of the megathrust seismicity pattern. The coefficient of variation Cv, i.e., the standard deviation over the average
[e.g., Kuehn et al., 2008], namely increased from∼0.3 without them to CvTi =0.44 and
Cvdispl =0.55 with them. This increase of complexity mainly results from more frequent
updip nucleation as well.

5.6 Conclusions
The seismo-thermo-mechanical geodynamic modeling approach was extended with offmegathrust plasticity and corresponding events. This is shown to distinctly affect the
megathrust cycle by increasing the amount of recurring events and updip hypocenters.
Off-megathrust events namely occasionally trigger the shallow onset of megathrust ruptures. Locking updip of the seismogenic zone is also extended. This leads to a more
shallow rupture that enhances tsunami hazard. This is also increased by the steeply
dipping off-megathrust fault planes, especially those from outerrise events.
Characteristics of spontaneously rupturing outerrise, splay and listric antithetic normal faults resemble natural observations. The occurrence of off-megathrust wedge events
can be explained by quasi-static stress changes on top a long-term stress state compatible
with failure once basal friction variations are included according to dynamic Coulomb
wedge theory. This theory predicts correctly where, what type of internal wedge faulting
can and cannot occur.
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6.1 Thesis conclusions
Recent megathrust earthquakes, e.g., the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku and the 2004 M9.2 Sumatra
events, illustrated both their disastrous human and economic impact and our limited
understanding of their spatial occurrence. To be able to better assess earthquake hazard,
it is necessary to improve our physical understanding of what drives these events and
what makes them more or less catastrophic. One increasingly important tool to improve
our understanding is numerical modeling. Currently, however, there is no tool that a)
includes the three key ingredients of seismic cycle modeling in subduction zones -rate
dependent friction, slow tectonic loading, and visco-elastic stress relaxation of medium
and mantle-, b) allows for the spontaneous propagation of ruptures along naturally
emerging paths, also outside the megathrust interface, and c) links long-term subduction
dynamics and relating deformation to the short-term seismogenesis. The development,
validation, and initial application of such a physically consistent, 2D, continuum, viscoelasto-plastic seismo-thermo-mechanical approach was the main objective of this thesis.

Laboratory insights into the seismic cycle at subduction zones
To accomplish this, I started with the introduction of a new analog modeling tool to
investigate seismic cycles of megathrusts in subduction zones, which will be used for validation purposes (Chapter 2). This analogous laboratory setup consists of a visco-elastic
gelatin wedge underthrusted by a rigid plate with velocity-weakening sand paper (i.e.,
the seismogenic zone) surrounded by velocity-strengthening, aseismic regions. Benefits
of this model include the ability to a) scale input and output parameters up to natural
values, and b) in-situ visualization of the rupture. Analysis of internal velocity time
series, e.g., parallel to the interface and on the surface, allow for quantification of model
deformation and earthquake source parameters.
Wedge movements demonstrate periods of interseismic interface locking through
which the wedge is dragged landward, causing subsidence below the analog sea level,
while uplift occurs in the coastal regions. During rapidly seaward moving events, i.e.,
analog earthquakes, this deformation pattern is reversed due to elastic rebound. This
cycle is repeated quasi-periodically, producing a database of reliably recorded analog
source parameters with a statistically confirmed repeatability. Scaled values of analog
megathrust (5.6<Mw <8.8) show 32-320 m of average slip over a width of 5-150 km, while
slipping at 0.1-2.6 m/s for 1-29 minutes, every 750-6’000 years. These values are noticeably larger than observed, thus far, as their recurrence is very low. Their inter-parameter
relations reveal several interesting patterns, including the proportionality between rupture width and slip, and between seismic moment and duration. These relations confirm
the dynamic similarity with natural earthquakes, rather than with slow earthquakes,
which scale differently. In terms of rupture dynamics, these analog earthquakes agree
with several natural observations as well. Typically crack-like ruptures nucleate in the
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deeper portion of the rupture leading to a bilateral rupture, which has a preference for
seaward propagation.
The described natural resemblance of laboratory characteristics demonstrates that
the basic physics governing the seismic cycle and related rupture processes are captured
in a simplified, but robust way, underlining the potential of this innovative laboratory
tool.

Seismic cycle validation of geodynamic simulations
These laboratory models were subsequently used to guide the development of analog
earthquakes in the long-term continuum visco-elasto-plastic models (Chapter 3). The
major benefit of having good constraints on material properties allowed us to determine
that the crucial aspect, which is missing in geodynamic models, is a slip rate dependent
friction. This was subsequently implemented in a local, invariant manner using a strongly
rate dependent friction formulation. As suggested before, velocity weakening friction
allows for the required weakening to generate an instability, while subsequent healing is
crucial for the reloading of stresses for the next event. Adding velocity strengthening
in the defined aseismic regions, up- and downdip of the seismogenic zone, leads to a
rupture that stabilizes there, and hence to a reasonable fit with the laboratory source
and recurrence parameters.
Analysis of the physical processes involved in the propagation of the frictional instability demonstrated the presence of several interesting ’dynamic’ features. Self consistent
stress and strength build up, due to plate convergence, gravity, and defined frictional
properties, lead to the emergence of two dominant asperities, or increased stress patches,
at the up- and downdip locations of differential coupling. Typically, spontaneous nucleation occurs near this downdip (or updip) seismogenic zone edge, when a large enough
fault patch yields simultaneously. Consequently, ruptures propagate as a frictional instability that releases stresses, while increasing them almost instantaneously ahead of the
rupture front to overcome neighboring strength excesses. A rupture arrests if this barrier
can not be overtaken, thereby enhancing a more heterogeneous stress distribution. Ruptures typically propagate as cracks, although self-healing pulses and back-propagating
ruptures, resulting from prompt re-strengthening and healing of the fault as the slip rate
drops, are observed as well, adding to the dynamic character of these simulations.
The applicability of this approach is, moreover, demonstrated by a good correspondence between simulated surface displacements and general, qualitative geodetic
observations throughout the seismic cycle. As in the laboratory, coseismic displacements rebound interseismically accumulated ones. But instead of returning landward
immediately, we observe persistent seaward motions on land, while rapid relocking leads
to high coastal uplift rates. The persisting postseismic motions result predominantly
from afterslip, as rupture-induced stresses are relaxed by aseismic creep in the velocitystrengthening regime and distinct upper mantle relaxation is absent. These currently
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well observed surface displacements provide useful insights into the physical processes
operating and potentially assist earthquake forecasting in the future. Especially if stations with a well resolved vertical component could be installed on the sea bottom, right
above the center of the seismogenic zone.
The broad range of observed physical phenomena, including phenomena debated in
rupture dynamics, and the obtained match to the laboratory results demonstrate the
validity and potential of our approach.

Seismo-thermo-mechanical modeling of subduction zones
The applicability of this methodology to natural problems is significantly extended by
exporting the implementation obtained above to a more realistic setup of a subduction
zone (Chapter 4). This more complex setup also includes the evolution of temperature,
fluid flow, and temperature, stress, and pressure-dependent viscosity and is here chosen
to resemble the setup in Southern Chile. The validity, strength, and limitations of the
methodology under development are demonstrated in this chapter by comparison to a
range of natural observations and application to competitive hypotheses.
A quasi-periodic seismicity pattern, with quasi-characteristic M8-M9 interplate events
every ∼900 years, is observed, despite the rheological and geometricl complexities. A
quantitative natural comparison shows that all, but the coseismic temporal, parameters
are within the range observed for megathrust earthquakes. This suggests that elastic,
frictional, and gravitational processes are captured well, while inertial dynamics needs
improvements.
The strength of a physically consistent approach is highlighted by the qualitative and,
after coseismic slip correction, also quantitative agreement of interseismic and coseismic
surface displacements with static GPS displacements, observed before and during the
2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake, obtained without a single data fitting iteration. These
results, moreover, highlight the presence of a second-order flexural bulge within the
overriding plate, at distances more than 200 km from the trench.
The temperature (and stress) dependence of viscosity, and corresponding interseismic
locking, limit hypocenter locations to temperatures below ∼350◦ C, which corresponds
to ∼4-14 km below the fore-arc Moho. This is opposed to long-standing ideas, but is
confirmed recent global observations. This temperature dependence furthermore inhibits
ruptures from propagating beyond ∼450◦ C, as they pass the self-consistent brittle-ductile
transition and cannot enter into the low stress, ductile shearing regime there. These thermal limits correspond to estimates from thermal modeling and laboratory experiments.
Finally, to a) sustain subduction along the megathrust, b) generate typical recurrence
intervals and displacements of megathrust earthquakes, and c) not creep continuously,
the megathrust is constrained to be weak, with pore fluid pressures in the range of ∼75%
to 99% of that of solid pressures.
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The role of off-megathrust events in seismic cycles
The development of the seismo-thermo-mechanical approach, within the scope of this
thesis, was concluded with the illustration of one of the main advantages of this approach; the spontaneous unstable rupturing of both megathrust and off-megathrust
events (Chapter 4).
The geometric characteristics of the simulated outerrise, splay, and antithetic normal
faults agree with natural observations. Outerrise normal faults typically dip landward
towards the nodal surface at 25 km at predicted angles of 60◦ -68◦ . Splay faults occur
above the velocity-strengthening updip region and follow different trajectories, whose
dip decreases towards trench. Listric, antithetic normal faults, occurring near the edge
of the stable continental shelf, dip steeply toward the megathrust.
Off-megathrust occurrence is in most cases triggered by a favorable static stress
change on top of a corresponding long-term stress state. Within the sedimentary wedge,
this activation agrees with analytical predictions in which the dynamic change in basal
strength is enough to either change the stable stress state or to bring the wedge on the
verge of internal failure.
The impact of these events and off-megathrust plasticity in general on the megathrust
cycle is distinct. Extended updip locking together with additional triggering of more
frequently updip nucleating megathrust events lead to a minor decrease in dissipation
on the megathrust. These results stress the importance of these off-megathrust events
for seismic hazard assessment, both through their impact on the megathrust and through
their steep dips that can generate tsunamis that are significantly larger than previously
expected.

A world in between geodynamics and seismology ...
The results presented in this thesis encourage the further development of this numerical
modeling approach, which starts to capture the basic interactions between long-term
subduction dynamics and deformation and short-term seismogenesis. A major effort
was put in validating the natural relevance of the simulated events, which was successful
over a wide spectrum of observations within the current limitations of the approach.
The potential impact has been illustrated through several important implications that
improve our physical understanding of the seismogenic zone in subduction zones. One
additional implication resulted from a multidisciplinary study that was initiated at the
start of this thesis work (Appendix A). By combining numerical approaches, we demonstrated the potential of a continuum damage rheology as a mechanism for postseismic
afterslip, which is required in order to explain gravity observations after the 2004 M9.2
Sumatra earthquake.
The full potential of this modeling approach is not yet reached, although the doors for
a world of interdisciplinary research between geodynamics and seismology are opened.
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An outlook into what potentially lies beyond these doors is provided in the next section.
There I illustrate several example future perspectives that will furthermore increase our
physical understanding of long-term seismic cycles in seismically active, but complex
subduction zones.

6.2 Future perspectives
In my opinion, there are three main areas of research associated with the seismo- thermomechanical methodology that could be pursued. These include a) the application to
several unresolved issues in subduction zone seismicity, b) further numerical development
of the methodology, aimed at improving the applicability, accuracy, and speed of the
technique, and c) extending the methodology to relatively unexplored areas in Earth
sciences. Each of these avenues will be briefly discussed below to illustrate the wide
range of problems that one could attempt to tackle using this methodology.

Application to unresolved issues in subduction zone seismicity
Most of this thesis was dedicated to the development and validation of the seismothermo-mechanical modeling approach. The next step is to apply it to outstanding issues
in an attempt to increase physical insights and potentially solve them. A wide spectrum
of problems ranging from petrology, sedimentary and structural geology, geodynamics
and geodesy to seismology could be approached with the multidisciplinary methodology.
Below I highlight a few examples, which could keep one busy for a lifetime.
Observations relating global subduction zone seismicity and geometricl, kinematic,
and dynamic characteristics, obtained within the EURYI framework I participated in,
reveal a relatively obscured pattern with relatively low correlations in part due to the
limited observational time [Heuret et al., 2011, 2012; Presti et al., 2012]. Untangling
these observations by statistically comparing results obtained over a wide parameter
space are expected to provide better physical insights into the spatiotemporal distributions of both megathrust and off-megathrust events. One example, currently explored by
ETH master student Robert Herrendörfer, is the investigation of the impact of subduction velocity and geometric parameters of the seismogenic zone (depth, width, and dip)
in the simplified laboratory setup (Chapters 2 and 3). His results reveal several interesting observations regarding the size and recurrence of megathrust events (Figure 6.1).
The subduction velocity strongly affects the recurrence interval, but only has a minor
effect on coseismic parameters, like slip (Figure 6.1a,b). On the other hand, geometricl
parameters are more important for maximum earthquake size, but to a lesser extent for
the median recurrence interval (Figure 6.1c-f). The median recurrence interval, however, masks the onset of smaller earthquakes, which coexist with a reduced amount of
system-wide megathrust events, i.e., super cycles [Goldfinger et al., 2013]. This study
can be extended to a more realistic model setup to distinguish the role of self-consistent
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subduction dynamics (once using a deeper model domain), upper plate strain, and geometricl and rheological complexity. Subduction dynamics and megathrust coupling are
also observed to be important for the spatiotemporal relation between different seismicity clusters (Chapter 5), so this should be investigated in more detail. Besides exploring
the parameter space, the seismo-thermo-mechanical approach could be applied to specific regional settings to derive long-term seismicity statistics for a quantification of the
regions seismogenic potential.
Another unresolved issue, shortly touched within this thesis, is obtaining an understanding of the physical mechanisms governing seismogenic zone limits (Chapter 4). This
is important for long-term seismic hazard assessment, as the width of seismogenic zones
plays an important role in determining maximum earthquake size (Figure 6.1d), while
the location of the up- and downdip limit are important for tsunami hazard and strong
inland shaking near cities, respectively. Several physical mechanisms have been proposed
for both limits based on comparisons with observations [Hyndman and Wang, 1993] and
laboratory experiments [Marone and Scholz , 1988], but a conclusive hypothesis remains
absent [Hyndman, 2007]. The developed methodology could be suited to investigate
the problem numerically, since processes relating to the thermodynamics of petrological
phase transformations, chemical processes, and fluid flow are part of the strong features
originally included in this approach [Gerya et al., 2006; Gerya and Yuen, 2007; Gerya
and Meilick , 2011].
The physical mechanisms governing the postseismic response are shortly discussed in
Chapters 2 and 4 and Appendix A, as a minor part of a large ongoing discussion [Wang,
2007]. Interestingly, however, a postseismic response was less clearly observed, once a
mantle and its visco-elastic relaxation were included (Chapter 4). Detailed investigations are required to understand this observation and quantify different contributions of
visco-elastic mantle relaxation, afterslip (by different physical mechanisms), and potential further mechanisms not included (e.g., poro-elasticity and transient creep). Simultaneously, it would be interesting to investigate the role of serpentinites in generating
afterslip at the deeper part of the megathrust interface [Hilairet et al., 2007], which was
observed to play a role in some of my numerical models. Other topics relating to geodetic
observables, include a detailed study of the tentatively observed second order flexural
bulge (Figure 4.5) and a potential derivation of a way to determine bulk lithospheric
parameters from observations. Moreover, it would be important for current assessment
of near future seismic hazards to analyze the spatiotemporal variations of interseismic
locking and their link to the resulting coseismic response. Does the interseismic locking
picture obtained at the surface relate closely to resultant coseismic slip, as observed for
the 2010 M8.8 Maule earthquake [e.g., Moreno et al., 2010]? Or can we maybe observe
consistent temporal changes, which indicate the onset of an earthquake is near?
The strength of a seismic cycling approach in evaluating coseismic processes and
factors influencing them lies in generating a large set of events and statistically evaluating
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the results. Large amounts of data can, for example, be used to study properties and
scaling relations of stress drop, a quantity at the heart of many seismological estimates.
Their relations with earthquake size, hypocenter depth, and tectonic setting from natural
observations remain obscured. Another interesting application evolves around the role
of seamounts (and other geometricl heterogeneities at the subduction-overriding plate
interface), which play a key role in controlling spatial seismic behavior [e.g., Bilek , 2007].
They are suggested to either act as a barrier or as an asperity, and to potentially create
a complex faulting pattern involving multiple paths [Wang and Bilek , 2011]. Which
one of these models is appropriate in what regional setting? And how does a rupture
propagate in the vicinity of a seamount? Besides studying the potential character of
asperities, another interesting aspect is that the developed approach allows one to study
its relation to overriding plate deformation and topography as well.
These short-term seismic cycle processes leave their fingerprint on long-term, geological deformation features, which are build over hundreds up to tens of thousands of
seismic cycles. Unraveling their contribution improves our physical understanding of
processes, e.g., occurring near the subduction interface, and could thereby facilitate the
assessment of long-term hazards. One example of an intriguing observation is the correlation between the location of forearc basins (or deep-sea terraces), low free-air gravity
anomalies, and the areas of major coseismic slip [Wells et al., 2006; Song and Simons,
2003]. A rigorous mechanical basis for this correlation is still missing, although some
pieces of the puzzle are identified [e.g., Fuller et al., 2006; Wang and Hu, 2006]. Finally,
the role of seismic cycle processes in building geological deformation structure remains
unclear in general. Although, the importance of episodic slip or strain rate weakening is
recently shown for the evolution of thin-skinned fold-and-thrust belts [Ruh et al., under
review]. Furthermore, this type of models is well-suited to study the long-term evolution
of retreating subduction zones, strike-slip fault zone systems, such as the San Andreas,
and intermediate and deep fault zone structures.

Numerical developments
To approach some of these examples in a proper way and to generally improve the
simulation of subduction zone seismicity, numerical improvements and developments are
essential. This is especially true, since only the first steps in developing this numerical
approach were taken, while a lot remains to be done.
As a general philosophy in tackling the described physical and numerical development problems, I think it is best to start with a simplified model setup. In our case, the
laboratory setup investigated in Chapter 3, or preferentially this model adapted to natural parameters and dimensions, is suited for that purpose. This facilitates two aspects
crucial in a testing phase; computational speed and physical understanding. In general,
for validation and relevancy purposes, it is good to stick close to natural and laboratory
observations.
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The most crucial limitation observed in this thesis concerns the orders of magnitude
duration of the coseismic phase and the related absence of distinct inertial dynamics.
In this thesis this unfortunately had to be sacrificed, but improvements are anticipated
through the detailed study of a single event in a simple setup. This testing phase can
be facilitated by validation against analytical solutions of a Kostrov pulse [Kostrov ,
1964] or dynamic rupture solutions of a 2D shear rupture in an elastic medium [Rojas
et al., 2008]. This allows for focused testing of the implementation of inertia, plasticity,
and time step reducing schemes. Possible improvements include the implementation of
a) the stress glut method to obtain its acceptable performance with respect to other
fault formulations [Dalguer and Day, 2006] or b) radiation damping [Rice, 1993]. After
resolving the coseismic phase in an acceptable manner, the only way to resolve physical
processes at both time scales is to include time step adaptation [Lapusta et al., 2000].
Time step adaptation was tested using a displacement limiting threshold, but solutions
could not be made to converge thus far.
The key role played by friction for strength and rupture evolution already suggests
that the fault constitutive law is an important variable to vary and implement in various forms. Beyond the strongly rate-dependent friction formulation implemented in
this thesis, progress may come from including the full rate-and-state friction framework
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983]. This essentially comes down to including the temporal
evolution of a state variable, which could be conveniently tracked on the markers. This
step would improve the applicability to nucleation and afterslip processes and potentially allows for the reproduction of a larger range of seismicity features in terms of
speed, including slow slip phenomena [Lapusta and Barbot, 2012]. Together with implementing coupling between stresses and strengths throughout the interseismic period,
this might also facilitate the occurrence of (a wide range of) small events to reproduce a
Gutenberg-Richter size distribution and Omori law decay rates of aftershock sequences.
Additionally, other frictional formulations, including thermal pressurization, dilatancy,
and flash heating, could be considered as the evolution of temperature is already included. Finally, to study afterslip in a more appropriate manner, a friction law that
reproduces the time evolution of postseismic frictional sliding via a proportionality to
the logarithm of the sliding velocity should be implemented [Perfettini and Avouac,
2004] and a validation against postseismic GPS velocities is required.
Another important numerical improvement is the extension to three dimensions in
order to capture lateral propagation possibilities, triggering, and complexities. Alongstrike variations and segmentation namely play an important role in the observed seismogenic behavior [e.g., Kopp, 2013]. Additional improvements could include implementing
or improving a) compressibility, b) damage rheology [Lyakhovsky et al., 2001], c) strain
weakening, d) a slip rate formulation dependent on spontaneous fault orientation by
using the full strain rate tensor, e) improving boundary condition implementations (free
surface, prescribed velocities, and side boundaries).
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This large list of potential improvements require large computational speeds and
high resolutions, which can be obtained by parallelizing the code in a more efficient way
than was done in this thesis using OpenMP. Other developments that assist this goal
are adaptive grid refinement, recently developed for staggered finite difference schemes
[Gerya et al., 2013], and multigrid methods [e.g., Albers, 2000]. Finally, in terms of
post processing, updating the event selection methodology to allow for more accurate
fault zone estimates in all orientations is required. This could be done based on marker
information, as developed at the start of this thesis work for long-term simulations.
Alternatively, a single or multiple cycle coupling to a dynamic rupture model could
be made to utilize the strength of both methodologies; accurate and efficient solving
of the rupture process, while providing physically consistent stresses, strengths, and
geometries. To overcome the time consuming procedure of generating computationally
efficient meshes for changing fault geometries, most flexibility might be found using the
ADER-DG method [Pelties et al., 2012].

New avenues
Challenges that lie (just) beyond the current scope of the seismo-thermo-mechanical approach include the self-consistent simulation of intermediate and deep earthquakes, the
spectrum of slow slip phenomena, and tsunamis with the goal to unravel and quantitatively evaluate their physical mechanisms. Furthermore, promising research avenues
include the development of a seismic cycle inversion approach and statistically predictive
physics-based modeling.
Finally, the seismo-thermo-mechanical approach could be coupled to porous twophase-flow (solid-fluid), thereby creating a hybrid seismo-thermo-hydro-mechanical approach. This means that instead of using a constant pore fluid pressure, as assumed
in this thesis, pore fluid pressure will rather be part of the solution of Darcy’s flow.
The feasibility and importance of the thermo-hydro-mechanical approach for a viscoelasto-plastic convergent margin setting has recently been demonstrated through the
self-consistent initiation of subduction [Dymkova and Gerya, in press]. This coupling
might as well be important on a reservoir scale, in which the dynamic propagation of
instabilities might be closely correlated to the weakening behavior of penetrating fluids
and their feedback. The relevance of this problem was illustrated in Basel, Switzerland,
in 2006, when fluid injections triggered the onset of seismicity at various unknown small
fault planes, leading to the shut down of the ”hot dry rock” geothermal energy project
[e.g., Deichmann and Ernst, 2009]. Currently, this feedback and spontaneous propagation of instabilities are not simulated in a coupled manner, while they are likely related
and there is a lot of data available to validate the model.
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Abstract
Satellite mission GRACE provides monthly models of the global gravity field with
unprecedented accuracy showing temporal variations of the Earths gravity field, including those caused by large-scale coseismic and postseismic processes in the region of the
Sumatra 26.12.2004 earthquake. The observed postseismic crustal displacements were
fitted well by a viscoelastic relaxation model assuming Burgers body rheology for the
asthenosphere (60-220 km deep) with a transient viscosity as low as 4·1017 Pa·s and constant ∼1019 Pa·s steady state viscosity in the 60-660 km depth range. However, even the
low viscosity asthenosphere provides the amplitude of strain which gravity effect does
not exceed 50% of the GRACE gravity variations, thus additional localized slip of about
1 m was suggested at downdip extension of the coseismic rupture. Postseismic slip at
coseismic rupture or its downdip extension has been suggested by several authors but the
mechanism of the postseismic fault propagation has never been investigated numerically.
Depth and size of localized slip area as well as rate and time decay during the postseismic stage were either assigned a priory or estimated by fitting real geodesy or gravity
data. In this Chapter we investigate postseismic rupture propagation by modeling two
consequent stages. First we run a long-term, geodynamic simulation to self-consistently
produce the initial stress and temperature distribution. At the second stage we simulate
a seismic cycle using results of the first step as initial conditions. The second short-term
simulation involves three substeps, including additional stress accumulation after part
of the subduction channel was locked; spontaneous coseismic slip; formation and development of damage zones producing afterslip. During the last substep postseismic stress
leads to gradual ∼1 m slip localized at three faults around ∼100 km downdip extension
of the coseismic rupture. We used displacement field caused by the slip to calculate
pressure and density variations and to simulate gravity field variations. Wavelength of
calculated gravity anomaly fits well to the real data and its amplitude provides about
60% of the observed GRACE anomaly. Importantly that surface displacements caused
by estimated afterslip are much smaller than those registered by GPS networks. As a
result cumulative effect of Burgers rheology viscoelastic relaxation (which explains registered GPS displacements and about a half of gravity variations) plus postseismic slip
predicted by damage rheology model (which causes much smaller surface displacements
but provides another half of the GRACE gravity variations) fits well to both sets of real
data. Hence presented numerical modeling based on damage rheology supports postseismic downdip rupture propagation previously hypothesized from the GRACE gravity
data.
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A.1 Introduction
During the last years, new detailed data were collected for areas of recent giant earthquakes. In particular, regional and local GPS networks and GRACE satellite gravity
models revealed new details of the development of coseismic and postseismic processes.
GRACE data are especially important because global temporal variations of the gravity field in low spherical harmonics allow investigations of the large-scale postseismic
relaxation processes in the lithosphere and upper mantle. Panet et al. [2007]; Chen and
Brudzinski [2007] reported positive postseismic gravity changes by analyzing GRACE
monthly solutions in the area of the Sumatra 26.12.2004 earthquake. This positive
anomaly compensates a coseismic negative anomaly leading to the unexpectedly fast
relaxation of the coseismic gravity disturbance.
In general, three main causative processes of postseismic deformations and gravity
field variations are considered: afterslip, poroelastic effects, and the viscoelastic response
of the crust and mantle to coseismic stress changes. Ogawa and Heki [2007] also hypothesized that the postseismic geoid variations might be due to upper mantle water diffusion
following the earthquake. Poro-elasticity alone is not likely to explain gravity observations, since it produces much more localized effects [Masterlark et al., 2001]. Mostly
afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation are considered to be responsible for the observed
postseismic phenomena, although there is no consensus on their relative importance.
Hashimoto et al. [2006] showed that the GPS postseismic horizontal velocities in the
area of the Sumatra 2004 earthquake can be explained exclusively by afterslip at the
deeper portion of the coseismic rupture surface. On the contrary, Pollitz et al. [2006]
successfully attributed all GPS displacements to viscoelastic relaxation using Burgers
rheology and assuming a low transient viscosity in the asthenosphere.
When interpreting the fast growth of the positive postseismic gravity anomaly above
the trench area after the Sumatra 26.12.2004 event, Panet et al. [2010] demonstrated
that viscoelastic relaxation produces temporal gravity variations that are similar to those
registered by GRACE satellites. However, the amplitude of the predicted gravity signal
is essentially smaller than the registered one. By assuming a low transient viscosity in the
Burgers rheology model, this process is able to explain about a half of the observed time
variation. Panet et al. [2010] suggested that stress redistribution during the main event
provoked slip on the downdip extension of the coseismic rupture. They demonstrated
that 75 cm of slip during 33 months on the 100 km interval extending downdip from
the base of the coseismic rupture is able to provide necessary additional gravity signal.
Afterslip at depth following the Sumatra 2004 earthquake is corroborated by a large
number of registered aftershocks [Subarya et al., 2006; Banerjee et al., 2007].
Considering postseismic slip and viscoelastic relaxation to explain postseismic gravity
changes. [Han et al., 2008] also suggested a low transient viscosity as low as 5·1017 Pa·s
in a bi-viscous Burgers rheology. [Paul et al., 2007] assigned afterslip only at deep
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extension of the rupture and estimated an average slip velocity up to 50 cm/year. Hu
et al. [2012] combined viscoelastic relaxation and slip on the coseismic rupture and its
immediate deep extension. Hence, the relative role of these two processes is still under
discussion.
The Sumatra subduction zone is not the only region where both viscoelastic relaxation and afterslip is essential to explain postseismic processes. For example, triangulation, tide gauge, and levelling measurements collected after the 27.03.1964, Mw 9.2
Alaska event suggest both viscoelastic and postseismic slip are required to explain the
transient deformations in the region [Brown et al., 1977; Suito and Freymueller , 2009].
The suggestion that afterslip occurs on a deep extension of the main rupture for giant
earthquakes assumes that a slow rupture can propagate into the upper mantle. This does
not contradict to seismology data. For instance, Lindenfeld and Rmpker [2011] recently
detected several earthquakes located well within the mantle (5360 km depth) beneath
the East African Rift. Heuret et al. [2011] found that actually about 70% of the seismogenic zones extend to more than 10 km below the upper plate Moho. If sinking plate
transports water along plate interface then serpentinization of the mantle wedge could
occur, favouring stable aseismic sliding [Hyndman and Peacock , 2003, and references
therein]. However, this is probably not a case for the Sumatra area. Using independent
data on the pattern and rate of uplift deduced from coral growth and from GPS data
on horizontal displacements before the Sumatra earthquake, Simoes et al. [2004] showed
that the locked fault zone extended below the forearc Moho, which is estimated to be
at a depth of about 30 km, at a horizontal distance of 110 km from the trench. This is
confirmed by the existence of deep slip (up to 55 km depth) for the coseismic rupture
[Chlieh et al., 2007]. Hence, according to these authors in particular Sumatra island
arc setting, the locked fault zone most probably extends into the mantle, so either the
mantle is not serpentinized, or the presence of serpentine does not necessarily imply
stable sliding.
Propagation of the brittle fracture zone into the upper mantle after giant earthquake
does not contradict rock mechanics and allows reducing misfit between observations and
synthetic data. The problem is that the mechanism of the postseismic fault propagation
has never been investigated. Depth and size of localized slip area as well as rate and time
decay during the postseismic stage were either assigned a priory or estimated by fitting
real data. In this work we address the mechanism of the postseismic fault propagation
by 2-D numerical simulations in a model governed by a continuum damage rheology. We
model the coseismic and postseismic state of stress and investigate whether postseismic
stress distribution favors downdip propagation of the coseismic rupture; we estimate the
size of damage areas, amplitude, and time-decay of the displacement rate. The comparison of the model predictions with the GRACE-derived gravity anomalies is finally
discussed.
We use a structure and geometry close to that of the Sumatra earthquake epicenter
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area to compare our numerical results with registered gravity field variations. The numerical modeling was done in two stages. First, we used a plane-strain coupled petrological and thermo-mechanical code I2ELVIS [Gerya and Yuen, 2007; Gerya and Meilick ,
2011; van Dinther et al., 2013a] to reproduce long-term plate motion associated with
subduction. The obtained model structure, including stress distribution, temperature,
and material properties, served as initial conditions for a short-term simulation using
the Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) algorithm [Cundall and Board , 1988;
Cundall , 1989; Poliakov et al., 1993; Ilchev and Lyakhovsky, 2001]. In this simulation,
the lithosphere is governed by a viscoelastic damage rheology that accounts for large
strain associated with permanent brittle deformation [e.g. Lyakhovsky et al., 2011]. The
second stage includes stress accumulation prior the main seismic event and damage zone
formation following an abrupt stress step associated with the strong seismic event.

A.2 GRACE gravity data
We use the earthquake signal extraction from the total GRACE geoid time variations
as published by de Linage et al. [2009]; Panet et al. [2010]. Here we briefly describe the
GRACE geoid dataset and the key post-processing steps. We refer the interested reader
to the above cited papers for more details. The GRACE geoid models are the Release 1
decadal gravity models of the CNES Groupe de Recherche en Godsie Spatiale (GRGS)
Biancale and al for the period between August 2002 and September 2007, computed from
the GRACE raw satellites measurements. A complete description of the processing strategy and models used can be found in Lemoine et al. [2007]. These geoids are provided on
the website of the Bureau Gravimetrique International (http://www.geodesie.ird.fr/bgi)
in the form of spherical harmonics coefficients up to degree 50, which corresponds to 400
km half-wavelength. These data are already corrected for gravity variations at periods
shorter than one month using high frequency general circulation models for the atmosphere, the ocean, and an ocean tide model. The remaining signal contains effects of
continental water mass balance, dynamics of the polar ice caps and oceans, and different
solid Earth signals. It also contains noise, mostly associated with the aliasing of the
unmodeled high frequency signals remaining in the GRACE measurements, producing
longitudinal stripes in the geoids. In the GRGS Release 1 models, the harmonic coefficients higher than 30 are gradually constrained to the coefficients of the static field
EIGEN-GL04S [Biancale and al ], thus inconvenient NorthSouth stripes are significantly
attenuated and no additional filtering is necessary.
Temporal variations of the gravity field associated with earthquake signals are small
in comparison to other contributions, and aliasing errors.

This is the reason why

only earthquakes with magnitude about 8.8 and higher can be studied from GRACE
[Mikhailov et al., 2004; de Viron et al., 2008], and strategies for earthquake signal isolation in the GRACE data are needed. To enhance the earthquake signal in the GRACE
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data, Panet et al. [2010] thus combined a multi-scale filtering of the geoids in the space
domain with an averaging process in the time domain, over various time spans (Figure A.1). By locally isolating the gravity variations at the earthquake spatial scales, this
approach allows extracting the earthquake signal without making any assumption on its
temporal variability. A different signal estimation approach is presented by de Linage
et al. [2009], who assume an exponential time variability of the postseismic signal. They
estimated associated characteristic time constants in different parts of the Sumatra area
and found an average value around 8.4 months. Whereas the earthquakes that occurred
in the Sumatra region since December 2004, including the 8.3 Nias earthquake of March
2005, contaminate estimates of the time-decay constant, the main features of both studies appeared similar.
To compare the time decays in de Linage et al. [2009]; Panet et al. [2010] postseismic gravity relaxation models, we approximated the temporal variations of the wavelet
filtered geoids of Panet et al. [2010] at different spatial scales by exponential decay functions g(t) = A(1 − exp(−t/τ )), and adjusted the characteristic time τ to fit the wavelet
filtered geoid variations at the earthquakes spatial scales. The estimated values were respectively 8.5 and 8.0 months for the 1400 and 1000 km scales. This result is consistent
with the 8.4 months found by de Linage et al. [2009].
In both papers, the main spatio-temporal features of the postseismic temporal variations of the GRGS GRACE models is a positive anomaly growth in a broad region
including the trench and the area above the coseismic rupture. The amplitude of the
postseismic anomaly estimated by Panet et al. [2010] is about 50% of the amplitude
of coseismic minimum in the Andaman Sea. The amplitude of the large-scale positive
anomaly centred above the trench after 26 months, according to de Linage et al. [2009],
approaches the amplitude of coseismic gravity decrease in absolute value, though a negative anomaly still remains to the East in result of the different localizations of both
anomalies.
Hence the three main features of the postseismic gravity variations in the region
that need to be explained are: (1) growth of the broad positive anomaly centred above
the coseismic rupture area; (2) exponential time decay with a time constant of about 8
months; (3) the amplitude of the postseismic anomaly 2.5 years after the main event,
which according to different estimates comes up to 50-100% of the coseismic negative
anomaly, i.e. to 8-15 µGal.

A.3 Numerical modeling
We adopt 2-D numerical model along a vertical cross-section representing the epicentral
part of the Sumatra subduction zone. The size of the rupture surface along the strike
is at least ten times above its size along the dip and the estimated shear component of
displacement during the Sumatra 25.12.2004 earthquake was relatively small, especially
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Figure A.1: Example of coseismic (top left panel) and postseismic gravity variations in
the area of the Sumatra earthquake as revealed by wavelet analysis at 1400 km scale [Panet
et al., 2010]. Coseismic signal estimated as average of gravity models for January March
2005 minus average model for year 2004. On other panels residual geoids (after subtraction
of coseismic signal at the top left) are shown averaged from April 2005 to: September 2005
(top right), March 2006 (bottom left), and September 2007 (bottom, right).
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close to the epicentre [e.g. Subarya et al., 2006; Chlieh et al., 2007]. Therefore the 2-D
model is appropriate for the first order modeling of the downward rupture propagation
and its gravity effect. An important advantage of the 2-D modeling is its ability to
produce significantly better numerical resolution than large-scale heavy 3-D models. We
are aware that our modeling does not capture all the details of the Sumatra subduction
zone structure and its evolution, including oblique component of the plate convergence
and strike-slip faults running along Sumatra Island and across the Andaman Sea.
Our modeling approach is subdivided into following stages; a) long-term geodynamic
simulation to produce a self-consistent initial stress and temperature distribution (section A.3.1); b) short-term simulation that generates damage zones and produces displacements and corresponding dilatation (section A.3.2); c) final calculation of stressdependent density distribution to simulate temporal gravity variations (section A.3.3).
The second short-term simulation involves three sub-steps, including a) additional stress
accumulation after part of subduction channel was locked (section A.3.2), b) spontaneous coseismic slip (section A.3.2), and c) postseismic damage-related aseismic stress
relaxation and aftershocks producing afterslip (section A.3.2).
The main goal of this study is to model the evolution of the state of stress around
rupture area in order to investigate rock damage and fault propagation. Our 2D model
has a depth extend of 200 km. This area is much smaller than the region where postseismic viscoelastic relaxation occurs after giant earthquakes. Besides, boundary conditions
corresponding to ongoing plate motion were assigned at the bottom of the model. As
a result our model does not describe postseismic viscoelastic relaxation at the regional
scale, but only damage-related processes localized in the vicinity of the coseismic rupture. Indeed, full-scale modeling of the viscoelastic relaxation for giant earthquakes calls
for more global consideration [e.g. Pollitz et al., 2008; Panet et al., 2010]. Because of
very different spatial scales for viscoelastic relaxation and postseismic slip, they are often
considered separately [e.g. Panet et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2012], neglecting interactions
between both processes.

A.3.1

Long-term simulation (stage 1)

The first modeling stage uses a plane-strain coupled petrological and thermo-mechanical
code, I2ELVIS [Gerya and Yuen, 2007], to define the geometry, rock properties, and initial stress and temperature distributions as a results of 8 million years of ongoing subduction. This code has been used to study the earthquake cycle [van Dinther et al., 2013a]
and extensively analyze long-term deformation phenomena in a subduction settings [e.g.
Gerya and Meilick , 2011]. It is based on an implicit conservative finite-difference scheme
combined with a characteristic-based marker-in-cell technique and solves for the conservation of mass, momentum, and heat using a visco-elasto-plastic Maxwell rheology. Plasticity is implemented using a Drucker-Prager formulation and a viscosity-like parameter,
such that the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor is corrected towards the
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pressure-dependent yield stress [Gerya, 2010b]. Hydration (fluid velocity 0.1 cm/yr),
sedimentation, erosion, and partial melting are included as well [Gerya and Meilick ,
2011]. The numerical grid has dimensions of 1500x200 km2 and a resolution of 500 m in
the zone of interest near the thrust interface (450x100 km2 ) and 2 km outside of it.
The current model setup adapts a more generic active margin subduction setting, also
used by Gorczyk et al. [2007]; Gerya and Meilick [2011], by including important regional
characteristics of the Sumatran subduction zone (Figure A.2) based on data provided
by Klingelhoefer et al. [2010]. Their seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection surveys
provide constraints on the geometry and structure, while a slab age of 60 My and a
subduction velocity of 3 cm/yr are set after Mueller et al. [2001]; Vigny et al. [2005],
respectively.
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Figure A.2: Structure in vicinity of the thrust interface from rock composition (colors, see
legend) overlain by temperature contours (white lines, 0;100;150;350;450 degrees Celsius),
and a viscosity contour (yellow lines at 1·1024 Pa·s) highlighting plastic localizations. Highresolution 400x100 km2 trench area of original 1500x200 km2 numerical model is shown.

The 2D numerical model simulates the process of forced subduction of an oceanic
plate beneath a continental plate. The size of the modelled area is 200 km in depth and
1500 km in length of which the subducting plate takes up about 900 km and the overriding plate 600 km. In the numerical model, the oceanic crust is represented by 2 km of
hydrothermally altered basalt, underlain by 5 km of gabbroic rocks. The lower (15 km)
and upper (15 km) layers of the 30 km thick continental crust are felsic in composition.
The lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle consists of anhydrous peridotite, which becomes partly hydrated atop the slab during the subduction [Gerya and Meilick , 2011].
Comprehensive rock properties for these different rock types (see background colour in
Figure A.2), including density (P-T dependent), thermal conductivity (P-T dependent),
and viscosity (P-T and stress dependent), heat capacity, heat production, internal friction angle, cohesion, and shear modulus, are set according to Gerya [2010b]; Gerya and
Meilick [2011]. The resulting temperature and viscosity distributions (contours in Figure A.2) after 8 My of long-term numerical model development are exported together
with the stress distribution and material properties for each node to the short-term
simulation in the next modeling step.
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A.3.2

Short-term simulation (stage 2)

Structure and the dimensions of the simulated area as well as the size of the numerical grid elements are almost the same as for the long-term numerical model, while
the numerical approach and rock rheology were modified to account for fundamental
irreversible aspects of brittle rock deformation including a brittle instability (synthetic
seismic events). Most standard numerical approaches fail to simulate a physical instability without numerical instabilities. This is one of the most important advantages
of the Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) algorithm [Cundall and Board ,
1988; Cundall , 1989; Poliakov et al., 1993; Ilchev and Lyakhovsky, 2001] adopted in this
study for the short-term simulations. This fully explicit numerical method relies on a
large-strain explicit Lagrangian formulation originally developed by Cundall [1989] for
an elasto-plastic rheology and implemented in the well-known FLAC software produced
by ITASCA. A modified version of this code incorporating heat transport is known
as PAROVOZ (locomotive in Russian) and is widely used by many researchers. Poliakov et al. [1993] developed an adaptive time stepping scheme and applied the FLAC
algorithm for a visco-elasto-plastic rheology. Their adaptive scheme does not require
iterations, which makes the numerical model stable even for a highly nonlinear damage
rheology [Lyakhovsky et al., 1993].
The governing equations of the damage rheology model, their thermodynamic basis,
and experimental verification are presented in Lyakhovsky et al. [1997]; Hamiel et al.
[2004]. Discussion of the model and numerical results demonstrating evolving fault zone
structures have been recently presented by Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky [2006]; Lyakhovsky
et al. [2012]; Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion [2009]; Finzi et al. [2009], and references therein.
The model provides a quantitative treatment of the macroscopic effects of evolving,
distributed cracking with local density represented by an intensive damage state variable.
It varies from zero for intact rock to one at total failure. The damage model accounts for
three general aspects of brittle rock deformation including (1) mechanical response of a
solid with an existing crack density, (2) kinetic changes associated with the evolution of
the crack density, and (3) macroscopic brittle instability (seismic event). This physical
framework allows for the simultaneous evolution of damage and its localization into
narrow highly damaged zones (faults), earthquakes, and associated deformation fields.
Synthetic earthquake catalogues generated during the model runs enable analysis of
coupled evolution of faults and seismicity pattern.
In a Maxwell element the strains are additive, so the total strain tensor εtij is a sum
of strain components associated with different deformation mechanisms
εtij = εeij + εdij + εiij

(A.1)

where εeij is elastic strain related to the stress tensor through the damage-related
evolving elastic modules [e.g. Lyakhovsky et al., 1997], εdij represents ductile strain cal-
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culated according the power-law viscosity for the material properties and temperature
distribution obtained during the long-term simulation and kept constant during the
short-term simulation, εiij denotes the damage-related inelastic strain. Detailed analysis
of laboratory data [Hamiel et al., 2004] showed that with the onset of acoustic emissions
and positive damage evolution, a gradual irreversible (inelastic) strain accumulates before the final macroscopic failure. They suggested that the rate of the damage-related
irreversible strain accumulation is proportional to the rate of positive damage evolution
and the characteristic time scale of this process is defined by the rate of the damage
accumulation. Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky [2006] connected the rate of irreversible strain
accumulation with partitioning between seismic and aseismic deformation during seismic coupling. They use a non-dimensional ratio, R, between the time scale of damage
accumulation and the time scale of the damage-related irreversible strain accumulation
under a given loading conditions and showed that the fraction of elastic strain released
during a seismic cycle, i.e., the seismic coupling, χ, can be estimated as
χ=

1
1+R

(A.2)

They also demonstrated that the time scale ratio, R, or the seismic coupling, χ,
is the major factor controlling the aftershock productivity and the rate of aftershock
decay. Long aftershock sequences fitted well by Omori law are expected in regions
with relatively small R values, or large seismic coupling, χ >50%. This theoretical
prediction is supported by previous estimates of the R value for Westerly Granite [Hamiel
et al., 2004] and estimates for Mount Scott granite [Hamiel et al., 2006]. For all granite
samples the R value falls between 0.3 and 0.6 corresponding to seismic coupling 60%<
χ <80%. However, there are no clear constraints for these parameters under relatively
high pressures and temperatures typical for the depths of aftershock sequences within
the subduction zones. Hence, we present here modeling results using three different
values χ=75%, 50% and 25%.

Stress-accumulation stage
The short-term simulation starts with stress, temperature, and material property distributions from the above long-term simulation (Figure A.2) and consists of several internal
stages. The first stage, explained in this subsection, is the modeling of significant stress
accumulation. The hydrated, low-viscosity subduction channel formed during the longterm simulation exhibits interface stresses that are very low, well below the stress level
corresponding to the conditions for a large earthquake, such as the M9.2 Sumatra one.
To accumulate stresses up to an appropriate level, we increased viscosity in the lower part
of the low-viscosity subduction channel, thereby locking it and inhibiting ongoing plate
motion. In the short-term numerical model we kept damage-free intact rock conditions,
i.e. damage accumulation was not allowed. We tested three different durations of the
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stress accumulation stage, running calculations until ∼0.75·10−2 (0.75%), ∼10−2 (1%),
and ∼1.25·10−2 (1.25%) strain was accumulated. This is close to or even slightly above
the conditions for the onset of failure in the intact rocks under ∼100 MPa confining
pressure typical for the brittle upper part of the model. The obtained shear stress and
Coulomb Failure Stress (CFS) distribution for 1% of strain are presented in Figures A.3
and A.4.
a)

Shear stress

b)

Coulomb failure stress

Figure A.3: (a) Distribution of shear stress along the simulated cross-section at the moment of rupture initiation. Shaded rectangle shows limits for the future coseismic rupture
surface. High stresses at the base of the subducting plate result from compression during
bending. Note a low stress wedge between the two plates formed due to transportation of
sediments and water along the subduction channel. (b) The Coulomb failure stress. It is
similar, but not identical, to those of shear stress.

Because in our synthetic model we cannot unequivocally locate the main fault corresponding to the Sumatra event, we run two extreme cases locating the fault at the
right and the left edge of the shaded rectangle shown in Figure A.3. The difference
between the two runs is small. At relatively shallow depths, up to ∼50 km, position
of failed elements (interpreted as aftershock location) differs by a few tens of km and
is even less at a greater depths. Since we are looking at a large-scale (up to 400 km
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Figure A.4: Amplitude of postseismic slip at all rupture surfaces formed in the area
of subduction channel for different level of accumulated strain and seismic efficiency χ.
For all curves the main fault is located at the left edge of rectangle shown on Figure A.3,
except the dotted curve which shows results for a fault located at the right edge. Dark
green: 0.75% strain, χ=25%; light green: 0.75% strain, χ=50%; brown 1% strain, χ=25%;
red 1% strain, χ=50%; dark brown line and dotes 1% strain, χ=75%; dark blue 1.25%
strain, χ=25%; light blue 1.25% strain, χ=50%.

wavelength) gravity signal and process the data starting half a year after the Sumatra
event, we cannot distinguish between runs with different fault locations. Difference in
the amplitude of slip is also negligible (see Figure A.4).

Stress release: main seismic event
To model the stress release, we implement an oblique fault zone about 100 km long
located within the shaded rectangle in Figure A.3 where damage accumulation was
allowed. This leads to a large seismic event with stress drop along the upper part of the
bending oceanic plate. The dynamic stress drop during the brittle instability produces
a rapid conversion of elastic strain to permanent plastic strain. Lyakhovsky and BenZion [2008] developed a mathematical procedure for the local stress drop that utilizes
the Drucker-Prager model, which generalizes the classical Coulomb yield condition for
cohesion-less material. They use scaling relations between the rupture area and seismic
potency values established in seismology and typical range of the stress drop (∼110
MPa) during earthquakes [e.g. Kanamori and Anderson, 1975] to calibrate parameters
of their local stress drop procedure. They show that most of the simulated events using
their procedure fall within the area bounded by theoretical lines with slope of these lines
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equal to two-third in log-log scale corresponding to theoretical scaling relations derived
by Kanamori and Anderson [1975].
To compare the seismic moment obtained in our 2D model with one estimated from
GPS and seismology data we integrated the amplitude of slip along the fault dip and
acquired 2.3·106 m2 . (Being multiplied to shear modulus this value shows seismic moment released in a 2D cross-section). In comparison, the same value for the southern
part of the rupture zone varies from 1.4 to 2.9·106 m2 [Banerjee et al., 2007]. Therefore
in spite of the several significant simplifications, the obtained seismic moment for ∼1%
accumulated strain is close to that reported for the Sumatra earthquake. In the case
of 0.75% and 1.25% of the strain the seismic moment of the simulated event is slightly
underestimated or overestimated respectively. The obtained coseismic stress distribution
serves now as an initial condition for the third stage simulating the aftershock sequence
for three years.
Post-seismic evolution: aftershock sequence
The last modeling step starts from the stress distribution obtained at the previous stage.
Temperature and material properties controlling the ductile (power-law) strain component are almost the same as they were obtained after the first stage of the long-term
simulation. The boundary conditions are the same as at the stage of stress accumulation
and correspond to ongoing plate motion. However, for the simulated relatively short period (three years), they could be viewed as fixed, except for the free top boundary of the
model. Damage accumulation leads to nucleation of synthetic seismic events and their
propagation along newly created fault zones. The stress is released by three different
mechanisms, including stress drop during seismic events, damage-related aseismic stress
relaxation according to the seismic efficiency value, and power-law ductile flow. The latest mechanism is, however, only efficient at relatively high temperatures, where ductile
flow dominates and prohibits any significant damage accumulation.
Initial stress distribution in all analyzed cases (0.75%, 1%, and 1.25% of accumulated
strain) is high enough for the onset of the material failure and gradual damage accumulation, which leads to the formation of several narrow damage zones (faults). Figure A.4
shows the amplitude of postseismic slip along the newly created rupture surfaces for
all cases. All time-dependent slip scenarios correspond well to exponential saturation
function s(t) = A(1 − exp(−t/τ )) forming relaxation compatible with the general trend
of the gravity and geoid height anomaly. However, the cases with 0.75% strain have
a relatively short relaxation time and the overall slip amplitude is only up to ∼0.2 m,
which is well below ∼1 m slip required to explain the observed anomaly [Panet et al.,
2010]. The slip value up to ∼1 m may be obtained in two cases: longer duration of the
1% strain leading to higher background stresses and a low seismic efficiency, χ=25%,
or 1.25% strain and a high seismic efficiency, χ=75%. We remind here that the seismic
moment of the main event was better fitted for 1% strain and most of the available
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estimations of the seismic efficiency support that its values is expected to be above 50%
[Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky, 2006]. Moreover, fitting this slip curve by an exponential
saturation function provides a time constant τ of about 8 months (the dark brown curve
in Figure A.4), which is pretty close to the decay extracted from the GRACE gravity
models discussed in section A.2. Therefore only this case is shown in Figure A.5 demonstrating snapshots after 6, 12, and 36 months with accumulated displacements during
the postseismic period and location of the narrow damage zones. We conclude here that
this set of the model parameters seems more realistic.

	
  

Figure A.5: Displacements in meters at 6 (M6), 12 (M12), and 36 (M36) months after
the main coseismic rupture along the thrust interface (red line at the lower plot). Direction
is shown by arrows scaled to the maximum value of the each plot. Four damage zones
formed after the main event are marked as 1-4. The gravity anomaly (Gal) after 36 months
at the resolution of the GRACE gravity models is shown at the top.

The damage zones marked as 1 and 2 in Figure A.5 were formed in the vicinity of the
coseismic rupture of the main event (coseismic rupture marked by red line on the bottom
snapshot). Zone 2 is situated in the subducting plate along the downdip extension of the
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main rupture zone, while the zone 1 is located in the overriding continental plate. These
zones are separated by subduction channel where viscosity was originally lowered by
sediment and water transport during long-term simulation. The maximum displacement
occurs in the area of the main rupture in zone 1 at the depth between 30 and 60 km
and in zone 2 it also extends to significant depths below 30 km. In general, these
zones are formed at the downdip extension of the main rupture. The less pronounced
damage zone 3 is also located in the vicinity of the main rupture and represents slip on
an outerrise normal fault located within the area of extension that results from flexure
of the subducting plate. Damage zone 4 is situated within the subducting plate as
well. Formation of this zone is driven by high compressive stresses accumulated in the
subducting plate during the period when the subduction channel was locked.
Figure A.5 demonstrates that the localized fault zones evolve over time and that
their distribution can change considerably. During the first six months shear zones 1
and 2 are separated by a block that experiences only very minor deformation. Later
on, zone 1 grows and extends into the area of zone 2. After three years (36 months),
shear movement in zone 2 occurs in the background of the total downward displacement
caused by left side of the zone 1. Finally, all originally localized zones form a strongly
deformed area up to 300 km wide around coseismic rupture. The location of this broad
and intensively deformed area is compatible with a wide cloud of aftershock activity
extending from depths of about 10 km to more than 60 km in Sumatra during 2004-2005
[e.g. Engdahl et al., 2007].

A.3.3

Comparison with GRACE gravity data

The results of simulations suggest that formation of damage zones and propagation of
coseismic rupture to depths of 30-60 km produces small surface displacements comparing
to observed postseismic GPS displacements in Sumatra region. The maximum simulated
surface displacement in the trench area at the overriding plate relative to its remote
eastern edge after 10 months are below 2 cm, while the observed GPS displacements
from January to November 2005 excluding effect of Nias earthquake are more than 60
cm (Table 1 from Pollitz et al. [2008]). As it was mentioned above, we consider fault
propagation as additional process to viscoelastic relaxation, which successfully explained
amplitude and time decay of the registered surface displacements Pollitz et al. [2008];
Panet et al. [2010] even its gravity effect is noticeably smaller that the gravity anomaly
registered by GRACE. Let us consider the gravity effect from modelled damage zones.
The main long wavelength gravity effect (spherical harmonics up to 50) comes from
extension and compaction of rocks in the lithosphere and mantle [e.g. Panet et al., 2007].
The spatial distribution of volumetric rock deformation is directly extracted from the
output of the numerical modeling for every snapshot. The accumulated volumetric rock
deformation up to three years after the main event is shown in Figure A.6. Almost the
entire area below depths of 40-50 km is under compaction with exception of the low
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Figure A.6: Accumulated dilatation 36 months after the main coseismic rupture. Density
variation in the general part of the area below 50 km is positive, hence the resulting gravity
anomaly at GRACE resolution is also positive.

amplitude region in extension around depths of 100-200 km. Hence in the main part of
the region rock density increased and the long-wavelength gravity anomaly corresponding
to resolution of the GRACE gravity models is positive (Figure A.5 at the top). Gravity
effect from small extensional areas is not seen at the GRACE resolution. Similar to the
real data, the positive anomaly covers the area of several 100 km above the coseismic
rupture and its amplitude after 36 months exceeds 12 µGal (Figure A.7). The gravity
effect at month 26 after the main event is about 40% smaller than the real anomaly (red
curve in Figure A.7) hence the visco-elastic relaxation is still necessary.

	
  

Figure A.7:

Built-up of the positive gravity anomaly (in Gal) above the trench area.
Months after the main seismic event are shown by numbers at the right. Red curve gravity
anomaly build up during 26 months [de Linage et al., 2009].

A.4 Discussion and Conclusions

A.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We present numerical modeling results of postseismic damage faulting in the area of
strong earthquakes to explain fast postseismic evolution of the gravity anomaly registered
by satellites GRACE. Modelling includes two stages: a) the long-term tectonic evolution
of a subduction zone, which provided the initial distribution of stress, material properties,
and temperature; b) a stage of stress accumulation before the main seismic event and its
coseismic stress release followed by the postseismic evolution including the development
of fault zones due to rock damage. Evolution of the state of stress at the last stage
was used to calculate density variations thus making it possible to calculate temporal
variations of the gravity field at the resolution of the GRACE gravity models.
The main earthquake never releases all stresses in vicinity of a locked subduction
zone. In particular in the Sumatra area, an active postseismic process is manifested by
high aftershock activity and continuing displacements recorded by GPS network, which
were reported in many papers [e.g. Paul et al., 2007]. The observed postseismic crustal
displacements were fitted well by a viscoelastic relaxation model assuming Burgers body
rheology for the asthenosphere (60-220 km deep) with a transient viscosity as low as
4·1017 Pa·s and constant ∼1019 Pa·s steady state viscosity in the 60-660 km depth range.
However, this process is not able to explain registered temporal variations of the gravity
field [Panet et al., 2010]. To explain these gravity field variations, additional postseismic
slip at the downdip extension of the rupture surface was hypothesized.
In this study we analyzed this hypothesis by numerical modeling of three sub-stages
of seismic process: stress accumulation, stress release, and postseismic stress evolution
leading to downward fault zone propagation. Numerical results demonstrated that stress
redistribution during the main event leads to formation of several rupture zones at depth,
including the downdip continuation of the main rupture. The damage rheology model
with initial conditions close to Sumatra structure and pre-seismic state of stress and
with high seismic efficiency (χ=75%) successfully describes GPS and seismology based
estimates of amplitude of coseismic displacement and seismic moment and suggested
amplitude (about 1 m) of postseismic displacements at the downdip extension of the coseismic rupture. Calculated gravity variations at the post-seismic stage have wavelength
of several 100 km, and amplitude up to 12 µGal at 36 months after the main event.
As a result rupture propagation explains about 60% of registered gravity anomaly. It
is important to emphasize, that rupture propagation at depth predicted by visco-elastic
damage rheology model causes only small effects at the surface because the source is distributed between three major fault zones around coseismic rupture and efficient stress
relaxation in brittle rock mass due to accumulation of distributed damage and damagerelated viscosity. Calculated surface displacements are much smaller then postseismic
displacements registered by GPS network. Hence, to also fit the GPS data, this process
is suggested to operate together with suggested viscoelastic relaxation, which produces
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about 50% of the registered gravity anomaly [Panet et al., 2010].
The main feature of postseismic evolution is the development of several fault zones
in the overriding and subducting plates. Being isolated at the beginning these zones
are growing and joining together forming finally a broad damage zone covering the area
around the main coseismic rupture and extending downwards in the upper mantle. The
same modeling procedure can be used to analyze other giant earthquakes, including the
02.27.2010 Maule, Chile, or 11.03.2011 Tohoku-Oki, Japan, earthquakes.
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